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". . . original and well written, substantive 

and illuminating, ... a genuine contribution 

to Hispanic literary criticism." 

—Allen W. Phillips 

Modernism was the major Spanish American 
literary movement of the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries. Leader of that influ
ential movement was Ruben Dario, the Nic-

araguan now recognized as one of the most 
important Hispanic poets of all time. 
Like the Romantics in England and the 

Symbolists on the Continent, Dario and other 

Modernists were strongly influenced by oc
cultist thought. But, as the poet Octavio Paz 

has written, "academic criticism has . . . pre
ferred to close its eyes to the stream of occul
tism that runs throughout Dario's work. This 
silence damages our comprehension of his 
poetry." 

Cathy Login Jrade's groundbreaking study 
corrects this critical oversight. Her work clearly 
demonstrates that esoteric tradition is central 
to Modernism and that an understanding of 
this centrality clarifies both the nature of the 

movement and its relationship to earlier Euro
pean literature. 

After placing Modernism in a broad histor
ical and literary perspective, Jrade examines 

the impact of esoteric beliefs upon Dario's 
view of the world and the role of poetry in it. 
Through detailed and insightful analyses of 
key poems, she explores the poet's quest for 
solutions to the nineteenth-century crisis of 
belief. 
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Preface 

This book developed over a number of years, growing in size and vi

sion at every stage. I first began to explore the impact of esoteric 
symbols and beliefs upon Dario's poetry during m y graduate studies 
at Brown University. These early probes were encouraged by provoc
ative references in Octavio Paz's "El caracol y la sirena" and in Enri
que Anderson Imbert's La ohginalidad de Ruben Dario as well as by 
stimulating discussions with m y professors Frank Durand, Juan 
Lopez-Morillas, and, above all, Alan S. Trueblood, who directed m y 
dissertation with extraordinary care and attention. 

While this early research brought into sharp focus Dario's perva

sive recourse to occultist elements, it simultaneously raised broader 
questions about Spanish American Modernism. It underscored the 
need to investigate the profound philosophic concerns that moti
vated the Modernist departure from traditional poetic patterns and 
belief systems. For providing the vantage point from which these 
concerns began to become clear, I am indebted to three remarkable 
books: Octavio Paz's Los hijos del limo and Meyer Abrams's Natu
ral Supernaturalism and The Mirror and the Lamp. After examining 
the widespread resurgence of interest in esoteric beliefs on the part 

of European writers of the nineteenth century, I sought to shed light 
on how and why this tendency to envision the world in terms of oc
cultist doctrine was adopted and developed by Dario and other Mod

ernist authors. The resulting analysis alters many of the predomi

nant perceptions regarding Modernist verse. 
During the time that this book was taking shape, I had the good 

fortune to make many dear friends whose advice and support have 

been crucial to the completion of this project. From the beginning 
Professor Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria of Yale University unself
ishly took time from his unrelenting schedule to make insightful 
comments and invaluable suggestions. Professor Andrew P. Debicki 

of the University of Kansas generously offered detailed advice and 
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enthusiastic encouragement at every stage of the book's develop

ment. Professor Enrico Mario Santi of Cornell University reviewed 

the first chapter with exceptional care. Discussions with and sugges

tions by professors Miguel Enguidanos, Luis Beltran, Willis Barn-

stone, and Maryellen Bieder of Indiana University and Enrique Pupo-

Walker of Vanderbilt University helped keep this project moving 
forward. More recently, advice and suggestions have come from the 

University of Texas Press. Since 1980, Suzanne Comer, humanities 
editor, has been a friendly voice on the other end of the phone and 

has helped m e through the publication process. But the one who has 

been there throughout, steadfastly encouraging m e to do m y best, 
has been m y husband, Ramon. He has been a stimulating colleague, 

an entertaining friend, a loving companion, and an unflagging source 
of strength. 

Finally, I wish to express m y appreciation to Indiana University 
for the various travel, research, and publication grants it has awarded 
m e during the past six years. 
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i. M o d e r n i s m a n d t h e 

R o m a n t i c / E s o t e r i c T r a d i t i o n 

A new awareness of the presence of unorthodox doctrines in His
panic literature has opened the way for the study of esoteric tradi
tion in the work of Ruben Dario and in the Modernist movement.1 

As early as 1964 Octavio Paz recognized that "the academic critic 
has generally preferred to close his eyes to the current of occultism 
that pervades Dario;s work/7 Paz added that, "this silence damages 

comprehension of his poetry. It is a question of a central current that 

constitutes a system of thought and also a system of poetic associ
ations."2 In 1967 Ricardo Gullon examined the eclectic occultism 
of Modernist writers, while Enrique Anderson Imbert documented 
Dario's familiarity with the sundry esoteric systems that were popu
lar in Europe at the turn of the century.3 These studies indicate a 

connection between occult doctrine and Modernism but do not ex
amine it in detail. Not only does esoteric tradition lie at the heart of 
Modernist poetics, but it is also the key to understanding Modern
ism's place in the "modern tradition," that is, with regard to the Eu

ropean literature that preceded it and the contemporary Hispanic lit

erature for which it prepared the way 
For many years critics have been dissatisfied with attempts to 

define the nature of Modernism. The shortcomings have stemmed 
from a nearsightedness that limited the examination of Modernism 

to its Spanish American context—in spite of their awareness of 
Modernism's "cosmopolitanism." This perspective hindered percep

tion of the movement's true nature, which departed from Hispanic 

tradition and its cultural emphasis on a Catholic faith in an orderly, 

meaningful universe. While the impact of Catholicism upon Mod

ernist authors is as pervasive as it is undeniable, a growing sense of 

doubt about established beliefs defines the movement much more 

than its Catholic background. Therefore, when more than sixty 

years ago Unamuno complained, "I don't exactly know what this 

business of Modernists and Modernism is, such diverse and oppos-
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ing things are given these names that there is no way to reduce them 
to a common category/' or when Ned Davison, in the introduction 

to his book on the topic, confesses that "we may have no clearer no

tion of Modernism today than Unamuno did in 1918. . . ," they both 

were falling into the same error.4 They were focusing on the multi

farious surface manifestations of a poetic movement that is held at 

the core by a common vision of the human predicament, one that 

reflects the modern sense of having been set adrift alone in a world 

of uncharted realities. The Modernist author deals with feelings of 

fragmentation and alienation by attempting to rediscover a sense of 

belonging and "wholeness." In so doing, he or she stands squarely in 

the mainstream of modern European literary currents, the source of 

which is English and German Romanticism. 

It no longer seems necessary to enter into the debate between 

the position taken by Pedro Salinas, who believed that Modernism 

was characterized by its limited scope and its focus on the renova
tion of poetic language, and that of Juan Ramon Jimenez, who held 

that Modernism was not a school but an epoch.5 As Donald L. Shaw 

suggests, a resolution of this disagreement is to be found in Roman

ticism. "It is here surely and not in modernismo that we find the 

'total' phenomenon to which Onis and Juan Ramon Jimenez refer. 

The former's postulation of a 'crisis universal de las letras y del es-

piritu que inicia hacia 1885' is unsupported either by facts or argu

ments." Shaw explains that "no such crisis occurred; and for a very 
simple reason: it had occurred already. Even the technical renova

tion of the medium of expression in poetry which is so often insisted 

on as the primary characteristic of modernismo is a continuation of 

romantic experiments with metre and diction."6 Shaw postulates a 

crisis of beliefs and ideals spreading outward from Romanticism into 
Spanish American literature and argues that Spanish American mo

dernismo arose at least as much from a desire to find in art a release 

from the tension generated by this crisis as from mere desire to re
generate the poetic medium of expression. Central to Modernist in

novation was the desire to respond to the collapse of the belief sys
tems dominant at the end of the nineteenth century.7 Modernist 
writers established music as their poetic ideal, like the French Sym

bolists before them, and aspired to evoke with the musical language 

of their poetry an untarnished vision of the universe. They de
nounced fossilized language because it interfered with their attempts 
to rediscover the pristine world that had been lost to them and to 

their contemporaries. Poetry was not the escapist's path but rather 

the discoverer's tool. 

For the most part Shaw is accurate in his analysis of the situa-
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tion, but his statement requires clarification. Shaw's "Romanti

cism" resembles much more closely English, German, and—to a 
lesser degree—French Romanticism than it does the Spanish ver

sion.8 In Spain the ideological foundation of Romanticism met tena

cious opposition from Catholic traditionalists who were already 

alarmed by the ideas of the Enlightenment. If, as pointed out by An

gel del Rio, it was impossible for the unorthodox philosophy of Ro
manticism to take root in the orthodox and Catholic soil of Spain, it 

was impossible because such new ideas were inappropriate.9 These 

ideas had originated as responses to the metaphysical crisis at the 

end of the eighteenth century, a crisis that had not taken place in 

Spain, precisely because of its unchallenged orthodox world view.10 

It is profoundly significant, for example, that E. A. Peers finds that 

an emphasis on Christianity is a dominant characteristic of the Ro
mantic movement in Spain and that the major writers of the period 
were at peace with the world.11 As a result, Spanish Romanticism re

mained, in general, superficial, echoing the tone but not reflecting 
the substance of the European movement. 

In Spanish America, on the other hand, the crisis that arose out 
of the positivistic criticism of the established religion and meta
physics had become acute toward the end of the nineteenth century. 

The imperial expansion of the European industrial powers that re
structured the countries of Spanish America along the lines of the 

economic and social order of their own capitalist organization com
pounded this upheaval.12 Prosperity and a growing faith in science 
had transformed widely held assumptions about life. According to 

the evangelists of the day, the society of the future would be orga
nized upon a more rational basis than ever before, and humanity 

would find itself living in a world without problems. Messianism 
was intrinsically present in the attitude of scientists who thought of 
themselves as the bearers of a demonstrable truth, that is, of the 

"Truth," and trustees of the future. Yet in time it was recognized 
that, far from becoming more understandable, the world appeared 

more enigmatic, and the great inventions did not reduce the mys
tery.13 Or, as Dario himself would write: "El progreso moderno es 

enemigo del ensueno y del misterio en cuanto a que se ha circuns-
crito a la idea de la utilidad. Mas, no habiendose todavia dado un 

solo paso en lo que se refiere al origen de la vida y a nuestra desapari-
cion en la inevitable muerte, el ensueno y el misterio permanecen 
con su eterna atraccion."14 

Thus a profound crisis of beliefs—virtually unprecedented in 

the modern Hispanic tradition—arose at the end of the nineteenth 
century Yet it is not simply the confrontation of similar crises that 
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unites Romanticism and Modernism, but the similarity of their po

etic solutions. Octavio Paz has shown that the concept of analogy is 
the unifying thread that runs throughout modern poetry and that il

luminates the relationship between the two literary movements. It 

was with this and ancillary esoteric concepts that Romantic writers 

filled the spiritual void they sensed in the new science of the En

lightenment and Modernist writers responded to the materialism of 
Spanish American positivism. Paz points out that modern poetry 

has always represented a reaction against the modern era and its 

various manifestations, whether they be the Enlightenment, critical 
reason, liberalism, positivism, or Marxism. He adds: "In their op

position to modern rationalism poets rediscover a tradition, as an
cient as man, which was kept alive by Renaissance Neoplatonism 

and the hermetic and occultist sects and tendencies of the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries. This tradition crosses the eighteenth 

century, penetrates the nineteenth, and reaches our own. I am refer

ring to analogy, the vision of the universe as a system of correspon

dences and of language as the universe's double."15 

Like the English and German Romantics and the French Sym
bolists, the Spanish American Modernists perceived the anxiety of 

their age as generated by fragmentation: individuals were out of 

touch with themselves, with their companions, and with nature. 
The hope for amelioration resided in integration on all three levels. 

The design that the Romantics elaborated for possible recovery (and 
that was later adapted by the Symbolists and the Modernists) had its 

roots in esoteric and biblical conceptions of the world and centers on 

the analogical vision of the universe underscored by Paz.16 

Renaissance vitalism, in which everything is interrelated by a 

system of correspondences and the living is continuous with the in
animate, is at the heart of the Romantic answer to the Enlighten

ment, its mechanistic world view, its analytic divisiveness, and its 
conception of the human mind as totally diverse and alien from its 
nonmental environment.17 In broader terms, Abrams has shown that 
the basis of Romantic thought lies in "highly elaborated and sophis

ticated variations upon the Neoplatonic paradigm of a primal unity 
and goodness, an emanation into multiplicity which is ipso facto a 
lapse into evil and suffering, and a return to unity and goodness."18 
Within this framework, absolute unity functions both as the source 
and supreme mode of all existence and as the criterion of all value. 

A powerful pictorial medium that has sustained the doctrine 
that perfection is identical to simple unity is the myth of primor
dial man as a cosmic androgyne, who has fallen into evil and multi
plicity (the material and bisexual world), yet retains the capacity for 
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recovering his lost integrity and for returning to the One and the 

Good. In its Western form this myth has its roots in Plato's Sym
posium, in Gnosticism, and in the Orphic and other mysteries. It 

appears today as a central component of esoteric tradition, two 
branches of which have remained deeply influential throughout the 

centuries, namely the Hebrew Kabbala and the Christian version of 

Hermetic lore. Recent scholarship has demonstrated the prevalence 
of Hermeticism and Christianized versions of Kabbalist doctrine in 

the major writings of the European Renaissance.19 This occult tradi

tion was in turn communicated to later thinkers by various philoso

phers, including Giordano Bruno and Jacob Boehme. Boehme, for ex
ample, elaborated the ancient myth of primal man, who fell into 
sexual, material, and psychological division, and whose redemption 

is made possible by Christ, who united the attributes of both sexes 
in himself. Hegel, Blake, and Coleridge are among the Romantics di

rectly influenced by Boehme and other occult writers.20 Along more 
traditional lines, many Romantic writers perceived a significant co
incidence between the Neoplatonic/esoteric design for the circular 

course of the soul and the Christian figure of the prodigal son. As 
a result, the post-Adamic individual is often seen as a wayfarer in 

an alien land and the course of life as a pilgrimage in search of the 

homeland to which he or she belongs. 
In short, Romantic writers adapted various versions of the Neo-

platonic paradigm in order to explain what they felt to be personal 
fragmentation, estrangement, or alienation. They sought to help re
deem humanity by fostering a reconciliation with nature, from 
which it had severed itself. In other words, central to Romantic po
etry is a nostalgia for a primordial time in which the individual is 
reconciled with nature. Many of the myths and imagery that sup
plied the hope for reconciliation are recognizably esoteric in origin. 

In particular, the attribution of a life and soul to nature allowed for 
the transformation of a dead and alien milieu into a human and 
companionable environment in which one could feel at home and 

with which one could share one's life. 
Abrams suggests that English and German Romantics used the 

myths and images of esoteric tradition as "symbolic conveniences" or 
"metaphors for poetry/' and that the older view of the world helped 

them to define the malaise of their own time and dramatize their 
feeling that they did not belong in the intellectual, social, and politi

cal milieu of their oppressive and crisis-ridden age.21 The French heirs 
of English and German Romanticism looked deeper into their legacy 

of esoteric thought and developed a new dimension to both the role 
of the poet and the place of poetry. By making analogy the basis of 
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their poetics, they made the poet a seer who is in touch with the 
World-Soul, and poetry a means of discovery, a modern religion.22 

Whereas for Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Carlyle the poet was the in

dividual whose vocation is to liberate the vision of readers from the 

bondage of habitual categories and social customs so that they may 

see the new world that the poet had come to see, for Baudelaire and 
Rimbaud the poet is the one who can rearrange the disordered mate

rial of perception into a symbolic vision that reflects both the soul of 

the poet and the essence of the supernatural. This "deciphering" was 

possible because they believed the soul, by virtue of its divine origin, 

maintains a means of communication with the spiritual beyond.23 

The special language through which the macrocosm and microcosm 

reveal themselves to each other is the language of symbols, meta

phors, and analogies. The mission of poetry is to rediscover this 
means of communication and to achieve a renewed unity of spirit. 

As in Baudelaire's famous "Correspondances," the poet perceives in 
the "forest of symbols" the "dark and profound unity" and senses 

that all things correspond with one another. 
Baudelaire, in effect, encouraged the free use of words and im

ages, which are to be employed not according to their logical usage 

but rather in accord with universal analogy. The poet's art was be
coming an "evocative magic," a sacred function. Mallarme, in turn, 

hoped to increase the magical powers of poetry by separating the 
crude and immediate from the "essential" condition of words. The 
"essential" word does not function as an intermediary between two 

minds, but as an instrument of power capable of awakening the soul 
to its original innocence. Implicit in this conception is the belief 
that, when restored to its full efficacy, language will evoke, like mu
sic, a pure, untarnished vision of the universe, a vision that recalls 
the first day of creation. Music, because it is indefinite and innocent 

of reference to the external world, thus became the ideal of poetic 
creation. For the Symbolists, the purposeful use of the musical re

sources of language, the internal adjustment of ideas, words, and 
sounds to the impressions that evoke them, became a means of tran

scending the here and now and of achieving unity with the universe. 
Poetry thus becomes a magic double of the cosmos. 

Finally, Rimbaud took the Romantic and Symbolist concept of 
the visionary poet one step further. He openly assigned to the poet 

the task of "making himself a seer." He was determined to go be
yond accepted human limitations, which he saw as the product of 
habit and laziness. It was necessary to break with "culture" and to 
"cultivate his soul" by "disordering his senses." Rimbaud was, in 
part, following the lead of Baudelaire, who engaged in unconven-
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tional behavior for the purpose of extending the range of his sensa

tions and of expanding his experience. 
Even the most radical stance adopted by the Symbolist writers 

reveals the traditional basis of their position. Like the Romantics 
before them, they were concerned with the paradise that had been 
lost. The fundamental thrust of nineteenth-century poetry is an un-

quenched hope for innocence, a key principle of which is the rec
onciliation or synthesis of whatever is divided, opposed, and con

flicting. Their search led them to discover the analogical vision of 

esoteric doctrine. Modernism is heir to these movements, and it is 
in terms of Modernism's unique adaptation of the trends that they 

embody that the Spanish American movement can be defined and 

its place in modern poetry can be determined.24 
The centrality to Modernism of this search for unity comes to 

the fore in Dario's poetry. Not only is Ruben Dario the movement's 
most widely read and admired poet; he was also, shortly after 1896, 
its undisputed head, spokesman, and intellectual center of gravity. 
He found in the Romantic and Symbolist writers models that took 
him and the movement beyond the confines of traditional religions 

into the area of alternative belief systems. Aspects of these unor
thodox world views have routinely been identified as Pythagorean.25 
But what most students of Modernism have failed to recognize is that 
the Pythagoreanism that influenced Dario was reinterpreted through 

esoteric doctrine and freely combines elements not only from histor
ical Pythagoreanism but also from Neo-Pythagoreanism, Platonism, 

and Neoplatonism.26 
Actually "Pythagoreanism" even when used in the strictest 

sense is a term of uncertain dimension. Although a fully historical 
figure, Pythagoras underwent a kind of canonization, and his life 
was quickly obscured by legend. Therefore, in discussing the theo
ries of the Pythagoreans, it cannot be determined how much was 

due to Pythagoras himself and how much was due to later members 
of the school. For the literary critic, however, the problem is less 
complicated in that the concern is not so much with the equivocal 
body of doctrine called Pythagoreanism as with the prevailing idea 

of the philosophy at the time. In Dario's case it is well-accepted that 
his idea of Pythagoreanism was molded by Edouard Schure's esoteric 
classic, The Great Initiates: A Study of the Secret History of Re
ligions, one of just a few books that Arturo Marasso, in his study 

of the sources of Dario's poetry, holds to have had a lasting influ
ence on Dario's imagination and poetic thought.27 In Schure's work, 

Pythagoras is ranked among the great religious leaders of the world: 
Rama, Krishna, Hermes, Moses, Orpheus, Plato, and Jesus, all of 
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whom are described as initiates of occultism. This syncretic ap

proach is a fundamental characteristic of esoteric tradition and, it 

may be assumed, one that proved particularly attractive to Dario. 

In general, the various manifestations of esoteric tradition hold 

that the ancient wisdom of the sages did not disappear when Chris

tianity became the world's most powerful religion; this knowl

edge simply assumed the symbolism of the new faith, perpetuating 

through its emblems and allegories the same truths that have been 

the property of the wise since the beginning of time.28 This faith in 

the fundamental unity of all religions provided Dario with a frame

work in which he could reconcile Catholic dogma, which left an ir

refutable, permanent stamp on his view of the world, with the ap

pealing alternative belief systems that would become intimately 

linked with his poetic creation. Moreover, Dario, like Schure pre

viously, endeavored to convince his reading public of the validity of 

occult creeds by reconciling them with the positivistic approach 

popular at the time.29 In an article published in La Nacion in 1895, 

he wrote: 

La ciencia de lo oculto, que era antes perteneciente a los inicia-
dos, a los adeptos, renace hoy con nuevas investigaciones de 

sabios y sociedades especiales. La ciencia oficial de los occi-
dentales no ha podido aun aceptar ciertas manifestaciones 

extraordinarias—pero no fuera de lo natural en su sentido abso-

luto—como las demonstradas por Crookes y M m e . Blavatsky. 
Mas esperan los fervorosos que con el perfeccionamiento 

sucesivo de la Humanidad llegara un tiempo en que no sera ya 

arcana la antigua Scientia occulta, Scientia occultati, Scientia 

occultans. Llegara un dia en que la Ciencia y la Religion, con-

fundidas, hagan ascender al hombre al conocimiento de la 
Ciencia de la Vida.30 

In the same article Dario demonstrates an intimate acquaint

ance with the key names and philosophies associated with the oc

cult revival of the nineteenth century. He divides the occultists into 

three groups: (1) the Theosophical Society founded by Madame Bla

vatsky and Colonel Olcott, (2) the Rosicrucians headed by Sar Pela-
dan, and (3) the Independent Group of Esoteric Studies directed by 

Gerard Encausse, "Papus." In addition, he concludes that the last 

group is the most important, because it is the widest in scope, en

compassing under its broad title "Kabbalism," astrology, magnetism, 
hypnotism, Gnosticism, freemasonry, and alchemy. Though in this 
article Dario does not confide a personal commitment to any of 
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these occultist sects, his participation in the major literary circles of 

Europe, which were saturated with believers and proselytizers, and 

his intense interest in the current vogues and intellectual trends 

would indicate a serious predisposition to a wide range of esoteric 
beliefs. His broad knowledge of Romantic and Symbolist literature 

would have shown him the relevance of these unorthodox beliefs to 
his conceptualization of the world and the role of poetry. 

Actually Dario became aware of the possibility of alternative be
lief systems as early as 1881, when he came into contact with Jose 

Leonard y Bertholet, who was brought to Leon, Nicaragua, as director 

of the Instituto de Occidente, where Dario studied for two months. 

Charles Watland explains Leonard's importance: "Like many others 
in the nineteenth century, Leonard believed in the perfectibility of 

mankind and that science would soon solve all major problems. He 
was impatient with established religion and violently opposed to the 
Jesuits. He was an active freemason and is regarded as the founder of 

the Managua Lodge."31 The receptive and restless youth followed 
the model set for him. In his poems, Dario denounced the mystery 
of the trinity, the dogma of papal infallibility, and the sacraments. 

Moreover, he became active in the masonic temple. He recounts the 

process: "Cayo en mis manos un libro de masoneria, y m e dio por ser 
mason, y llegaron a serme familiares Hiram, el Templo, los caballe-

ros Kadosch, el mandil, la escuadra, el compas, las baterias y toda la 
endiablada y simbolica liturgia de esos terribles ingenios."32 Despite 
Dario's return to the Church shortly thereafter, he never ceased to 

be attracted to alternative beliefs. Around 1890, after reading Ma
dame Blavatsky and falling under the influence of his Guatemalan 
friend Jorge Castro, he began to consider himself a Theosophist.33 

Throughout his career Dario continued to explore large num
bers of nontraditional doctrines. While most share a common core of 

beliefs, it was esoteric Pythagoreanism—with its emphasis on order, 
harmony, and music—that captured his poetic imagination and be

came the philosophic and metaphoric center of his poetry. Though 

Dario's cosmic vision and his poetics are merely two sides of the 

same coin, the conceptual framework requires detailed explanation 

first. 
As was the case with the Romantics and the Symbolists, har

mony, as a philosophic ideal associated with divine perfection, forms 

the basis of the Pythagorean cosmology to which Dario turned in 

order to find unity where others saw discord and dissonance. Dario 
learned that Pythagoreans hold that the entire universe is one har

monious extension of God, whose soul permeates all and is identical 

with the great soul of the world. Since both the individual and the 
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universe are made in the image of God, each being is a microcosm 

that should strive to implant in his or her soul the harmony seen in 

the macrocosm. Schure's description, which Dario knew well, high

lights these points. 

Pythagoras called this [the Great Monad, the essence of the 

Uncreated Being] the first One, composed of harmony, the 

Male Fire which passes through everything, the Spirit which 

moves by itself, the Indivisible, great non-manifest, whose 

creative thought the ephemeral worlds make manifest, the 

Unique, the Eternal, the Unchangeable hidden under the many 

things which pass away and change. . . . [Philolaus, the Pythag

orean,] added that the work of initiation was to get closer to 

the great Being by resembling Him, by making oneself as per
fect as possible, by mastering things through intelligence, by 

thus becoming active like Him, and not passive like them. 

"Your being is yours; is your soul not a microcosm, a little 

universe?—But it is filled with storms and discords. Therefore, 

it is a question of effecting unity in harmony. Then,—only 

then—will God descend into your consciousness; then you 
will share His power. . . ."34 

The Neoplatonic paradigm of a primal unity and goodness, a lapse 

into evil and suffering, and a return to unity and goodness that Dario 

was reading in Romantic and Symbolist literature is clearly evident 
in this rendition of Pythagoreanism. Schure also explains that this 

view that the universe is harmonious, well-ordered, and the paragon 

for the soul came to Pythagoras largely from his discoveries in math

ematics. "Pythagoras called his disciples mathematicians because 
his higher teaching began with the study of number. But his sacred 

mathematics or science of principles was both transcendent and 

more alive than the secular mathematics known to our modern sci

entists and philosophers. Number was not considered an abstract 
quantity but an intrinsic and living nature of the supreme One, of 
God, the Source of universal harmony" (p. 311). 

Historically the germ of Pythagoras's mathematical philosophy 

was a discovery in the field of music. He found out that the perfect 

consonances of the musical scale can be exactly expressed as ratios 
between the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, which, added together, make the 

perfect number, 10. Pythagoras saw in his discovery a principle that 
could illuminate the whole economy of nature. If the chaotic welter 

of sounds that besiege our hearing can be reduced, by the simple 

principle of limiting measure, to the harmonious order of art and fi-
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nally to proportions of number, he believed that the whole order of 

nature, with its acknowledged beauty, could also be framed on the 

principle of form and measure, proportion and harmony.35 An out

growth of the view that universal harmony is demonstrated both in 

the beauty of music and in the regularity of the heavenly bodies is 

the image of celestial music, to which Dario often referred. The 

seven planets were comparable to the seven strings of the hepta

chord; the various distances to lengths of chord; and the supposed 

sounds produced by the spheres revolving around the center to the 
tones of the lute. This close relationship among universal harmony, 

number, and music is incorporated into Schure's history of Pythago
reanism. He writes (pp. 307-308): 

He [the novice] was allowed to see this truth only in part 

through what was called the power of Magic and Number. For 

numbers, the master taught, contain the secret of things, and 

God is universal harmony. The seven sacred modes built on 
the seven notes of the heptachord correspond to the seven col
ors of light, to the seven planets, and to the seven forms of 
existence, which are reproduced in all the spheres of material 

and spiritual life, from the least to the greatest. The melodies 
of these modes, wisely instilled, should bring the soul into har
mony, making it capable of vibrating exactly with the breath 

of truth. 

These highly suggestive passages served to reinforce the prin
cipal Romantic and Symbolist tenets under the influence of which 

Dario was writing, and he came to formulate a poetic cosmology 
predicated on the Pythagorean concept of universal harmony.36 The 
entire universe is one harmonious, living, rhythmically pulsating 
extension of God, and all elements of nature are signs that indicate 

the unity of the universe in and through God. A corollary holds that 

the poet is a magus who can read and interpret the signs of nature, 
conveying their message of unity and harmony to the rest of human

ity. It is, of course, the goal of all initiates of Pythagoreanism to com
prehend the order of the macrocosm, to imitate it, and to implant a 

similar order in the microcosm, thus becoming orderly of soul. Yet it 
is recognized that there are certain superior individuals who are 

more conscious than others of the divine element within them and, 

consequently, more able to recognize the transcendent order of the 
world around them. Romantic literary theory encouraged the identi

fication of these special individuals with poets. Combining Platonic 

and Neoplatonic vocabulary, the prominent Romantics commented 
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upon the newly elevated role of poets. Shelley held that the objects 

imitated by great poets are eternal Forms perceived through the veil 
of fact and particularity and that poetry "strips the veil of familiarity 

from the world, and lays bare the naked and sleeping beauty, which 

is the spirit of its forms." A poet, therefore, "participates in the eter

nal, the infinite, and the one." Coleridge also believed that the artist 
must copy not the external world but the essence "which is within 

the thing/7 Carlyle's hero-poet is transformed into a man-god, a 

prophet, a priest, or a king who lives "in the True, Divine, and Eter

nal, which exists always unseen to most, under the Temporary, 

Trivial."37 
As noted previously, this tendency to raise the poet to the status 

of high priest, who is credited with the power to express in poetry, 
through the magic of language, a transcendent vision of the uni

verse, was continued and strengthened among the Symbolists and, 
later, adopted by the Modernists. Dario found further support for 

this view in the writings of nineteenth-century occultists. Annie Be-

sant, for example, wrote that the poet is the most perceptive of peo
ple and the best qualified to share with humanity findings regarding 

the harmonious universe, for the poet has attained the ideal held by 

occultists, namely, to rise to the plane of unity, to be one with one's 

brothers and sisters through the unity of a common life.38 

In esoteric Pythagoreanism, the elevation to the plane of unity 

is seen as a dynamic process through which the human soul, which 

is part of the great Soul of the world, that is, a spark of the divine 

spirit, passes through all the kingdoms of nature, gradually becom
ing developed through a series of innumerable existences. In other 

words, an individual reaches a higher plane of existence through the 
transmigration of souls. Dario discovered in this third tenet a means 

of describing the conflicts within his being between his physical de
sires and his sense of poetic responsibility. The final goal of humanity 

is "attained when the soul will have decisively conquered matter; 

when, developing all its spiritual faculties, the soul will have found 
within itself the principle and goal of all. Then, since incarnation will 

no longer be necessary, the soul will enter the divine state through a 
complete union with divine intelligence" (p. 344). Within this frame
work, Dario presumed that the enlightened poet had achieved highly 

developed intellectual and expressive talents through successive 
lives, finally mastering, in his or her last incarnation, perfect har
mony and unity with God and the universe. As two nineteenth-
century occultists wrote: "The poet hath no Self apart from his larger 
Self. ... He is supreme and ubiquitous in consciousness: his heart 
beats in every Element. The Pulse of all infinite Deep of Heaven vi-
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brates in his own and responding to their strength and their pleni
tude, he feels more intensely than other men."39 This point of view 

lies at the heart of Dario's regard for all poets and is the basis of his 

judgment of his own life and accomplishments. 
The thrust toward integration and harmony that underpins the 

first three tenets is particularly important in the fourth, through 

which Dario reconciles his sexual drive with universal accord by af
firming the sexual nature of the godhead and by appropriating the 

esoteric myth of the primordial man as a cosmic androgyne.40 Dario 
read the following explanation of the twofold nature of God in The 

Great Initiates: "Pythagoras said that the Great Monad acts as a cre

ative Dyad. From the moment God is manifest, He is double; indi
visible Essence, divisible Substance, masculine, active, animating 
and passive feminine principle. Therefore the Dyad represented the 
union of the Eternal Masculine and Eternal Feminine in God, the 
two basic, corresponding divine faculties. . This eternal Nature, 
this great Wife of God, is not only earthly nature but heavenly na
ture, invisible to our eyes of flesh, the Soul of the world. " (p. 

315). 
In this conception of the cosmos, woman plays an integral role, 

and the attraction between man and woman is placed within the 
context of universal harmony, becoming a path to perfection. Sexual 
love becomes a means of approximating the androgynous state of 
the primal man, and, since his fall into evil is identified with his en
trance into the material and bisexual world, a return to the union of 
male and female becomes a means of perceiving the prelapsarian, 
primordial bliss of unity as well as of intuiting the divine state. 

Students of Dario will recognize in this view of sexuality not 
only a satisfying alternative to the Catholic concept, which proved 
particularly troublesome to him, but also the basis of a large seg
ment of his artistic creation. A modified but similar design had been 
prevalent in the major German and English literature of the begin
ning of the nineteenth century. For the Romantics, the quest for self-
knowledge and wisdom begins with a fall from primal unity into 
self-division, which is an indispensable first step along the journey 
toward higher unity. The end of the journey is the return to man's 

ancestral home, which is often linked with a female contrary from 

w h o m he has, upon setting out, been separated. The achievement 
of the goal is often signaled by a loving union with the feminine 

other.41 In France, Hugo, in Les contemplations, Balzac, in Seraphita, 
and Fourier, to mention just a few, drew directly upon the myth of the 

androgyne. 
The fifth and final tenet of the world view that Dario formu-
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lated under the influence of the dual esoteric/Romantic tradition re

affirms the occultist belief in the unity of all religions. This syn
cretic perspective made it possible for Dario to "harmonize" esoteric 

doctrine with the Catholic heritage that he could not disown. The 

persistence of this strongly Catholic outlook in the works of Dario 
and other Modernist authors forms the basis of their unique position 

in modern poetry. 
The importance of Catholicism to Dario's poetry is not limited 

to religious vocabulary or references to the divine liturgy. Its impact 
is far more pervasive and subtle. As uncertain as the poet was of 

Catholic dogma, throughout Dario's poetry runs a persistent under

current of hope that behind the symbolic universe, which he has 

come to see as beautiful and harmonious, stands God, a personal 

God who will answer his anguished cries. It is very likely that this 

Catholic perspective has persisted longer in Hispanic letters than in 
any other Western literature. Curtius notes that it was only in Spain 

that "Biblical poetics" was able to develop into a theological poetics, 
and it did so during the Spanish revival of theology in the sixteenth 
century. In contrast, French Classicism confined to separate com

partments poetry and faith, Christianity and culture. In Spain all the 

arts—from the poetry of Luis de Leon, the novels of Miguel de Cer
vantes, the plays of Lope and Calderon, to the painting of Zurbaran 
and El Greco—have their origin in God and, therefore, are able to 

reconcile terrestrial images with the supraterrestrial.42 
The opposite perspective is adopted by most modern poets, for 

w h o m the heart of analogy is, in the words of Octavio Paz, an 
"empty space." Paz's point of comparison is Dante, for w h o m the 
center is a "knot": 

. . it is the Trinity which reconciles the One and the Many, 
substance and accident. Therefore, he knows—or thinks he 
knows—the secret of analogy, the key with which to read the 
book of the universe; this key is another book: the Holy Scrip
tures. The modern poet knows—or thinks he knows—pre
cisely the contrary: the world is illegible, there is no book. 

Negation, criticism, irony, these also constitute knowledge, 
though of the opposite kind to Dante's. A knowledge which is 
not the contemplation of otherness from the vantage point of 
unity, but the vision of the breaking away from unity. An abys
mal knowledge, an ironic knowledge.43 

For Dario the heart of analogy is neither completely deciphered 
nor completely indecipherable. Though often overtaken by doubts 
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and despair, Dario appears unable to reject out of hand the basis of 
hope provided by Catholicism. In this attitude, also, he resembles 

many Romantic poets who "deliberately elected their stance, not of 
optimism, but of qualified hope. . . in the Romantic view dejection 
breeds sterility, and to persist in a state of apathy and hopelessness is 

to live what Coleridge called a 'death-in-life'; while to commit one
self to hope ... is an essential obligation, without which we are in
deed doomed. For while hope, by holding open a possibility, releases 

man's powers of imagination and action, despair is self-fulfilling, 
because it guarantees the condition to which it surrenders."44 It is 

this qualified hope that makes Dario's poetry seem at times naive, 
anachronistic, cursi, and out of touch with contemporary cynicism 
and irony. Modern readers, therefore, tend to prefer his poems of an

guish and doubt. 
The dominant Catholic culture of Latin America left Dario with 

another heritage, that of guilt, which he also attempts to resolve 

with the help of esoteric doctrine. The strongly instilled sense of sin 
modified, for example, Dario's view of the role of the poet. Like 

other Modernist authors, he could not forgive himself the unre
strained behavior of a Baudelaire or a Rimbaud—even for the sake of 
achieving a clearer vision of the supreme order of things. The price 
was simply too high to pay The only time the Modernist writer as
sumed the martyrdom of one predestined to the damnation of the 
poet's sacred calling was when one was able to claim, as Rimbaud 

did on occasion, the holiness of sin.45 
The five tenets outlined above underscore Dario's debt to the 

dual esoteric/Romantic tradition. Under the influence of occultist 

beliefs—as presented by Schure and others—and of Romantic and 
Symbolist writings, Dario created a poetic cosmology based on the 
Pythagorean concept of world harmony, in which the elements of 
nature are seen as signs that indicate the harmonious order of the 

universe. It is the poet/magus who can interpret and translate into 
human language nature's message of unity and harmony. Faith in 
this unity, which is dynamic, forms the basis of Dario's third tenet, 
the doctrine of transmigration of souls. Through the belief in the 
sexual nature of God, Dario found in human love a microcosmic par
allel to the macrocosmic order and developed a mystical concept of 
love. Finally, Dario's appeal to syncretism allowed him to extend his 
concern for reconciliation to religious doctrine and symbolism. But 
this listing of tenets that are the germ of several key poems merely 
emphasizes the most obvious aspect of Dario's interaction with the 
dual esoteric/Romantic tradition. To appreciate the centrality of this 

influence, Dario's poetry must be examined in detail. Poems must 
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be analyzed in order to try to resolve the enigmatic and explicate the 
seemingly inexplicable as well as to reveal uncharted levels of inten

sity in Dario's poetry, which has, in great part, been admired like fine 

filigree—fanciful, ornate, and well-crafted but superficial, lacking 

philosophic and emotional depth. A comprehensive awareness of his 

reliance on the dual esoteric/Romantic tradition highlights his unre

lenting attempts to come to terms with the modern predicament. 

These detailed readings will also demonstrate that the impact of 

the dual legacy was not limited to the formulation of the Modernist 

Weltanschauung. Dario's personally modified esoteric Pythagorean

ism forms the basis of Modernist aesthetics as well. If the universe is 
one harmonious extension of God and both individuals and the uni

verse are made in God's image, all the elements of creation are anal

ogous and correspond to each other; they are signs to be "read" and 
deciphered. This view makes the world comprehensible and defines 

a special role for poetry. As Paz explains, "Poetry is one of the man

ifestations of analogy: rhymes and alliterations, metaphors and me
tonymies are modes of operation in analogical thought. If analogy 

turns the universe into a poem, a text made up of oppositions which 
become resolved in correspondences, it also makes a poem a uni
verse."46 Dario, using a more traditional image, affirms this special 
relationship between language and creation. 

En el principio esta la palabra como unica representation. 
No simplemente como signo, puesto que no hay antes nada 
que representar. En el principio esta la palabra como mani

festation de la unidad infinita, pero ya conteniendola. Et ver-
bum erat Deus. 

La palabra no es en si mas que un signo, o una combination 
de signos; mas lo contiene todo por la virtud demiurgica. Los 
que la usan mal, seran los culpables, si no saben manejar esos 

peligrosos y delicados medios. Y el arte de la ordenacion de las 
palabras no debera estar sujeto a imposition de yugos, puesto 
que acaba de nacer la verdad que dice: el arte no es un con-
junto de reglas, sino una armonia de caprichos.47 

Dario's poetic goal is therefore a perfect "translation" of the "unidad 
infinita," or, in other words, a "re-creation" of the pristine order 

of the world undistorted by established patterns of perception or 
speech. He aspires to have his poetry emulate the pre-Babelic lan
guage with which God speaks in nature, and he denounces the fos
silized poetic language of his time because it interferes with the po
etic vision through which author and reader rediscover the paradise 
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that has been lost to them. Dario, therefore, like the Symbolists be
fore him, established music as the ideal of poetic creation. He as

pires to evoke with the musical language of his poetry a pure, un
tarnished vision of the universe. He writes: "No gusto de moldes 
nuevos ni viejos. . . Mi verso ha nacido siempre con su cuerpo y su 
alma, y no le he aplicado ninguna clase de ortopedia. He, si, cantado 
aires antiguos; y he querido ir hacia el porvenir, siempre bajo el di-
vino imperio de la musica—musica de ideas, musica del verbo" 
(p. 697). 

Melody implies harmony and a well-ordered universe. It was in 
the linking of harmony and melody with rhythm that the impact of 
esoteric Pythagoreanism upon Modernist aesthetics is most evident. 
Perhaps the first to recognize the importance of this connection was 
Paz, who saw that the search for a modern and cosmopolitan tongue 
led the Spanish American poet to rediscover the Hispanic tradition 
of rhythmic versification. Paz also recognized that this tendency 
was universal; it was the same principle that ruled the work of the 
great Romantics and Symbolists. Rhythm was the source of poetic 
creation and the key to the universe.48 In this way, the fundamental 
harmony of creation was associated with a cosmic pulse—perhaps 
an outgrowth of the basic Plotinist image of emanation that enjoyed 
popularity among Romantic writers and that was picked up later by 
Dario, in which the One and the Good are habitually analogized to 
such objects as an overflowing fountain or a radiating sun—a cosmic 
pulse with which the poet had to synchronize soul and poetry in or
der to perceive and "transmit" the hidden truths of the universe. 

Dario often perceived in the poetic language of others—espe
cially the French—in their rhythms and rhymes, in their vocabulary 
and images, means of coming into contact with the hidden truths of 
the universe. Severo Sarduy explains: "En la perception que Dario 
tiene del mundo como un codigo significante hay un intermediario. 
Ese intermediario es siempre de orden cultural, es decir, que Dario 
introduce en la literatura esta dimension fundamental. : el poema 
se situa en una esfera absolutamente cultural, en lo que los estruc-
turalistas llaman 'el codigo de papel.' Este intermediario, siempre 
plastico en el, es con frecuencia tambien de orden literario, y cuando 
digo literario, digo Verlaine."49 But Dario does not allow this "inter
mediary" to become a fixed pattern or mold. He writes, "El clise ver
bal es danoso porque encierra en si el clise mental, y juntos, perpe-
tuan la anquilosis, la inmovilidad" (p. 695). His poetics is based on 

the freedom to aspire to the level of music, that is, to the language 

before all languages that contains the "unidad infinita." 
Dario recognized that this need for freedom was common to all 
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poets and, therefore, refused to write a manifesto establishing his 

work as a model for others. In "Palabras liminares" of Prosas pro-

fanas he commented: "Yo no tengo literatura 'mia'—como lo ha 

manifestado una magistral autoridad—, para marcar el rumbo de los 

demas: mi literatura es mia en mi; quien siga servilmente mis 

huellas perdera su tesoro personal. . . ." (p. 545). The origin of this 

strong individualism is to be found in the Romantic, Symbolist, and 

esoteric view that the enlightened poet, whose soul is a spark of di

vine intelligence, creates in accord with the harmony of the uni

verse. To dictate the form that poetry must take would be to inhibit 

what the poet most hopes to achieve, namely, the direct contact be

tween language and universe. Dario turns to a Neoplatonic figure 

common in Romantic poetry, the spring, to make this point.50 

Joven, te ofrezco el don de esta copa de plata 

para que un dia puedas calmar la sed ardiente, 

la sed que con su fuego mas que la muerte mata. 

Mas debes abrevarte tan solo en una fuente. 

Otra agua que la suya tendra que serte ingrata; 

busca su oculto origen en la gruta viviente 

donde la interna musica de su cristal desata, 

junto al arbol que llora y la roca que siente. 

Guiete el misterioso eco de su murmullo; 

asciende por los riscos asperos del orgullo; 

baja por la constancia y desciende al abismo 

cuya entrada sombria guardan siete panteras: 

son los Siete Pecados las siete bestias fieras. 

Llena la copa y bebe: la fuente esta en ti mismo.51 

Poetry is the silver goblet that the young man will use some day to 

calm his burning thirst for beauty and knowledge. But his longing 

will be satisfied only when the goblet is filled with water from the 

spring that flows harmoniously in tune with the responsive and feel

ing nature that surrounds it. This spring is within the poet; it is that 

part of him that "speaks" with the primordial language of music and 

understands the primal order of the world before the fall. It may be 
hidden by habit and custom, but he must search it out. To drink 

from some other source will leave him parched and disillusioned. 

Implicit in this identification of the free-flowing spring with the 

essence of poetry are the restrictions that "form" must impose. Inev

itably the music of the spring must be muted in the goblet. This is 
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the complaint that Dario voices in "Yo persigo una forma . " also 

from "Las anforas de Epicuro" of Prosas profanas (p. 622). 

Yo persigo una forma que no encuentra mi estilo, 

boton de pensamiento que busca ser la rosa; 

se anuncia con un beso que en mis labios se posa 
al abrazo imposible de la Venus de Milo. 

Adornan verdes palmas el bianco peristilo; 
los astros m e han predicho la vision de la Diosa; 

y en mi alma reposa la luz, como reposa 
el ave de la luna sobre un lago tranquilo. 

Y no hallo sino la palabra que huye, 

la initiation melodica que de la flauta fluye 

y la barca del sueno que en el espacio boga,-

y bajo la ventana de mi Bella-Durmiente, 

el sollozo continuo del chorro de la fuente 

y el cuello del gran cisne bianco que m e interroga. 

Dario only finds "the word that escapes" because as he attempts to 
capture the ideas that float in his head—like the ship of dreams in 

space—they elude his verbal constraints. What is left instead is the 
melodic introduction or, to use Dario's words, the soul of the word. 

(What is lost is its body.) In "Palabras liminares" of Prosas profanas, 
he wrote, "Como cada palabra tiene un alma, hay en cada verso, ade-

mas de la harmonia verbal, una melodia ideal. La musica es solo de 

la idea muchas veces" (p. 574). The melody that remains is the ideas 
that are in their essence music. Through the fusion of verbal har

mony and ideal music, language becomes poetry and "recovers its 
original being, becomes music again."52 

Despite the acknowledged difficulty in achieving this perfect 
combination, Dario, as is evident in "Yo persigo una forma. ," 

continues to search for the ideal form that has only begun to develop 

in his mind. This form, which is heralded by the kiss placed on his 

lips in the impossible embrace of the Venus de Milo, is clearly iden

tified with woman, the goddess that the stars have predicted that he 
will see.53 Woman, the w o m b of existence, the primordial matrix, is 

the "flesh" of poetry as well. She is language and to become poetry 
must be inseminated with ideas, that is, the "ideal music." This con

ceptualization of poetry parallels the mythic view of the creation of 

the world. "In the beginning the Spirit conceived, the waters [i.e., the 
maternal w o m b of the universe] gave birth, and the world which was 
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born from their conjunction was the first material image of the 
World, of God the Son, the Logos who was the ideal pattern after 

which the creation was modeled."54 Among Romantic writers it was 

common to identify the poem as a "second nature" created by the 

poet in an act analogous to God's creation of the world, but Dario 
appeals to the more blatantly sexual conceptualization of creation of 

esoteric tradition.55 Thus, in union with the poet, woman holds the 
key to deciphering the universe by making possible the creation of a 
microcosmic "translation" of the pristine cosmos. "Eva y Cipris con-

centran el misterio / del corazon del mundo" (p. 668). 

Dario's search for the ideal woman, whose purity of form will 

permit the "re-creation" of the time before the loss of innocence, 

leads him to the ultimate female, to "Ella," to Death. At the end of 
"Coloquio de los centauros," she is described as "la victoria de la 

progenie humana" (p. 578): 

La virgen de las virgenes es inviolable y pura. 
Nadie su casto cuerpo tendra en la alcoba obscura, 

ni bebera en sus labios el grito de victoria, 

ni arrancara a su frente las rosas de su gloria. 

The very materiality of language prevents poetry from attaining the 
spirituality of music. Paz, commenting on similar attempts by Mal-

larme, concludes that "he has left reflections, confidences, doubts, 
fragments, odds and ends—but the book does not exist; it was never 
written. Analogy ends in silence."56 Dario himself was aware that 
the Symbolist aesthetics would lead him, like the French writers be

fore, to silence. As early as 1888, in "Catulo Mendez [51c]. Parnasia-

nos y decadentes," he writes: 

Es dar toda la soberania que merece el pensamiento escrito, . . . 
es utilizar todas las claridades del espiritu que concibe. 
Juntar la grandeza o los esplendores de una idea en el cerco 

burilado de una buena combination de letras; lograr no escribir 
como los papagayos hablan, sino hablar como las dguilas 
callan-, tener luz y color en un engarce, aprisionar el secreto de 
la musica en la trampa de plata de la retorica, hacer rosas ar-
tificiales que huelen a primavera, he aqui el misterio. Y para 
eso, nada de burgueses literarios, ni de frases de carton.57 

Dario's success, despite the unattainability of his ultimate goal, lies 
in the creation of artificial roses that evoke spring or, as suggested by 
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Merrim, in his "utilization of the Iconic potential of poetry to renew 
the direct contact between language and the universe."58 

It is in this poetics and the cosmology formulated by Dario un
der the influence of the dual esoteric/Romantic tradition—and not 
in the many surface features of the movement—that the true nature 
of Modernism can be perceived. Modernism is a movement born of 
crisis; it is Spanish America's response to the fragmentation and 

alienation generated in modern society; its final goal is to recover, 
through art, a sense of belonging and integration.59 The paradigms 
for possible recovery were supplied by the esoteric doctrine that was 
first rediscovered by Romantic writers. 

Whereas Davison places "attitude of cultural reform" (i.e., the 
widespread crisis of beliefs) on the same level as the five other char

acteristics of the movement—along with "renewal of form and tech
niques," "voluntad de estilo," "cosmopolitanism," "aestheticism and 
sensation/7 and "spiritual quest and mysticism"—it is, in reality, the 
origin of the movement. Both Alberto Z u m Felde and Octavio Paz 

recognize that Modernism is a genuine literary movement, rather 
than a shallow reflection of literary trends, because its members re
spond with true revolutionary vision to the personal and spiritual 
crises of their age. While Z u m Felde holds that Modernism is a pe

riod of profound spiritual crisis and uneasiness of mind, Paz empha
sizes the profound nature of the Modernist response. "Our critics 
and historians have been insensitive to the contradictory dialectic 
uniting positivism and modernismo. Consequently, they insist upon 
seeing the latter only as a literary trend and, above all, as a cos
mopolitan and rather superficial style. No, modernismo answered 
spiritual needs. Or, more precisely, it was the answer of imagination 
and sensitivity to the positivist drought."60 

"The spiritual quest and mysticism" of Modernism, which 
Davison acknowledges to have received less attention than other 

characteristics, is the ideological answer to the spirit of crisis out
lined by both critics above. Since the standard answers no longer 

appeared viable, Modernist writers sought solutions in unorthodox 
beliefs and belief systems. Their rejection of established answers in
cluded literary commonplaces; they turned away from linguistic 
cliches and stylish trends and carried out a "renewal of form and 
techniques." They aspired to achieve a more flexible and subtle lin
guistic vehicle that would enable them to maximize the musical at
tributes of their poetry. Through the magical powers of language 
they hoped to break the set patterns of perception, to see beyond dis
ordered appearances, and to capture the perfect harmony of creation. 
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With the rejection of the dominant ideologies of the day, the 
Modernists turned inward, to their souls, in order to achieve the de

sired, unencumbered vision of the world. They recognized that they 

had to intuit their responses directly from the world that had been 

cut off by rationalism and positivism. They willed unique manners 

of expression—"voluntad de estilo"—because they believed, not un

like other later literary movements, that any attempts to arrive at 

truth were predicated on the acceptance of individual truths. Z u m 

Felde explains this position in broad terms: "The common principle 
is individualism, the most genuine and characteristic intellectual 

product of the last third of the nineteenth century. Individualism— 

in its diverse ethical and aesthetical manifestations—is a child of 
the philosophical pessimism that, considering as illusions what 

man had held until then to be immutable principles of his reason 

and as fundamental ideals of his existence, left in its place, as the 

only truth, the individual, the I, the irreducible limit of all real
ity. . . ."61 In short, enlightened poets must trust themselves to find 

the truth they seek. 
The ideal recognized and singled out by all Modernists is beauty, 

but this aestheticism is far from frivolous. They aspired to emulate in 
their poetry the perfection of the universe that is hidden from most. 

Their models were found both in nature and in art. For as much as 
Modernists may have turned away from the molds and braces of 

their own culture, they found in the art of other cultures the free
dom and beauty that they sought. As Sarduy indicates, the Modern
ist author often viewed the world filtered through an aesthetic land
scape which provided a harmonious and well-ordered vision of the 
universe. Along similar lines, the Modernist author attempted to 

cultivate materials and devices for defining and evoking sensation in 
order to put people in touch once again with the beauty of the world 

around them. 
These characteristics of Modernism are widely recognized. What 

has been overlooked is their basis in the cosmology developed under 

the influence of esoteric tradition that was adopted by the Romantic 
and Symbolist writers of the nineteenth century. The foundation of 
this cosmology is the Pythagorean concept of world harmony, and, 
as is shown in the next chapter, it is in esoteric Pythagoreanism that 

Dario found a philosophic framework to structure his poetic world, 
his hopes, and his fears. 



2. Esoteric P y t h a g o r e a n i s m in 

Dario;s V i s i o n of the U n i v e r s e 

Though the centrality of esoteric Pythagoreanism to Dario's poetic 
creation has generally been overlooked, the importance of his search 
for unity and harmony has not. Pedro Salinas, in the conclusion to 

his La poesia de Ruben Dario, finds the common ground that unites 
the three diverse themes of love, art, and society in Dario's frustra
tion with the inadequacies of the human condition—especially in 
the face of time—in his struggle with fate, and, finally, in his in
creasing longing for peace.1 Miguel Enguidanos, taking Salinas as a 
point of departure, sees the tension generated by this constant dis
satisfaction with human destiny as the source of Dario's artistry.2 In 
his own terms, Enguidanos emphasizes Dario's refusal to accept the 
imperfect world that he was given to live in. Both critics therefore 
indirectly highlight Dario's continuation of the Romantic and Sym
bolist longing for the paradise from which the modern individual 
has been exiled. The poet struggles to discover the hidden order of 
the cosmos—an order that he trusts to be, in its essence, ideal music 
and beauty—and to incorporate that order into his life and works. 
Tension results from the possibility of failure: the possibility that he 
will fail either to recognize the pulse of creation or to control the 
human frailties that disrupt it. Dario eventually finds a philosophic 
framework for his hopes and fears in esoteric Pythagoreanism. 

Like the Romantics and Symbolists before him, the youthful 

Dario rejects the dominant ideologies of the day, for they offered few 
solutions to his sense of alienation and fragmentation. He turns in
stead to an older conception of the universe. His sensitivity to the 
lush tropical environment that surrounded him from his birth and 
his religious and even superstitious character combined to produce a 

propensity to see God in nature.3 As early as 1879 Dario links nature 
and God by describing the roar of the sea as "el eco tremendo / de la 

voz del Senor." He also perceives the entire world as a living orga
nism, for in the sea's "seno profundo / fuerte palpita el corazon del 
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mundo."4 In 1880, in "Desengafio" he wrote (p. 7; first ellipsis in 

original): 

Era en fin, todo armonia; 

era todo alii grandeza; 

sonreia Naturaleza 

al contemplar aquel dia . . . 

Pero del Sol asomo 

la faz pura y soberana 

y entre celajes de grana 

la aurora se disipo, 

y derramo los fulgores 

de su lampara esplendente, 
dando vida a la simiente 

y fecundando las flores. . . 

Here Dario adapts Genesis 1:31, "And God saw every thing that he 
had made, and, behold, it was very good," to his pantheistic notion 

of the fusion of God and nature. The harmony described derives 

from the unity of life manifested in the well-working union of sun 

and earth. In "El ano lirico" of Azul (1888), Dario transforms the 

Pythagorean universal monochord into a "lira universal" and envi

sions the song of birds in sympathetic resonance with one of its 

chords (p. 517). In this brief but telling passage, he reaffirms his faith 
in the musical order of the universe that may be hidden but that can 
be recovered and reestablished as the basis of poetry and life. 

Dario found support for this intuitive response to and poetic in
terpretation of the universe in the intellectual currents coming to 
him from Europe. His youthful tendency to a pantheistic view of the 

world was given impetus by his early familiarity with the writings of 

Victor Hugo and, shortly thereafter, by his extensive readings of Ro

mantic and Symbolist poets.5 These readings were soon comple

mented by his own zealous immersion in occult doctrine, particu

larly as summarized by Edouard Schure in The Great Initiates. As a 
result of the confluence of literary and esoteric traditions, Dario's 

early attitudes began to jell into a coherent conception of the uni
verse as a single living being animated by a single divine soul. This 

belief that God is the One that is everything is the foundation of 
esoteric Pythagoreanism and the key to Dario's vision of unity. 
Through it he discovers not only the unity of all the elements of 
creation but also the unity of male and female and the unity of life 
and death. 
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Esoteric Pythagoreanism holds that the whole universe is God, 

and since the Great Monad is composed of harmony, the entire uni

verse is considered one harmonious unfolding of his divine being. 

Though God is one, he acts as a creative Dyad, the union of the 
Eternal Masculine and the Eternal Feminine. Because both individ

uals and the universe are thought to have been made in the image 
of God, primordial man is conceived as a cosmic androgyne who 

has fallen into the material and bisexual world. It is necessary to 

understand the harmony of the macrocosm in order to imitate it 
and establish a similar divine order in the microcosm, thereby be

coming "orderly of soul" and approximating the undivided primor
dial ancestor. 

Although Pythagoreans maintain that God is omnipresent, they 
imagine that all the elements of creation are set up in a hierarchy 
based on their degree of spirituality and resemblance to God. In or
der for the human soul to have attained its present position, it had to 

traverse all the kingdoms of nature, gradually becoming developed 

through a series of innumerable existences. Furthermore, it is be
lieved that the soul becomes aware that the link between it and its 
external companion, Spirit, is insoluble even though death breaks 

the soul's attachment to the body. Accordingly, death is viewed as a 
"new sleep" or a "delightful swoon" during which the soul receives 
the hierarchical teaching of the circle of divine love. The alternation 
between life and death is, therefore, necessary for the development 
and purification of the soul.6 

All these tenets are based on and are inextricably linked to the 

belief in the unity of life. This belief forms the philosophic backdrop 
to Dario's entire poetic production and underlies his faith in an or

dered, intelligent, decipherable universe. While it seldom appears in 
isolation, it stands solidly at the core of seven major poems written 

between 1895 and 1908. In these poems Dario explores, through the 
concepts derived from esoteric Pythagoreanism, the possibilities of 
human perception and attainment of perfect harmony. Dario recog

nizes that people aspire to be reintegrated into the order of the cos

mos, but he is also aware that their disruptive nature makes failure 
likely. The resulting tension, alluded to earlier, is at times blatantly 

expressed in admonitions, but, more generally, it is subtly contained 

within wishes and self-directed commands. In "Coloquio de los cen-

tauros," Dario's first sophisticated recourse to occultist mythology 
and doctrine, the figure of the centaur, a composite creature that em
bodies the polar elements of intelligence and bestiality underscores 

the poet's awareness of the uncertainty of human destiny. Though 
some centaurs speak on behalf of immoderate behavior, anger, and 
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discord, Dario optimistically joins ranks with Quiron, the voice of 
harmony, order, and wisdom. In some later poems, Dario's view of 

his own fate is less confident. 
As Arturo Marasso notes, with the writing of this complex 

poem in 1895, Dario manifests a change that was taking place dur

ing his years in Buenos Aires. "Por su espiritu, Ruben que esta escri-

biendo el Coloquio de los centauros pasa a ser un nuevo poeta que 

encuentra un espacio infrecuentado en la ascension de sus investiga-

ciones interiores. Se ha iniciado ... en el saber que anima el estilo. 

. . . Volvera a transfundir en la lengua lirica la esencia metafisica.. . 

Se impregno de Plotino. . . Se inicia tambien en el simbolismo her-

metico."7 Though the change in the young poet is probably less radi

cal than Marasso suspects, for the first time Dario focuses on and 
explores at length the question of the unity of life and all its ramifi

cations, or, as he himself wrote several years later, he examines "las 

fuerzas naturales, el misterio de la vida universal, la ascension per-

petua de Psique."8 For this examination, Dario astutely turns to the 
centaur, for few figures are more suited to discuss the kinship of life 

than this creature that is half human and half horse. 
Like the Egyptian sphinx and the Assyrian man-bull, the cen

taur signifies for occultists spiritual evolution, for in it the human 

form rises from the body of the beast. As the sign of Sagittarius, the 

centaur, generally shown with a bow and arrow in hand, is a symbol 

of aspiration and ambition. Just as it aims its arrow toward the stars, 

every human being aims at a mark that is beyond his or her reach. In 

the poem, the composite nature of the centaur is emphasized by Folo 

(P- 574): 

El biforme ixionida comprende de la altura, 
por la materna gracia, la lumbre que fulgura, 

la nube que se anima de luz y que decora 
el pavimento en donde rige su carro Aurora, 

y la banda de Iris que tiene siete rayos 

cual la lira en sus brazos siete cuerdas; los mayos 
en la fragante tierra llenos de ramos bellos, 

y el Polo coronado de candidos cabellos. 
El ixionida pasa veloz por la montana, 

rompiendo con el pecho de la maleza hurana 
los erizados brazos, las carceles hostiles; 

escuchan sus orejas los ecos mas sutiles; 
sus ojos atraviesan las intricadas hojas, 
mientras sus manos toman para sus bocas rojas 
las frescas bayas altas que el satiro codicia; 
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junto a la oculta fuente su mirada acaricia 

las curvas de las ninfas del sequito de Diana; 

pues en su cuerpo corre tambien la esencia humana, 
unida a la corriente de la savia divina 

y a la salvaje sangre que hay en la bestia equina. 
Tal el hijo robusto de Ixion y de la Nube. 

Since the centaurs are said to have been the offspring of Ixion and a 

cloud, the more spiritual aspects of their character are supposedly 

inherited from their mother. Their baser emotions are from their fa

ther, whose incorrigible behavior was severely punished by Zeus. 

The split in the centaurs' personality emphasizes the fusion of con

traries. It also parallels human nature and the tension within Dario's 
poetry.9 

Like Dario, the centaurs aspire to comprehend the heavenly 

phenomena of lights, clouds, rainbows, and seasonal changes at the 

same time that they respond with unrestrained sensual delight to 
their physical surroundings. Though Dario has them perceive the 
harmonious order of the universe in the seven bands of the rainbow, 
which recall the seven strings of the lyre and the music of the 
spheres, he also captures, in the second half of the section quoted, 
the centaurs' potential for destructiveness. They assert their free

dom by crushing the "intractable thicket" that holds them like "hos
tile jails" as they surge across the landscape. This unbridled energy 
is coupled with unlimited sensuality. They hear, see, touch, and 

taste with the greatest acumen and pleasure, and their desirous 

looks "caress" the nymphs of Diana's retinue. But it is the unity of 
their being that is emphasized in the concluding lines: "pues en su 

cuerpo corre tambien la esencia humana, / unida a la corriente de la 

savia divina / y a la salvaje sangre que hay en la bestia equina" (p. 

574). 
In his usual, summary manner, Quiron, the pivotal figure of the 

poem, confirms Folo's emphasis on the unity of opposites: "Sus 

cuatro patas, bajan; su testa erguida, sube." The verbs "bajar" and 
"subir" highlight the poles of the centaur's behavior. He aspires to

ward the divine but may fall toward the bestial. In effect, the poem 

grows out of the search both for the reconciliation of the tension 

within the centaurs and for their reintegration into a harmonious 

and well-working universe. They discover on the magical "Isla de 

Oro" the hidden order of the cosmos, which, in turn, illuminates the 

proper role of sexuality and death. As a result, "Coloquio" represents 
a paradisiacal interlude in the harried, modern world, or, in other 

words, a poetic Utopia. The resolution of strife and discord is di-
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rected by Quiron, the wisest of all centaurs, who, according to Reto, 

is the source of the truth sought by the human race. 
The conspicuous placement of the word "harmonia" as well as 

the carefully constructed description of the poem's setting under

score from the very beginning the underlying harmony of nature to 

which the centaurs will strive to attune themselves. The entire col

loquy takes place "En la isla en que detiene su esquife el argonauta / 

del inmortal Ensueno, donde la eterna pauta / de las eternas liras se 
escucha" (p. 572). The argonaut who sails the seas alone in search of 

the immortal Dream and who stops only at the island where the fun

damental accord of existence is felt is the poet. This association of 
the poet with an argonaut continues throughout Dario's poetry and 

may have its roots in the Romantic connection linking the visionary 

with the prodigal son, who wanders in search of "home." Certainly 

the word "esquife" carries with it overtones of Rimbaud's "Le bateau 

ivre." As Maria Teresa Maiorana notes, "Un 'argonauta.' Se habla de 

ellos, por lo general, en plural. El singular destaca fuertemente una 
soledad acentuada aun mas por la palabra 'esquife.' La soledad que 

desafia al mar en su cascara de nuez no puede ser sino la del poeta."10 

The pulse of celestial music sensed by the poet is echoed in the 

rhythmic gallop of the centaurs and in the throbbing movement of 

the ocean, to which the centaurs are instinctively attracted. The sea 
is more than an ornament in the verbal picture of the poem's loca

tion, and Dario's own statement about "Coloquio" underscores its 

importance: "Y bajo un principio panico, exalto la unidad del Uni-

verso en la ilusoria Isla de Oro, ante la vasta mar." n As Alan S. True-

blood, in his article "Ruben Dario: The Sea and the Jungle," ob
serves, the sea holds a unique place in Dario's poetic imagination, 
for from the beginning of his career, he senses in it the beating of a 
giant heart.12 Trueblood's conclusions regarding the symbolism of 

the cicada apply equally to the image of the sea. 

[It] leads us to the genetic core of Dario's art, a zone where 

nature, man's sentient life, and his creative impulse become 
coordinated in a kind of symbiosis from which the poem takes 
its life. The beat and echo of human hearts, the stresses and 

sonorities of the poet's lines, the pulsating call of the insect, 
and the lappings on the ocean's shore are rhythms and sounds 
belonging ultimately to a single harmony and it is this music 
which the poet seeks to apprehend. W e detect here a pre
disposition on Dario's part to the Pythagoreanism which will 
become marked later on in his view of art, life and spirit and of 
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their essential concordance, and we see an early intimation of 

the "harmony of the spheres" to which he will seek to attune 

his art.13 

In "Coloquio" the sea recalls the single pulsating heart of the world 

which echoes throughout the universe and within Dario's poetry. 
Dario relays the message of this universal pulse in the staccato 
rhythm of the second, third, and fourth strophes. The beat of these 
lines and the description of the thundering sounds of the approach

ing centaurs serve as a drum-roll introduction to the colloquy and 

emphasize its basic theme: all life is one harmonious extension of 
God. 

This sense of harmony is reinforced by the sound patterns es
tablished throughout the poem. The rather rigid alejandrino pareado 

is given new life and flexibility in "Coloquio" through various forms 
of enjambment as well as through the free alteration among various 
alexandrines. Trochaic uniformity disappears, and Dario relies upon 
the alejandrino mixto to express movement and speed and upon the 
alejandrino dactilico in more musical passages.14 In addition, the 
rhythmic recurrence of the sounds of the paired consonantal rhymes 
evokes the ordered pulse of the cosmos. 

The fundamental accord among the elements of the universe 
that is alluded to and suggested acoustically in the first twenty-two 
lines is demonstrated immediately. Quiron's attempt to open the 
colloquy is assisted by nature; the Tritons and the Sirens grow silent 
and the winds die down. He proposes to discuss: "la gloria inmar-
cesible de la Musas hermosas / y el triunfo del terrible misterio de 
las cosas" (p. 573). His injunction reflects certain basic assumptions. 
The glory of the Muses is unfading, for the arts that they represent, 

like the attractive goddesses themselves, embody the eternal har

mony of the universe. As a result, the female form serves as one 
more example of the universal order that the poet must strive to em
ulate in his creations. This association of the female body with po
etry is particularly strong for Dario. As indicated in the first chapter, 
creation—poetic or otherwise—is conceived of in sexual terms. He, 
therefore, links language, the "flesh" of poetry, with woman. To be

come poetry language must be inseminated with "ideal music." 
Therefore, the glory about which Quiron wishes to speak is present 
only in those cases where the artist has succeeded in inseminating 
the materials of artistic creation with ideas that sustain the perfec
tion of the cosmos. This perfection is the "mystery of all things"; it 
is rooted in the unity of all life in and through God. 
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Quiron's suggestion is taken up after Reto's speech praising him 

with allusions to the stories that surround his death. Chiron was 

known everywhere for his goodness and wisdom, so much so that 
the distinguished heroes of Grecian mythology, like Jason, Achilles, 

and Aesculapius, the great physician, were entrusted to him. Her

cules, too, was his friend; but while fighting with the other centaurs 
he inadvertently injured Chiron, who, although immortal, chose to 

die. He gave his immortality to Prometheus, who, in one story, was 

being punished for arranging that human beings get not only fire but 
also the best part of the animals sacrificed. Prometheus had been 

warned that there would be no end to his suffering until a god would 
freely die for him. Although it seemed unreasonable to expect such a 

sacrifice from another, Chiron offered himself, and Zeus accepted 

him as a substitute. After his death, Chiron was placed among the 

stars as Sagittarius. 
These introductory remarks about Quiron are picked up toward 

the end of "Coloquio." The later references to Quiron's death bring 
the poem full circle and shed light on the role of mortality within 

the Pythagorean vision of life. Discussion of this perspective, which 

continues throughout the poem, is initiated by Abantes, who, fol

lowing Quiron's command, begins by praising Nature, the w o m b of 

existence, and the seed of life (p. 573): 

Himnos a la sagrada Naturaleza; al vientre 

de la tierra y al germen que entre las rocas y entre 

las carnes de los arboles, y dentro humana forma, 

es un mismo secreto y es una misma norma: 

potente y sutilisimo, universal resumen 
de la suprema fuerza, de la virtud del Numen. 

Genesis is again imagined in sexual terms with all matter as the 

w o m b of creation. With the implantation of spirit, the divine seed of 
life, the inanimate becomes animate, the trees come alive and have 

flesh like their kin of the human race. The germ that lies at the heart 
of all mineral, vegetable, and animal life is one, "un mismo secreto." 
It is the extract, the essence of the supreme deity that permeates all. 

Quiron supports and elaborates upon Abantes's statement (pp. 

573-574): 

iHimnos! Las cosas tienen un ser vital: las cosas 
tienen raros aspectos, miradas misteriosas; 
toda forma es un gesto, una cifra, un enigma; 
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en cada atomo existe un incognito estigma; 

cada hoja de cada arbol cant a un propio cantar 
y hay un alma en cada una de las gotas del mar; 
el vate, el sacerdote, suele oir el acento 

desconocido; a veces enuncia el vago viento 
un misterio, y revela una initial la espuma 
o la flor; y se escuchan palabras de la bruma. 
Y el hombre favorito del numen, en la linfa 

o la rafaga, encuentra mentor:—demonio o ninfa. 

Quiron emphasizes the presence of life everywhere, even in 
what is normally regarded as inert matter. The kinship that exists 
between "inanimate" objects and people is further reflected in Da
rio's choice of a humanizing vocabulary. They have appearances, 
looks, and gestures; the leaves sing, the wind enunciates, and the 
foam reveals. These human qualities not only point out nature's 
sympathetic relationship with people—which makes it possible for 
it to communicate its message to them. They also suggest that "hu
manity" is rooted in the lower forms of life and is perfected through 
the transmigration of souls. 

It is, of course, the poet/magus who is most sensitive to the 
signs of life and harmony present in all things. It is the vates who 
can "read" the gesture, the sign, or the puzzle of external forms as 
indications of the order of the universe and the immanence of God, 
both of which are generally hidden from human experience. The dif
ficulty of this apprehension is highlighted by the adjectives used in 
this section. The signs of nature are odd, mysterious, unknown, and 
unfamiliar. Yet the poet understands them like his own language. 
He sees in them a text to be interpreted and translated.15 

The final two lines summarize the points made in this twelve-
line section. The poet is God's favorite, for wherever he looks, 
whether in water or in the air, he finds a guiding spirit that will 

teach him the secrets of the cosmos. The "linfa" and "rafaga" are 
correlated in reverse order with the previously mentioned "viento" 
and "espuma." Dario capitalizes on the images connected with these 

two elements. The wind is often linked with life by virtue of its 
association with creative breath or exhalation. The foam of the sea 
recalls the ebb and flow of the ocean and the throbbing of a giant 

heart. Together they evoke the natural pulse and movement of the 
universe and convincingly assert the presence and unity of life. 

In the next two sections, the unity of life is discussed from the 
perspective of apparent discord. First Folo, in the section already ex-
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amined, deals with the split in the centaur's personality. Then Orneo 

outlines the problem of good and evil in the traditional Western 

manner (p. 574): 

Yo comprendo el secreto de la bestia. Malignos 

seres hay y benignos. Entre ellos se hacen signos 

de bien y mal, de odio o de amor, o de pena 

o gozo; el cuervo es malo y la torcaz es buena. 

Orneo segregates all creatures into absolute, dualistic categories: 

goodness and evil, love and hate, pleasure and pain. Quiron disagrees 

and insists upon the basic oneness of life. He holds that all creatures 

are manifestations of a single life force. "Ni es la torcaz benigna ni es 

el cuervo protervo: / son formas del Enigma la paloma y el cuervo" 

(P- 575). 
As in an actual conversation, where a single word occasions a 

series of responses, the word "enigma" calls forth remarks by both 

Astilo and Neso. As used by Quiron, the "enigma" was the apparent 

paradox of Pythagoreanism: what is in essence one is in appearance 

many. Astilo reminds the assembled centaurs that the underlying 

unity is found in mathematics and music. His comment is: "El 

Enigma es el soplo que hace cantar la lira" (p. 575). The impersonal 

"viento" mentioned previously becomes a "soplo," a "puff" exhaled 
by some invisible anthropomorphic force that activates the univer

sal lyre and causes celestial music. Similarly, this "breath" infiltrates 

the soul of the artist, driving him to translate universal harmony into 

music or poetry. The connection between artistic creation and the 

harmonious order of the universe is clear. Neso's response to Astilo 
draws attention to their link with woman. "jEl Enigma es el rostro 

fatal de Deyanira!" Skyrme's conclusion is thus supported: "What

ever physical stimulus the man may have found in woman, the poet 

certainly saw in the female body the incarnation of the enigma of 

the universe, and in the act of love a sacrament of communion with 

its motive spirit, music and mystery in one. . . . Love is a means to 

knowledge, and in this sense Dario's erotic images are metaphors for 
mystical cognition."16 

But as much as love is a means to knowledge, passion is a means 
to destruction. This dichotomy in the nature of love and in the rela

tionship between man and woman is explored in the sections spo
ken by Neso, Eurito, Hipea, Odites, and Quiron. These sections 
draw heavily upon the account of the battle between the centaurs 
and the Lapithae described by Ovid in The Metamorphoses, book 
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12.17 Neso begins with recollections of his encounter with Deianira. 

According to the myth, Nessus met Deianira when she was on 

her way home after her marriage to Hercules. The newlyweds came 

upon the river where the centaur acted as ferryman, carrying trav

elers over the water. He took her on his back and in midstream in

sulted her. She shrieked, and Hercules shot Nessus as he reached the 

other bank. Before Nessus died, he told Deianira to take some of his 

blood and use it as a charm if Hercules ever loved another woman 
more than her. When she heard about Iole, she anointed a robe with 

the blood and sent it to Hercules. As he put it on, he was seized with 
excruciating pain, but he did not die. To relieve the suffering, he or
dered the construction of his own funeral pyre. 

It is only in the context of this original story that the meaning of 
the adjective "fatal" can be understood. Deianira's beauty aroused a 
passion that led to the death of her suitor. Neso actualizes the mem
ory of this meeting with Deianira and makes her a presence that is 

just barely removed by stating: "Mi espalda aun guarda el dulce per
fume de la bella; / aun mis pupilas llama su claridad de estrella." He 

continues: "jOh aroma de su sexo!, joh rosas y alabastros!, / joh en-
vidia de las flores y celos de los astros!" His uncontrolled emotions 
are reflected in the final two lines, in the breakdown of sentence 

structure and in the projection of envy and jealousy onto the flowers 
and stars. 

O n the other hand, Quiron directs the discussion away from the 

baser emotions aroused by women by turning to the figure of Venus, 
who represents the feminine attributes of the godhead. He does not 

reject Neso's claims on behalf of feminine beauty. He simply high
lights its integration into the harmony of creation. Quiron takes 
Neso's sensual phrase "joh rosas y alabastros!" and develops a uni

fied vision of woman's role in the cosmos. The erogenous pink and 
white of the female body are related to the genesis of Venus, who 
sprang from the white foam of the sea impregnated by Uranus;s red 
blood (p. 575).18 

Cuando del sacro abuelo la sangre luminosa 

con la marina espuma formara nieve y rosa, 
hecha de rosa y nieve nacio la Anadiomena. 

Her marine birth places her within a context that is for Dario laden 

with rhythmic and harmonious associations: the curves of the sea

horses are echoed conceptually in the curling green waves and Ve-
nus's well-rounded hips; these "ondas" are echoed aurally in the "re-

dondas" describing the goddess's feminine shape (p. 575): 
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Al cielo alzo los brazos la lirica sirena; 
los curvos hipocampos sobre las verdes ondas 

levaron los hocicos; y caderas redondas, 

tritonicas melenas y dorsos de delfines 

junto a la Reina nueva se vieron. . . . 

The rhythmic undulations of the verbal picture, which, as Marasso 

indicates, has many possible sources, spotlights Dario's novel con

clusions regarding Venus's impact upon the world.19 
For the poet, Venus's creation is identified with the birth of her 

concept or with her being named; both acts fill the void with a deep, 

resonant harmony of meaningful existence and communication, a 

dual phenomenon that can only be compared with poetic creation (p. 

575): 

.... Los confines 
del mar lleno el grandioso clamor; el universo 
sintio que un nombre harmonico, sonoro como un verso, 

llenaba el hondo hueco de la altura: ese nombre 
hizo gemir la tierra de amor: fue para el hombre 

mas alto que el de Jove, y los niimenes mismos 

lo oyeron asombrados; los lobregos abismos 

tuvieron una gratia de luz. jvenus impera! 

The mention of her name sends a sympathetic moan of love through

out the earth, and the gloomy abysses are filled with light. Venus, 

indeed all women, illuminates the path to consonance. She is the 
Eternal Feminine in God, the divine substance of creation, and the 

embodiment of harmony. She is "the living earth and all earths, 
along with the bodies they enclose, into which souls are incarnated. 

. . [She is] the great Soul of the World who gives birth, preserves, 

and renews. . . ." (p. 575):20 

Ella es entre las reinas celestes la primera, 
pues es quien tiene el fuerte poder de la Hermosura. 

jVaso de miel y mirra broto de la amargura! 
Ella es la mas gallarda de las emperatrices, 

princesa de los germenes, reina de las matrices, 

senora de las savias y de las atracciones, 
senora de los besos y de los corazones. 

Beauty, as epitomized by Venus, is the manifestation of divine per
fection and universal accord. She is "la lirica sirena" because the har-
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monious proportions among her parts and her consonance with the 
cosmic order reveal her essence to be music. She is, for this reason, 

Dario's standard for artistic achievement, and, like poetry, she is 

able to convert all bitterness into honey and myrrh.21 She leads man 

away from discord toward the goal of the assimilation of the music 

of the spheres. In addition, as the feminine aspect of the godhead, 

Venus is also the universal source of the vital fluid of existence ("las 

savias") that flows throughout all the elements of nature. This im

age reinforces the underlying associations of the first few lines of 

this section. If Dario senses in the ocean the beating of a giant heart 

that attests to the perpetuation of life, he establishes in love and its 

resulting quickened heartbeats a microcosmic parallel. Venus, born 
of the ocean, contains within herself the lifeblood of creation that 

continues to flow because of her human counterparts, women, and 
the emotions that they arouse. 

These emotions mean but one thing for Eurito, for his thoughts 

about women revolve exclusively around his abduction of Hippo-
damia, w h o m he carried off at her wedding to Pirithous, starting the 

battle between the Lapithae and the centaurs. The Lapithae, mythi
cal people inhabiting the mountains of Thessaly, were governed by 
Pirithous, who, being a son of Ixion, was a half brother of the cen

taurs. When Pirithous married Hippodamia and invited the centaurs 
to the marriage feast, the latter attempted to carry off the bride and 
other women. The bloody conflict evoked led to the defeat of the 
centaurs. For this reason, Hipea angrily denounces women as cun
ning, traitorous, and deadly (p. 576): 

Yo se de la hembra humana la original infamia. 
Venus anima artera sus maquinas fatales; 

tras los radiantes ojos rien traidores males; 
de su floral perfume se exhala sutil dano; 
su craneo obscuro alberga bestialidad y engano. 

It is, according to Hipea, woman's external grace and apparent ac
cord with creation that hide her true bestial and deceitful nature. 
Her amphoral shape and her laughter, which recalls a rippling, iri

descent brook, belie her poisonous temperament. Therefore, in Hi-

pea's judgment, she is worse than the female of any other species 

(p. 576): 

Tiene las formas puras del anfora, y la risa 

del agua que la brisa riza y el sol irisa; 
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mas la ponzona ingenita su mascara pregona: 

mejores son el aguila, la yegua y la leona. 
De su humeda impureza brota el calor que enerva 

los mismos sacros dones de la imperial Minerva; 

y entre sus duros pechos, lirios del Aqueronte, 

hay un olor que llena la barca de Caronte. 

As physical heat saps physical strength, the heat of passion that em

anates from woman's "humid impurity" weakens man's powers of 
reason. The consequent irrational behavior manifests a complete 

disregard for life. As a result, Hipea describes female breasts as lilies 

from the river Acheron, the river of woe that flows toward the outer 

limits of the underworld. They have the same odor as the boat that 

Charon uses to ferry the souls of the dead across the water to the 

adamantine gates of Hades: they smell of death. 
The contrast between Hipea's speech and Quiron's underlines 

the fundamental split in the centaurs' perception of woman. Where
as Hipea asserts that woman is the cause of discord, destruction, and 
death, Quiron upholds that she is the origin of harmony, art, and life. 

The resolution of this conflict is not found, as suggested by Odites, 

in earthly woman's enchantingly attractive features. Rather it is dis
covered in the oneness of the universe. Quiron is the first to return 

to this primary theme. He does so by introducing the esoteric belief 

in the androgynous nature of human beings. 

According to esoteric doctrine, though God is one, he acts as a 

creative Dyad and contains within himself the Eternal Masculine 
and the Eternal Feminine. Adam is similarly imagined as androgy

nous since he was made in God's image. His fall into evil is identi
fied with his entrance into the material and bisexual world. A return 
to the union of male and female becomes a means of perceiving the 
prelapsarian bliss of unity and of intuiting the divine state. In gen

eral, marriage is the way humans reattain the original androgynous 

state or, as Quiron expresses it, the way Cinis [sic] can become Ceneo. 
This image, like many others of the poem, is derived from the tale of 
the battle between the centaurs and the Lapithae. Caeneus was origi
nally a maiden named Caenis who was beloved by Poseidon and who 

was, upon her request, changed into a man by this god (p. 576):22 

Por suma ley, un dia llegara el himeneo 
que el sofiador aguarda: Cinis sera Ceneo; 
claro sera el origen del femenino arcano: 
la Esfinge tal secreto dira a su soberano. 
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According to Quiron's statement, the marriage that the visionary 
awaits and that is ordained by the highest law of the universe will 

place sexual love within the context of universal accord. It will re

store human beings to their original androgynous state and allow 
them to comprehend the order of the cosmos. One who compre

hends the order of the cosmos will understand the role of woman 
and be master of the Sphinx's secret—traditionally an ultimate 

meaning which remains forever beyond human comprehension. 
This individual will have achieved a degree of spiritual perfection 

that approximates his or her original, noncorporeal existence in 

union with God and will be prepared for immortality, which is a 
theme of central importance to the concluding sections of the poem. 

The question of the unity of the sexes brings the colloquy back 
to the discussion of the oneness of creation. Clito holds that humans 
are the highest form of life on earth and the goal of all earthly evolu

tion. Of all individuals, visionaries are the most elevated because 
they perceive the hidden meaning of existence. But Caumantes re
jects this emphasis on humanity. Instead he holds that all creatures, 
though externally divergent, are forms of a single life force. He 
therefore turns to the figure of the monster, which represents the 
unity of creation despite apparent diversity. His only concession to 
Clito comes in the final three lines of his speech (p. 577): 

Naturaleza sabia, formas diversas junta, 
y cuando tiende al hombre la gran Naturaleza, 
el monstruo, siendo el simbolo, se viste de belleza. 

Monsters—or composite beings—are created by an intelligent na
ture that willfully chooses to join divergent forms. Though nature 
tends toward human status through a series of incarnations, the 
monster is the symbol of the spectrum of life, a symbol that is beau
tiful in its eloquence or, as Dario states, "El monstruo expresa un 
ansia del corazon del Orbe" (p. 577). 

The composite beings to which Caumantes refers are, in addi
tion to the centaur, the satyr, Pan, the siren, and the Minotaur. In 
Greek mythology, satyrs are woodland deities represented as men 

with the characteristics of a goat and associated with the luxuriant 
vital powers of nature. Pan, a merry, musical god, resembles the 

satyr in that he also has goat's horns and goat's hooves instead of feet 
and lives in the wild thickets, forests, and mountains. Sirens are sea 
nymphs who lured sailors to their destruction by their sweet sing
ing; they have come to be identified with mermaids, legendary ma-
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rine creatures with the head and upper body of a woman and the tail 

of a fish. The Minotaur, the fruit of the union of Minos's wife Pa-

siphae with a bull, is half man and half bull. Caumantes sees in all 

these creatures the fusion of opposites: animal and human life are 

united in the centaur, sexual passion and harmonious fury in the 

satyr, the harmony of rustic life and the rhythm of the cosmos in 

Pan, bewitching incantations and idyllic music in the voice of the 
siren, Pasiphae and the bull in the Minotaur (p. 577): 

en el Centauro el bruto la vida humana absorbe; 

el satiro es la selva sagrada y la lujuria: 

une sexuales impetus a la harmoniosa furia; 

Pan junta la soberbia de la montana agreste 

al ritmo de la inmensa mecanica celeste; 
la boca melodiosa que atrae en Sirenusa, 

es la fiera alada y es de la suave rnusa; 

con la bicorne bestia Pasifae se ayunta. 

The contrasting elements that form the center of Caumantes's 
argument are carefully selected to exemplify the apparent, though 

fallacious, diversity of life. "La selva sagrada" is contrasted with "la 
lujuria," "sexuales impetus" with "la harmoniosa furia," and "la so

berbia de la montana agreste" with "el ritmo de la inmensa me

canica celeste." As Dario makes clear in "Yo soy aquel que ayer no 
mas decia," the introductory poem of Cantos de vida y esperanza, 

the sacred forest is where the initiate can sense the palpitation of 
the divine heart and learn from it the art of harmony and rhythm 
(p. 629): 

Mi intelecto libre de pensar bajo, 
bano el agua castalia el alma mia, 
peregrino mi corazon y trajo 
de la sagrada selva la armonia. 

jOh, la selva sagrada! jOh, la profunda 
emanation del corazon divino 

de la sagrada selva! jOh, la fecunda 
fuente cuya virtud vence al destino! 

The "sagrada selva" is a forest in which the wild movements of life 
have been disciplined and made to beat in rhythm with the divine 

heart (which also appears in the first line of Caumantes's speech). It 
is united with the concept of "lujuria" in that it is an enlightened, 
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rhythmic development of the lower form. The same is true for "la 

harmoniosa furia" and "sexuales impetus," which parallel the for

mer pair. A similar correspondence is found between "la soberbia de 
la montana agreste" and "el ritmo de la inmensa mecanica celeste." 

The perfect order that is the rhythm of the celestial mechanism is, 

in a rougher, less refined state, the pride of the rustic mountain. The 
same life pulse is present both on the distant mountaintop and in 

the magnificent structure of the heavens. 

These paired comparisons also underscore again the underlying 

tension that is central to Dario's work and to "Coloquio." They 
highlight Dario's awareness that human beings have within them

selves the power—indeed the responsibility—to ascend, to become 
more spiritual, divine, and orderly of soul or the capacity to descend 
toward the bestial and uncontrolled. 

Whereas Caumantes's speech focuses on the resolution of con
traries in composite beings, Grineo directs his attention further 
down on the scale of existence. He speaks of inanimate objects, 
which he claims to love as much as Hesiod, the great poet of the 
simple life. Quiron supports Grineo's unusual affection by reaffirm
ing the most fundamental belief of esoteric Pythagoreanism: the en
tire universe is permeated by a single, divine soul. Grineo's response 

to Quiron explains his attachment to stones and rocks (p. 577): 

He visto, entonces, raros ojos fijos en mi: 

los vivos ojos rojos del alma de rubi; 
los ojos luminosos del alma del topacio, 
y los de la esmeralda que del azul espacio 
la maravilla imitan; los ojos de las gemas 

de brillos peregrinos y magicos emblemas. 
A m o el granito duro que el arquitecto labra 
y el marmol en que duerme la linea y la palabra. 

Grineo does not perceive the stones and rocks as inanimate; rather 

he sees locked within them inchoate beings that peer out, attempt
ing to communicate with higher forms of life. They are "pilgrims" 

about to begin their journey through the evolutionary process made 
possible by the transmigration of souls. He sees the fiery gems as 
sparkling eyes through which—like human eyes—their souls make 

contact with others. Moreover, as the granite is worked by the archi
tect and the marble by the sculptor, a special relationship arises be

tween the artist's soul and that of the stone. The hidden figure and 
word through which nature speaks are released from their stony 
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confines by art. The artist who understands the order of creation 

awakens the sleeping "linea" and "palabra." 
The discussion regarding the presence of the universal soul in 

stones and rocks is continued in Quiron's reference to the Greek 

myth of the destruction of the world. When Zeus resolved to destroy 

the degenerate race of human beings, the pious Deucalion and his 

wife Pyrrha were the only mortals saved. Deucalion built a ship in 

which he and his wife floated in safety during the flood of nine days 

that killed all other inhabitants. At last the ship rested. Deucalion 

and Pyrrha consulted the sanctuary of Themis as to how the popula

tion might be restored. The goddess directed them to cover their 

heads and throw the bones of their mother behind them. Interpret

ing the cryptic message to refer to the Great Mother of all creatures, 

Mother Earth, Deucalion and Pyrrha picked up loose rocks and cast 

them behind them. From those thrown by Deucalion there sprang 

up men, from those thrown by Pyrrha, women. 

The occultist reading of this allegory strengthens the connec

tion between Grineo's comments and Quiron's brief remark. It holds 
that the story of Deucalion and Pyrrha epitomizes the mystery of 

human evolution. Spirit, by ensouling matter, becomes the indwell

ing power that propels the mineral to the status of the plant, the 

plant to the plane of the animal, the animal to the dignity of human

ity, and humanity to the glory of the gods. This interpretation of the 

myth also sheds light on the speech by Abantes that opened the dis

cussion regarding the unity of life. The "vientre" is the w o m b of the 

Great Mother where the "germen," spirit, is implanted. The seed de

velops until it is liberated from matter and returns to the godhead. 

These beliefs regarding the origin and destiny of the human soul 

bring the poem to its final theme, namely, the proper role and func

tion of death. The esoteric view of death, alluded to throughout the 
poem, ties together all the ideas already examined. It is introduced 

by Licidas with a reference to lemurs, the name given by Romans 
to disembodied spirits associated with ghosts and apparitions (pp. 

577-57S):23 

Yo he visto los lemures flotar, en los nocturnos 
instantes, cuando escuchan los bosques taciturnos 

el loco grito de Atis que su dolor revela 
o la maravillosa cancion de Filomela. 
El galope apresuro, si en el boscaje miro 
manes que pasan, y oigo su funebre suspiro. 

Pues de la Muerte el hondo, desconocido Imperio, 
guarda el pavor sagrado de su fatal misterio. 
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Dario once again brings inanimate elements to life, this time by mix

ing Greek mythology with his own view of nature. Atys is remem

bered as a youth who was driven into a frenzy by a jealous Agdistis 

and who, in that moment of wild abandon, castrated himself. Zeus 

thereupon turned him into a fir-tree. A similar story of metamorpho

sis is the background to Dario's reference to Philomela. Philomela 
was a princess of Athens who was raped by her sister Procne's hus

band, Tereus, who also cut out her tongue. In revenge Procne killed 

her son, Itys, and fed him to her husband. When Tereus was about to 

kill both of them, they were turned into birds, Philomela into a 

swallow and Procne into a nightingale, whose song is the sweetest of 

all birds because it is the saddest. Roman writers, however, got the 

sisters confused and identified Philomela with the nightingale.24 

Dario, like the Greeks, sees nature populated by human forms strug

gling to express human emotions. The forest is, therefore, taciturn 
as it listens to Atys's wild shouts of pain heard in the whining of the 

fir-trees or to Philomela's marvelous song. In spite of this sympa
thetic relationship with nature described by Licidas, the centaur 
quickens his pace whenever he sees the manes, the spirits of the dead, 

pass by. Death remains frightful to him. The concluding speeches 
respond to Licidas's fear. 

The myth that underlies all the responses recounts Chiron's 
willful surrender of his immortality so that Prometheus might be 

freed from his unending punishment. Though any number of liter
ary works with their individual interpretations of the myth may 

have brought the tale of Chiron's generosity to Dario's attention, his 
rendering of the myth departs from the traditional and follows in

stead esoteric doctrine.25 Quiron finds that "La Muerte es la victoria 

de la progenie humana" (p. 578), because it is through death—or the 

deaths that precede and make possible each new, more advanced re

incarnation—that one is able to attain union with God. Schure may 

have influenced Dario's thinking on this subject, for a passage from 

The Great Initiates elucidates the entire concluding section of 
"Coloquio." 

The law of incarnation and excarnation emphasizes the real 
meaning of life and death. It constitutes the main link in the 

evolution of the soul, allowing us to follow the latter backward 

and forward to the depths of nature and of divinity. For this 
law reveals to us the rhythm and measure, the reason and 

purpose of immortality. . . Earthly birth is a death from 

the spiritual point of view, and death is a heavenly birth. The 
alternation between the two lives is necessary for the develop-
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ment of the soul, and each of the two is both the result and the 

explanation of the other. . . . 

It is therefore in a very deep sense that the ancient initiate 

poets called sleep the brother of death. For a veil of forgetful-

ness separates sleep from waking as it does birth from death.26 

This statement clarifies what is meant by Arneo's statement: "La 

Muerte es de la Vida la inseparable hermana" (p. 578). It also ex

plains Medon's description of death: "No es demacrada y mustia, / 

ni ase corva guadana, ni tiene faz de angustia" (p. 578). Death is not 

horrible or fearsome as in traditional Christian iconography; rather 

"es semejante a Diana, casta y virgen como ella," because it is un

sullied by the flesh, by matter. The "palmas triunfales" represent 

death's victory over life and the "agua del olvido" the forgetfulness 

which separates birth from death. 
In this context, it is reasonable for Quiron to conclude, "La pena 

de los dioses es no alcanzar la Muerte" (p. 578), and for him to give 

up his immortality to Prometheus, who is mentioned in this last 
section by Eureto [sic] in relation to the creation of human beings. 

Legend states that Prometheus created man out of earth and water 

and gave him a portion of all the qualities possessed by the other ani

mals. Eureto, therefore, suggests that if human beings, through Pro
metheus, could steal life, they should be able to understand the key 

to death that is presented, in conclusion, by Quiron (p. 578): 

La virgen de las virgenes es inviolable y pura. 
Nadie su casto cuerpo tendra en la alcoba obscura, 

ni bebera en sus labios el grito de la victoria, 

ni arrancara a su frente las rosas de su gloria. 

By supernatural communication or intuitive accord with nature, 

the centaurs conclude the colloquy as Apollo, the sun god, rises to the 

highest point in his journey through the sky. At the same time, the 

thundering sounds that are produced by his passage through the heav
ens (an adaptation of the image of the universal monochord) are ech

oed by the ocean.27 The winds that died down begin to blow, and the 

various sounds of nature replace the sounds of voices. The light 
rustle of the west wind is pierced by the strident song of the Greek 

cicada, the voice of inextinguishable life (pp. 578 —579):28 

Mas he aqui que Apolo se acerca al meridiano. 

Sus truenos prolongados repite el Oceano. 
Bajo el dorado carro del reluciente Apolo 
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vuelve a inflar sus carrillos y sus odres Eolo. 

A lo lejos, un templo de marmol se devisa 

entre laureles-rosa que hace cantar la brisa. 

Con sus vibrantes notas, de Cefiro desgarra 

la veste transparente la helenica cigarra, 
y por el llano extenso van en tropel sonoro 

los Centauros, y al paso, tiembla la Isla de Oro. 

The conclusion of the poem is, thus, a perfect echo of and balance to 

the introduction. In both sections Dario underscores the rhythms 
and sounds that ultimately belong to the single harmony of the uni
verse, to the rhythmic pulse of the life to which the poet aspires to 
attune his life and art. 

Shortly after composing "Coloquio de los centauros," Dario 
wrote a series of thirteen poems entitled "Las anforas de Epicuro," 
which he added to the 1901 edition of Prosas profanas. Four of the 
thirteen deal with occultist themes; two ("La espiga" and "Ama tu 

ritmo . ") center on the Pythagorean concept of the unity of life. In 
the first of the series, "La espiga" (p. 615), the peaceful tone of the 
harmonious accord is the same as in "Coloquio." The setting, how
ever, is different. The Greek temple and mythological figures disap

pear. What is left is a scene of timeless, natural beauty undefined as 
to period or style. Indeed, time stands still, and, unlike "Coloquio," 
which provides a harmonious interlude limited to the confines of 
the poem, "La espiga" takes place in an eternal setting of idyllic and 
unchanging peace. Moreover, with the disappearance of artistic in

termediaries, Dario declares his confidence in his ability to perceive 
the order of creation directly from nature. 

Though "La espiga" will be considered in greater detail in the 

chapter on syncretism, a few additional points that are particularly 
relevant to the present discussion require comment. In the first 

three lines of the sonnet, Dario establishes the scene in which the 

underlying concepts of the poem germinate. A sign is seen in the 

movement of a plant which is being stirred by "los dedos del viento." 
The sign is subtle, noticed only by the enlightened poet, who now 

directs the reader's attention to it. He sees the swaying plant as a 
golden brush with which the fingers of the wind paint upon the blue 
canvas of the sky. They sketch "el misterio inmortal de la tierra di

vina / y el alma de las cosas." In other words, it is in all the elements 
of nature working together in universal harmony that the poet per
ceives the mystery of the divine and the soul of all things. 

The pantheistic belief that God is present throughout creation 
is reinforced by the transitional ninth line, "Pues en la paz del 
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campo la faz de Dios asoma." Dario concludes the poem on a syn
cretic note by introducing standard Christian symbols, which clarify 

his previous allusions to the Eucharist. He is thus able to reconcile 

Catholic doctrine with his pantheistic vision. 
As "La espiga" unfolds, Dario builds upon the elements present 

in the initial scene, preparing the way for the final, syncretic image. 
The elements gradually become more and more invested with super

natural and religious significance. In contrast to this deepening reli

gious experience of "La espiga," in the fifth sonnet of "Las anforas de 
Epicuro," "Ama tu ritmo ..." (p. 617), Pythagorean pantheism is 
seen through a cool, calculating, mathematical eye. Not that reli

gion and mathematics represented to Pythagoras opposing points of 

view. Rather they were two inseparable factors in a single world 

view.29 The central notions which held these two elements together 
were those of contemplation, orderliness, and purification. By con

templating the order revealed in the universe, especially in mathe
matics, music, and the regular movement of the heavenly bodies, 

and by assimilating themselves to that orderliness, individuals are 
progressively purified until they eventually escape from the cycle of 

birth and attain immortality.30 

As has been pointed out, Pythagoras derived the fundamental 
doctrines of his philosophy from observing the mathematical ratio 
that exists between the lengths of string required to produce dif

ferent notes at a particular tension. Indeed, the key Pythagorean 

view that the real and comprehensible nature of things was to be 
found in proportion and number came to him largely from these ob
servations, which formed the basis of both the belief in universal 
harmony and the image of celestial music. Many times these vari

ous ideas became fused into a simplified conception of Pythagorean
ism as holding that the universe is regulated by rhythm.31 

In "Ama tu ritmo. ," one senses, through the poet's use of 
self-directed commands and the shorter, eleven-syllable lines, the 

imperative quality both of his desire to attune himself to the all-
pervading pulse of the universe and of the universal beat itself. No 

longer, as in "La espiga," is the setting idyllic or the unity of life im
mediately evident; rather the poet must strive to perceive and to 

achieve harmony. Thus the lyricism of the previous poem gives way 
to a crisp, assertive tone; its long, flowing lines to short, abrupt 

phrases; and its pastoral scene to arithmetic and geometric signs and 
symbols. The poet tells himself: "Ama tu ritmo y ritma tus acciones 
/ bajo su ley, asi como tus versos." He feels an obligation to obey the 
rhythm of the universe—seen here as divine law—because he has 
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singled himself out as the most capable of integrating himself into 
this rhythm, thereby achieving harmony in his life and in his poetry. 

Since Pythagoreans hold that from the moment that God is 
manifest he is simultaneously indivisible essence and divisible sub

stance and that the physical manifestations of God, both human be
ings and the universe, are made in his image, Dario's conception of 
himself and his works is enhanced. This traditional solution to the 

problem of the One and the Many and its implications are elaborated 
and reworked in lines 3 through 8 of "Ama tu ritmo. " 

eres un universo de universos, 
y tu alma una fuente de canciones. 

La celeste unidad que presupones, 
hara brotar en ti mundos diversos; 
y al resonar tus numeros dispersos 
pitagoriza en tus constelaciones. 

The poet is told that he is a universe of universes, for he is a micro
cosm which ideally should be a perfect reproduction of that harmo
nious macrocosm.32 His soul is a source of songs, for the enlightened 
poet distills and transforms into poetry the music of the spheres that 
reverberates within him. Yet clearly the poet's accord with the uni
verse does not stop there. As Dario contemplates the divine unity, he 
assimilates its productive qualities and becomes the origin of new 
life and diverse worlds. Since these diverse worlds of art and beauty 
are patterned on universal harmony their fundamental nature is pro
portion and number. Hence, at the same time that the celestial unity 

is harmoniously reflected within the constellations of Dario's poetic 
worlds, the reading of Dario's poetry causes his "numeros dispersos" 

to reecho within the universe. In this way, Dario establishes within 
the quatrains a series of parallel mirrors in which the harmonious 
universe is reflected in the artist and his or her works while the art
ist's image and views of the universe are reflected back. Acoustically 
Dario communicates the sensation of echo through the purposeful 
use of repetition throughout the poem. The word "versos" reappears 
in "universo de universos" and in "diversos," "divina" reappears in 
"adivina," and "urna" in "nocturna" and "taciturna." In addition, 
"dispersos" echoes "diversos" in the second quatrain. 

After the normal pause, the sonnet "resumes" with a series of 

commands that continue the injunctions of the first line and main
tain the imperative tone of the poem. 
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Escucha la retorica divina 

del pajaro del aire y la nocturna 
irradiation geometrica adivina,-

mata la indiferencia taciturna, 

y engarza perla y perla cristalina 
en donde la verdad vuelca su urna. 

Once again the poet is told to attune himself to universal harmony: 

to listen to the enlightened song of the bird and to solve the riddle of 

the geometric movement of the stars.33 The chiasmus of the first 
tercet and the greater fluidity of these lines suggest that Dario 

senses that he is approximating his goal. The commands remain as a 
warning that he always be vigilant. For this reason the poem con

cludes with an appeal that the poet eliminate silent indifference and 

neglect and that he string together "perla y perla cristalina / en 

donde la verdad vuelca su urna." The final imagery is more fully un
derstood in light of another of Dario's poems, "Lirica," written in 
1902 (p. 765): 

Todavia esta Apolo triunfante, todavia 
gira bajo su lumbre la rueda del destino 

y viertense del carro en el diurno camino 

las anforas de fuego, las urnas de armonia. 

As the later poem clearly indicates, Dario envisions the sun as a 
giant urn of truth and harmony. In "Ama tu ritmo . . . ," the poet is 

told to string together his crystalline creations, which, like the 
pearls of a necklace, catch and reflect the light of the sun.34 The ulti

mate mission of the enlightened poet is, as implied in the quatrains, 
to produce works that mirror the truth and harmony that he per
ceives around him. 

Approximately seven years later, in April, 1908, Dario wrote 
another sonnet, "En las constelaciones" (p. 1035), which bears a 

strong resemblance to "Ama tu ritmo . . " but which reflects a fun
damental change in attitude. The undefined "nocturna irradiation 
geometrica" reappears as "constelaciones pitagoricas," and the repe

tition, with minor variations, of the words "constelaciones," "Pita-
goras," and "leia" recalls the repetition within the first line of "Ama 
tu ritmo. . " More importantly, the poet's concern with following 
the rhythm of the universe is the same in both sonnets. But the dif
ferences are crucial. In the earlier of the two, one senses the poet's 
recently awakened awareness of the universal law of harmony and 
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his faith—perhaps at times a bit shaky—in his ability to follow his 
own commands. In the later poem, he seeks to explain—or to jus

tify—his often unsuccessful attempts to do so. He no longer tells 

himself what to do; the "tu" of the earlier poems is now a "yo," and 

the imperatives are now indicatives. The poet states: 

En las constelaciones Pitagoras leia, 

yo en las constelaciones pitagoricas leo; 

pero se han confundido dentro del alma mia 
el alma de Pitagoras con el alma de Orfeo. 

The "but" of line 3 marks the introduction of the poet's explanation 

of his loss of harmony—both with nature and within himself. The 
use of the adjective "pitagoricas" to describe the constellations em
phasizes this loss. When Dario tries to read harmony in the stars, he 

loses touch with them; they become Pythagorean and alien. "En las 

constelaciones" relates the poet's internal struggle and his attempt 
to overcome the chaos within his soul by reestablishing contact 
with the order inherent in nature, an order that he seeks to re-create 
in his poetry. 

As Erika Lorenz points out, it certainly is not surprising that 
Pythagoras and Orpheus should become confused in Dario's syn
cretic imagination, for both serve a dual, musical-religious function. 
Pythagoras, who is, of course, closely associated with the "music of 
the spheres," also symbolizes the "rhythm of all that exists." Thus, 
the Pythagorean law which demonstrates the unity of all life in 
number and proportion is linked with Orpheus's magic song, which 

fuses all that exists in a unity of feeling.35 
Dario does not deny that great beauty can be created under the 

aegis of feeling. He does find, however, that in his life feelings often 
turn into wild impulses which interfere with the pursuit of har
mony. To illustrate this point, the two facets of Dario's soul that are 

alluded to in the first quatrain are delineated in the second as oppos

ing forces of dissonance and consonance and as the result of two an

tithetical incarnations (ellipsis in original): 

Se que soy, desde el tiempo del Paraiso, reo; 
se que he robado el fuego y robe la armonia; 
que es abismo mi alma y huracan mi deseo; 

que sorbo el infinito y quiero todavia 

On the one hand, Dario feels that his permanent, reincarnating soul 
has been sinful since the beginning of time and, as a result, that he 
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has been an outcast. On the other, he believes that he is aspiring and 

benevolent and deserving of paradise—a fact signaled by his appro

priation of both fire and harmony.36 This split recalls the split in the 

personality of the centaurs and the other composite beings of "Colo

quio." It is emphasized by the repetition of the initial "se" of lines 5 

and 6 and by the parallels established in lines 7 and 8. The "abismo" 

that is his soul is contrasted with the "infinito" that he is able to 

absorb, thereby attaining communion with the soul of the world, 

and his wildly uncontrollable and destructive desire is contrasted 

with his open-ended aspiration.37 
The anguish caused by the struggle within his soul is clear in 

the choppy, almost disjointed, structure of the first tercet, and his 

confusion is apparent in the use of the extended rhetorical question 

that begins with: "^que voy a hacer . ?" The fundamental prob
lem, as Dario sees it, is that he cannot satisfy both aspects of his 

being simultaneously, and he therefore always wishes to be different 
from what he is. The path toward reconciliation and harmony is in

dicated in the second tercet by the "tortuga de oro," which shows 

the poet God's will. 

En la arena me ensena la tortuga de oro 

hacia donde conduce de las musas el coro 

y en donde triunfa, augusta, la voluntad de Dios. 

As previously indicated, Dario learned from esoteric Pythagorean

ism that because the entire universe is the visible unfolding of God 
in space and time, there is life everywhere, even in what is generally 

regarded as dead and inert matter. It is most often the enlightened 

poet who can interpret the external signs that indicate deeper mean

ings and internal life. Consequently, it is not unusual that the tor

toise should lead Dario to the choir of the Muses or show him where 

God's will triumphs.38 Similarly, in an earlier sonnet, "La tortuga de 
oro . . " (p. 1004), written in 1900, it is the tortoise—through the 

signs that it traces on the carpet, the enigma that is engraved on its 

carapace, and the circle that is drawn in its shadow—that identifies 

the God that usually remains unnamed and unrecognized. In both 

poems, Dario concludes with a reference to the underlying music of 
reality and, by extension, to the universal harmony to which he 

seeks to attune himself in spite of his "pecho suave" and his "pensa-
miento parco."39 "La tortuga de oro . . ." also shows the close linking 
of God's will with the concept of the eternal return, an association 
which is only alluded to in "En las constelaciones" in the reference 
to reincarnation.40 
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God's will is seen not in the ploddings of a tortoise across the 

sand but in the sweep of the birds across the sky in "Pajaros de las 
islas" (p. 1016), written on the island of Mallorca during the winter 
of 1906. 

Pajaros de las islas: en vuestra concurrencia 
hay una voluntad, 

hay un arte secreto y una divina ciencia, 
gratia de eternidad. 

Here again the elements of nature reveal "la unica Verdad," that is, 
the oneness of the universe in and through God, and once again 

Dario aspires to learn the divine wisdom captured in their flight in 
order to establish in his poetry and his soul the idyllic harmony un
seen by most people. 

Dario finds in the graceful movement of the birds a sign or 

"cifra" of a perfectly ordered and proportionate universe. He also re
sponds to their flight aesthetically, by proclaiming it a work of art. 

Although ordinarily these two points of view are considered incom

patible—one based on a mathematical or scientific grasp of the uni
verse, the other on an intuitive reaction to it—Dario, following in 

the tradition of the Romantics and Symbolists, is able to reconcile 
these two approaches to nature. Harmony, which within esoteric 

Pythagoreanism is based on number and proportion, is for Dario an 
artistic standard associated with divine perfection, the Good, and 

the Beautiful. Nature is the supreme work of art, in which the di
vinely gifted and inspired poet recognizes the perfect proportions of 

universal harmony.41 By drawing upon the harmony behind the dis
organized appearance of external realities, the poet is able to capture 
the essence of the supernatural in his art. In this way, the comple

mentary pairs established in stanzas 1, 2, and 5—"arte"/"ciencia," 

"academia"/"signos," "dicha de mis ojos'7"problemas de mi medi
tation"—deal with a single truth about the birds. 

Dario's desire to imitate their flight and thereby capture in his 

poetry the secret art and divine wisdom that they embody becomes 
clear in the final stanza. Artistically he has achieved this objective 
throughout the poem. The alternating glide and flapping of the birds' 

wings is captured by the alternation between fourteen- and seven-

syllable lines, and the oxytone rhyme in the shorter lines, all but 
one of which are end-stopped, contributes to a feeling of calm and 

order. 
At the same time it is evident that the attainment of harmony is 

more than an artistic goal. It is a means of achieving inner peace, 
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accord with all life, and, in turn, immortality through reunion with 

the single soul of the universe. For this reason, in addition to "una 

voluntad," "un arte secreto," and "una divina ciencia," Dario sees 

"gratia de eternidad" in their sweep across the heavens. He more 

closely joins the image of the birds with the concept of immortality 

by drawing upon traditional symbolism which links the soul with 

winged creatures. In the last stanza, Dario represents his soul as a 

bird that aspires to fly in unison with the others that had previously 

been described as "almas dulces y hermeticas." As his soul is meta

phorically converted into a bird, the birds are metaphorically changed 

into souls that have, for ages, flown in harmony with nature: "a 

vuestras alas liricas son las brisas de Ulises, / los vientos de Jason." It 

is in this way that Dario underscores the evolutionary aspect of "la 
unica Verdad," namely, the doctrine of transmigration of souls, at the 

same time that he relates his sense of elation as his soul takes flight 

"con las alas puras de mi deseo abiertas / hacia la inmensidad." 

The fusion of the diachronic and synchronic aspects of the one
ness of the universe is evident in "Filosofia" (p. 664), published in 

Cantos de vida y esperanza (1905) not long before the composition 
of "Pajaros de las islas." The first of the two four-line stanzas is di

rected to the lower creatures of the world who are informed that, be

cause of the kinship of all life and the resulting laws of reincarna

tion, they can expect to advance on the scale of existence and even, 

perhaps, attain reunion with God. For this reason, they should be 
grateful that they are alive. The tone of optimism and exaltation is 

established by the initial phrases of lines 1 and 2: "Saluda al sol, 
arana, no seas rencorosa. / Da tus gracias a Dios, oh sapo, pues que 

eres." The spider and the toad are to turn skyward and to speak to 

the sun and to God, respectively. Yet, because the harmonious unity 
of life has a punitive aspect, Dario reminds these creatures that they 

can descend as easily as ascend on the scale of existence. The prickly 

crab is linked to the rose by its thorns, and mollusks have reminis
cences of women. The graphic connection between women and mol

lusks appears to indicate that it is the sexual facet of women that has 
caused their return to a lower form of life. 

In the second stanza, Dario once again turns to the discussion 

of the signs of nature and introduces the concept of "norms," which 

are probably demiurgic emanations of divine thought (ellipsis in 
original):42 

Sabed ser lo que sois, enigmas, siendo formas; 
dejad la responsabilidad a las Nor mas, 
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que a su vez la enviaran al Todopoderoso . . . 
(Toca, grillo, a la luz de la luna, y dance el oso.) 

The demiurge acts on behalf of the supreme being by putting into 
"formas" God's concept of the world, "el enigma." Neither the forms 
nor the norms, which are merely divine agents, have responsibility, 

for all is passed on to the all-powerful. The final, fantastical com
mands underscore the poet's belief that it is by becoming attuned to 

the rhythm of life and to the music of the spheres that universal har
mony can be achieved. 

Most of the "signs" of the oneness of life examined so far come 
from the land. But in "Marina" (p. 670), "Caracol" (p. 679), and "Re

velation" (p. 712) the universal life force is seen in the rhythmic 
movement of the sea and the beating of its great heart, both of which 

serve as models for the poet's art and soul. Detailed studies of these 
three poems are presented in the article by Trueblood cited earlier. 
In tracing the development of the symbol of the sea from "Sinfonia 

engris mayor" (probably from 1889) and "Tarde del tropico" (1892) to 

"Marina" and "Caracol" (both from 1903) and "Revelation" (1907), he 

discovers that "behind the various marine rhythms which Dario car
ried into the beat of his lines, behind the sea-sounds he transposed 
into verbal music, lay in addition all the sense of a single limitless 

life which the sea more than any other force in nature arouses."43 

Thus it is in all the elements of nature—on land, on sea, and in the 

sky—that Dario perceives the single soul of the universe. 
In the seven poems analyzed, Dario aspires not only to affirm 

the unity of life and the harmony of existence but also to integrate 
himself and his poetry into the hidden order of creation, thereby 
translating the perfection of the cosmos into a language more gener

ally understood by humanity. He relies upon the creative use of im
ages, acoustical patterns, verbal effects, and figures of speech in his 
struggle to illuminate the harmonious and living nature that—per

haps through no fault of his own—he fears he might not be able to 

emulate. This fear haunts him and affects his perception of his ulti
mate fate. As a poet and interpreter of the orderly universe, he trusts 
that he is among a chosen few. Yet the possibility of failure—be
cause of the intractability of language or because of his own spiritual 
weaknesses—is forever present. The next chapter explores Dario's 

recourse to the doctrine of transmigration of souls as a philosophic 
and metaphoric framework with which he attempts to resolve this 

tension generated by his desire to fulfill his poetic responsibility. 



3. " U n d e r t h e Sign of a 

S u p r e m e D e s t i n y " : R e i n c a r n a t i o n 

a n d Poetic Responsibility 

In the Pythagorean belief in universal harmony, prevalent in the lit

erature of the nineteenth century, Dario finds the philosophic con

text out of which grows his aspiration to capture in his art the 

musical perfection of the macrocosm. This conception of harmony 

illuminates the core of his poetics. It is also the underlying principle 

of the doctrine of reincarnation, a doctrine that addresses the per

sonal dimensions of the poet's search for harmony. If Dario relies 
upon esoteric Pythagoreanism to clarify his positions regarding the 

purpose of art and the community of life, he turns to the transmigra

tion of souls to refine his views regarding the nature of his soul and 

the possibility of immortality. 

Dario's fascination with the doctrine of reincarnation—demon
strated by its early and continued appearance in his poetry—may 

stem from his well-recognized preoccupation with death. In Histo-
ria de mis libros, as an extension of his comment on "Lo fatal," he 
writes: 

Ciertamente, en mi existe, desde los comienzos de mi vida, 
la profunda preocupacion del fin de la existencia, el terror a lo 

ignorado, el pavor de la tumba, o mas bien, del instante en que 
cesa el corazon su ininterrumpida tarea y la vida desaparece de 
nuestro cuerpo. . . M e he llenado de congoja cuando he exa-
minado el fondo de mis creencias y no he encontrado suficiente-

mente maciza y fundamentada mi fe cuando el conflicto de las 

ideas m e ha hecho vacilar, y m e he sentido sin un constante y 
seguro apoyo.1 

This profound fear of death is intimately related to Dario's fear of 
eternal damnation, and his lack of constant and certain religious 
support refers to his inability to find an absolute and unqualified 
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promise of salvation—either in the Catholic beliefs of his childhood 

or in the esoteric belief in the transmigration of souls. He therefore 
vacillates between the two conceptions of immortality. But resolu
tion cannot be found in either of them, for the anxiety stems from 

his sense of wrongdoing. As indicated in the last chapters, Dario sees 
himself pulled toward the spiritual on the one hand and toward the 
bestial on the other. It is for this reason that Dario turns to the doc
trine of transmigration of souls. In it he finds not only a philosophic 
and metaphoric framework that is integrated into his larger vision of 

the universe but also one that helps him to imagine and discuss po
etically the conflict within his being, for within this framework all 
the elements of creation are torn between their aspiration toward a 

harmonious union with God and the temptations of the flesh. Da
rio's earlier poems reflect a youthful optimism, but, with a mature 
appreciation of the unrelenting passage of time, the carefree tone 
gives way to a melancholy reflectiveness. Under the influence of es
oteric Pythagoreanism, the anxiety of growing old develops a meta
physical dimension which Dario lives as intensely as the purely 
physical. As Anderson Imbert points out with regard to his use of au
tumnal imagery, "Ademas de esta experiencia del tiempo biologico y 

psicologico—envejecer, cambiar—Dario se imaginaba un tiempo 
metafisico. Sus lecturas teosoficas, esotericas, ocultistas lo habian 
iniciado en la idea de preexistencias y reencarnaciones, de tiempos 
ciclicos y eternos retornos."2 

According to esoteric tradition, there is a unity of existence; all 

things form a community animated by a single life force that can 
pass from one to another. As Kingsford and Maitland wrote: "The 
doctrine of a universal soul is the doctrine of love, in that it implies 
the recognition of the larger self. It represents, moreover, Humanity 
as the one universal creation of which all living things are but dif
ferent steps either of development or of degradation, progression or 

retrogression, ascent or descent. ."3 For the human soul to have 
become what it is, it had to traverse all the kingdoms of nature, grad
ually becoming developed through a series of innumerable exis
tences. In the series of lives, the soul can regress or advance depend
ing upon whether it surrenders itself to its lower or to its divine 
nature. As a result, the very nature of its new existence is deter
mined by the good or evil use it made of its freedom. In general, 
however, human beings are born again with the instincts and fac
ulties that they developed in preceding incarnations. They can come 
to recognize these previous existences by putting themselves in con
tact with the permanent ego, the anima divina, for something of 
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each personality survives, as it leaves its eternal impress on the in

carnating permanent self. It is held that the final goal has been 

achieved when the soul has decisively conquered matter, reached 

the threshold of divinity, and escaped the cycle of incarnation. This 

end is possible because the life within each creature is a spark of di

vine fire. 
Many of these tenets are shared by Buddhists. Both Buddhism 

and Pythagoreanism posit a single, universal life force (in Buddhism 

called Brahman), and they both hold that, according to the law of ret

ribution or "karma," each being has a kind of specific gravity at 

death; the next form to be assumed is determined by its weight. Al

though references to Buddhism are virtually nonexistent in Dario's 
poetry—despite his tendency toward syncretism—the Oriental reli

gion and Pythagoreanism often become fused in derivative esoteric 

sects as well as in the poetic imagination of other writers of the pe

riod.4 Gullon suggests that their longing for immortality, if not their 
belief in it, led to this association of disparate doctrine.5 It is equally 
reasonable to assume that the poets—including Dario—rediscov

ered in either the Buddhist or the Pythagorean cosmology an aes

thetically satisfying conception of time, one which offers the prom
ise of the rhythmic repetition of the perfect, timeless past.6 

The two earliest references to reincarnation that appear in Da

rio's poetry more closely resemble experiments with esoteric doc
trine than expressions of conviction. The rather naive tone of the 

poems and the prefatory nature of their titles, "Reencarnaciones" (p. 
939) and "Metempsicosis" (pp. 702-703)—which in the latter case 

is really the only indication that the poem is to be read from the per
spective of the reincarnated Rufo Galo—reveal the hand of a neo

phyte. The earlier of the two, "Reencarnaciones," was written in 

Guatemala in 1890 and draws upon esoteric tenets to recount the 
history of the poet's soul, a history which seems to be offered as 
proof of a deeply ingrained artistic temperament. 

Yo fui coral primero, 

despues hermosa piedra, 

despues fui de los bosques verde y colgante hiedra; 
despues yo fui manzana, 
lirio de la campina, 

labio de nina, 

una alondra cantando en la manana; 
y ahora soy un alma 

que canta como canta una palma 
de luz de Dios al viento. 
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In the soul's passage through the kingdoms of creation, it maintains 

a harmonious accord with nature and finally, as it becomes increas
ingly more perfected, achieves synchronization with the musical 
pulse of the universe. 

In the second poem, "Metempsicosis," which is generally be
lieved to have been written in 1893, Dario alludes to the esoteric no

tion of retribution, which holds that, because people are free, they 

are responsible for the good or evil use they make of their existence 

on earth. Failure to live in harmony with the world is punished by 
descent on the scale of existence. Though upon approaching middle 
age Dario appropriates these concepts to express the profound anx
iety he feels regarding his own fate, in this poem he evokes a past life 
of Rufo Galo, who, as an emancipated slave, represents humanity. 
Rufo appreciated the value of freedom, struggled to attain it, but 
later forfeited it by succumbing to the disordering temptations of the 
flesh. 

Yo fui un soldado que durmio en el lecho 

de Cleopatra la reina. Su blancura 

y su mirada astral y omnipotente. 
Eso fue todo. 

iOh mirada! joh blancura! y joh aquel lecho 
en que est aba radiante la blancura! 
jOh la rosa marmorea omnipotente! 

Eso fue todo. 

Y crujio su espinazo por mi brazo; 
y yo, liberto, hice olvidar a Antonio 
(joh el lecho y la mirada y la blancura!) 

Eso fue todo. 

Yo, Rufo Galo, fui soldado, y sangre 
tuve de Galia, y la imperial becerra 
m e dio un minuto audaz de su capricho. 

Eso fue todo. 

I Por que en aquel espasmo las tenazas 

de mis dedos de bronce no apretaron 
el cuello de la blanca reina en broma? 

Eso fue todo. 

Yo fui llevado a Egipto. La cadena 
tuve al pescuezo. Fui comido un dia 
por los perros. Mi nombre, Rufo Galo. 

Eso fue todo. 
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Dario relies upon the expressive possibilities of the various 

types of eleven-syllable lines to convey, in each half of the poem, a 

different perspective on the event that is described in the first one 

and one-half lines, namely, Rufo's love affair with Cleopatra. In 

stanzas i through 3, the initial, unidentified "yo" is completely sub

ordinated to the memory of the captivating Egyptian queen, emerg

ing only in a moment of extreme pride ("y yo, liberto, hice olvidar a 

Antonio"). The lack of predication that runs from the second half of 

the first stanza through the second communicates a sense of stu

pefaction or trancelike calm, which is heightened by the even flow 

of the melodic hendecasyllables. The series of exclamations, the rep

etition of the words "lecho," "blancura," "mirada," "omnipotente," 

and the refrain, "Eso fue todo," highlight Rufo's total surrender to 

the seductive monarch and to the pleasures of the flesh. 
A more cogent account of his story begins in the fourth stanza, 

as the poem "resumes" with an echo of the first line. This time the 

unidentified "yo" gives his name and explains his dignified past. 

This change reflects Rufo's reawakening to his own worth and his 

growing resentment of his voluntary subjugation to the will of an

other. Rufo's anger is sensed in the predominance of emphatic hen

decasyllables and in the biting vocabulary of the fifteenth line, in 

which he voices his indignation at having been the queen's momen

tary whim. Rufo wonders why he did not—if only in jest—demon
strate to Cleopatra the ease with which he could destroy her, thus 

showing her the disdain that she showed so many. His outrage car

ries into the refrain, altering its meaning though the words remain 
the same. It now proclaims: "That was all it was, nothing more, and 

now it is all over." 
The short phrases of the last stanza heighten the already em

phatic tone of the second half of the poem. The quickened pace par

allels Rufo Galo's rapid fall, and, while the reader does not know 

what form his soul has taken, the degradation that was inflicted 

upon him in life seems intended to foreshadow his descent, after 

death, on the scale of existence. He lost his freedom, was chained 

like an animal, and, finally, was fed to the dogs. Although the refrain 

still proclaims "That was all it was, nothing more, and now it is 

all over," the "eso" here refers to Rufo Galo's life and, perhaps, fu
ture lives. 

During the eight years between the writing of "Metempsicosis" 
and the publication of "Alma mia" (pp. 621-622) in "Las anforas de 

Epicuro" of the 1901 edition of Prosas profanas, both Dario and his 
poetry matured, but maturing had not yet become aging and death 
had not yet become an imminent possibility. O n the contrary, Da-
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rio's creative energies and sense of self-worth were at their zenith, he 
enjoyed fame and respect, and, under the dual influence of Romantic 

and esoteric traditions, he considered himself among the noblest 

men on earth, at the threshold of divinity. Understandably, "Alma 
mia" presents an optimistic view of reincarnation, one in which re

union with God appears attainable. At the same time, however, 

Dario's confidence is not blind. All the barriers to success are not yet 
behind him. For this reason optimism is combined with caution. 

This ambivalence is reflected in the acoustical features of the 
poem: the optimism in the even, balanced rhythm, the caution in 

the end-stopped alexandrine lines that spotlight the series of short 

injunctions to be followed by the poet's soul. The exception to this 
rhythmic pattern is the enjambment between lines 11 and 12, which 

stresses the simultaneity of the three adverbial clauses. The rhyme 
scheme of the quatrains follows that of the classical sonnet— 

ABBA : ABBA—but that of the tercets does n o t — C C D : EED. This 

departure heightens the suspensive quality of the last directive, 

which ends with the word "dios" linked in rhyme with the un
stressed "los" of the previous tercet (ellipses in original): 

Alma mia, perdura en tu idea divina; 
todo esta bajo el signo de un destino supremo; 

sigue en tu rumbo, sigue hasta el ocaso extremo 
por el camino que hacia la Esfinge te encamina. 

Corta la flor al paso, deja la dura espina; 
en el rio de oro lleva a compas el remo; 
saluda al rudo arado del rudo Triptolemo, 

y sigue como un dios que sus suenos destina . 

Y sigue como un dios que la dicha estimula; 
y mientra la retorica del pajaro te adula 

y los astros del cielo te acompanan, y los 

ramos de la Esperanza surgen primaverales, 
atraviesa imperterrita por el bosque de males 
sin temer las serpientes; y sigue, como un dios . . 

The conviction that the poet is the highest form of humanity is 

based on the premise that he shares a consciousness with all the ele

ments of nature and that he can articulate in human language the 
cadence of universal life and the divine wisdom manifest therein. In 
accordance with this view, Dario interprets his calling to be a "sign" 
that he has a "supreme destiny/7 which he trusts that his soul will 
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achieve if it maintains its present condition and continues its pres

ent course. The religious significance of Dario's statement unfolds 

through the astrological and theological reverberations of the word 

"signo." Similarly his command that his soul continue "hasta el 

ocaso extremo," along the road that leads toward the Sphinx, brings 

to the fore the theme of immortality. Inasmuch as the idea of the 

restoration of life from death was drawn from the sun's daily re

appearance in the east after its nightly disappearance in the west, 

Dario's desire that his soul reach the final sunset symbolizes his 
wish that it break the cycle of reincarnation by achieving reunion 

with God. The road that leads to the last sunset also leads toward 

the Sphinx, who, as the embodiment of the doctrine of the universal 

soul and the mystery of nature, represents the final lesson of esoteric 

doctrine. All who cannot solve her riddle perish; those who know 

the answer proceed to attain immortality. 
The road imagery continues into the second quatrain, and the 

next three injunctions concern elements from the symbolic land

scape through which the poet's soul must pass. While the proverbial 
flower and thorn recall pseudo-Epicurean doctrine and Dario's un

ending search for beauty, Triptolemus's plough brings to mind the 

early stages of human progress toward the artistic and the divine. 

The image of the golden river takes its meaning from the fusion of 

two metaphors: the occultist identification of the soul as a spark of 

God's own being and Dario's representation of the human soul as a 

fuente.7 As the spark is to the fire, so the spring is to the river and 

the human soul is to the soul of God. Thus the second command of 

the second quatrain is not only a vibrant elaboration of the travel 

symbolism, an elaboration that underscores the poet's struggle to re

main on course and in harmony with nature; it is also a poetic re

statement of the Pythagorean principle that the soul must assimi

late the musical pulse of the divine soul that flows throughout the 

cosmos in order to achieve perfection. 
Dario reaffirms his confidence in his soul's ability to emulate 

divine perfection by comparing it to a god who controls his dreams 

and who is inspired by good fortune. Like all poets, he can read the 

signs of nature—in the song of the birds, in the patterns of the stars, 

and in the springtime branches of hope. Since the signs are clearly 

propitious, he urges his soul to pass intrepidly through the forest of 

evils without fearing the serpents. The branches of hope that are in 
blossom are Dario's renewed hopes for eternal life. He therefore con

cludes optimistically with the directive "y sigue, como un dios. . . ," 
with which the poem returns to the point of departure. The circular
ity of form achieved through the restatement of the first thought, 
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"perdura en tu idea divina," subtly supports the doctrine of trans
migration of souls at the same time that the suspensive quality of 

the last injunction reinforces Dario's desire for an end to the cycle of 
reincarnation. 

A similarly confident view of the poet's soul is expressed in 
"Palabras de la Satiresa" (p. 616), another sonnet from "Las anforas 

de Epicure" But whereas the cautious tone of "Alma mia" merely 
implies that there are pitfalls on the road to immortality that should 

be avoided, "Palabras de la Satiresa" deals directly with the greatest 

danger to Dario's aspiring soul. He acknowledges his tendency to 
fall to the temptations of the flesh and to behave in a manner un

becoming the elevated status of his soul. The resulting tension be
tween the flesh and the spirit is embodied in the Satiresa, who, like 

the composite creatures of "Coloquio," is a figure of opposites. The 

sexually arousing, pleasure-seeking aspects of the Satiresa dominate 
the poet's attention in the quatrains; her understanding of the har

monious integration of apparently divergent elements speaks in the 
tercets. 

Un dia oi una risa bajo la fronda espesa; 

vi brotar de lo verde dos manzanas lozanas; 
erectos senos eran las lozanas manzanas 
del busto que brunia de sol la Satiresa. 

Era una Satiresa de mis fiestas paganas, 
que parece clavel o rosa cuando besa 

y furiosa y riente y que abrasa y que mesa, 

con los labios manchados por las moras tempranas. 

"Tu que fuiste—me dijo—un antiguo argonauta, 
alma que el sol sonrosa y que la mar zafira, 

sabe que esta el secreto de todo ritmo y pauta 

en unir carne y alma a la esfera que gira, 

y amando a Pan y Apolo en la lira y la flauta, 
ser en la flauta Pan, como Apolo en la lira." 

The laughter and the lush landscape establish the initial tone. 
The junglelike surroundings from which the Satiresa emerges evoke 
a region of rich, uncontrolled vegetation. This forest symbolism, 

which links the setting of the poem with the poet's unconscious, is 
enhanced by the identification of the Satiresa's breasts with lux
uriant apples free of prohibition.8 More than a brilliant visual image, 
this description contrasts this locale with the Garden of Eden. Dario 
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finds himself in a region of unlimited pleasures, unchecked by con
science or reason. The Satiresa, who is painted in bold, red brush

strokes, emerges from his pagan dreams rather than from his Catho

lic nightmares. 
In the tercets, however, the Satiresa cautions against excesses 

and indulgences. Echoing Dario's own advice to himself in "Alma 

mia," she reminds him that he has an advanced soul that exists in 

accord with the universe and that reflects the majesty of the natural 

world. Like the poet/observer of "Coloquio" who travels in search of 

harmony, Dario has the soul of an argonaut. For these reasons, he 

should know that the key to attaining synchronization with the ca
dence of universal life lies in the reconciliation of opposites. Under 

the divine illumination of the sun, the poet must reconcile the flesh 

and the spirit, the Panic and the Apollonian. With music as a model, 
he will harmonize the natural and the artistic, the pagan and the 
Christian, and the transient and the eternal.9 

The exuberance of "Palabras de la Satiresa," despite its appeal 
for moderation, stands in marked contrast with the subdued tone of 

"Divina Psiquis" (pp. 66s~666), published in Cantos de vida y es-

peranza just four years later. The inevitable approach of death com
bined with Dario's confessed weakness for "el vino del Diablo," "los 

senos," and "los vientres" to alter his view of the fate of his soul. In 
his attempts to express his changing attitudes toward the desires for 

his soul, he summons up images from the Pythagorean account of 
the incarnation of Psyche and from traditional Christian doctrine. 

The fusion of images conveys more than the poet's search for a way 

out of the situation in which he feels imprisoned. It reflects his 
touching aspiration to find the magical language that will enable 

him to decipher the enigmas of the core of his being. 
According to the Pythagorean myth, after a series of existences, 

Psyche reached the level of humanity, acquired intelligence, and re

membered her celestial origins. She then wished to return to heaven, 
but she was also drawn to the pleasures of her body. As a result, she 

constantly struggled between her desire for spiritual happiness and 
her enjoyment of physical delights. Death constituted only a tempo

rary liberation, since her failure to conquer the material world con
demned her to wander across the earth in successive incarnations. 
Only souls that have totally mastered matter and have become per
fect enter the divine state. 

In keeping with the broad outlines of the myth, Dario begins 
"Divina Psiquis" by underscoring the divine nature of the soul, 

which converts inanimate matter into the living substance of exis
tence. In the same way that he imagines the ensouling of matter as 
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turning rock and wood into flesh in "Coloquio" (p. 573), Dario sees 
his body, despite its complex system of nerves and muscles, as little 

more than a "statue of mud" without the heavenly spark of life. 

jDivina Psiquis, dulce mariposa invisible 
que desde los abismos has venido a ser todo 
lo que en mi ser nervioso y en mi cuerpo sensible 
forma la chispa sacra de la estatua de lodo! 

The steady, even flow of the alexandrine lines and the gentle repeti
tion of sibilants reinforce the sense of tenderness established by the 
poet's description of his soul as "dulce mariposa invisible." The tra

ditional butterfly imagery becomes a term of endearment spoken by 
the poet to his beleaguered and fragile soul at the same time that it 
enlivens—with the butterfly's imagined fluttering—the references 
to Dario's "ser nervioso" and the flickering of the holy spark. 

This representation of the soul as a winged creature presupposes 
its earthly confinement within the body. But whereas esoteric my

thology emphasizes Psyche's struggle to overcome temptation in 
order to regain the freedom she enjoys in the state of pure spirit, Da

rio sees her as defeated, a prisoner of war locked within the cage of 
his body. This sense of spiritual weakness is expressed through a po
etic synthesis of the cage metaphor with the common association 
linking the body with the house of the soul and the eyes with its 
windows. 

Te asomas por mis ojos a la luz de la tierra 
y prisionera vives en mi de extrano dueno: 
te reducen a esclava mis sentidos en guerra 

y apenas vagas libre por el jardin del sueno. 

The soul is imprisoned within the thick, impregnable walls of the 
body, but Dario is not the captor. He subtly joins ranks with his soul 
as he describes it as locked within a body of which he is no longer in 
charge. Psyche does not even find a temporary reprieve from the re
strictions of the flesh in the "garden of dreams." Unlike the dreamed 
conclusion of the earlier "El reino interior" (pp. 603-605), in which 
Dario's soul is freed to embrace both sin and virtue, in "Divina Psi
quis" Psyche is unable to reconcile her physical and spiritual wants. 

Despite Dario's portrayal of his soul as unable to counter the 
forces of the flesh, he maintains a faith in its hidden strengths. This 
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admiration, which is implicit in the respectful language of the first 

two quatrains, becomes the focus of the third. 

Sabia de la Lujuria que sabe antiguas ciencias, 

te sacudes a veces entre imposibles muros, 

y mas alia de todas las vulgares conciencias 

exploras los recodos mas terribles y obscuros. 

Psyche is wise; she understands the ancient sciences, for she has 

learned them in death, during those periods when she escapes the 

walls of flesh that have held her in life. Once free from the body she 

suffers a period of frightening disorientation in which she is over

taken by darkness. Schure explains: "Darkness encloses him; around 

him, in him, everything is chaos. He sees but one thing, and that 

thing attracts and horrifies him. ... It is the sinister phosphores

cence of his own cast-off skin; and the nightmare begins again. . . . 

This state can last for months or years. Its length depends upon the 

strength of the material instincts of the soul" (p. 333). Dario's hope 

for his soul is that it will have a natural dislike for earthly attractions 

and that it will ascend to the higher levels of existence. 

Y encuentras sombra y duelo. Que sombra y duelo encuentres 

bajo la vina en donde nace el vino del Diablo. 

Te posas en los senos, te posas en los vientres 
que hicieron a Juan loco e hicieron cuerdo a Pablo. 

This hope for salvation is supported in more traditional terms with 
reference to Saint Paul in the final stanza of the first part. 

A Juan virgen, y a Pablo militar y violentO; 

a Juan que nunca supo del supremo contacto; 

a Pablo el tempestuoso que hallo a Cristo en el viento, 
y a Juan ante quien Hugo se queda estupefacto. 

The final six lines of the first part of "Divina Psiquis" turn the 
focus of attention away from the fate of the poet's soul toward the 

underlying question of language. Dario gives the example of John 

and Paul: the same "sign" in nature drives one crazy and restores the 
sanity of the other. Dario is compelled to wonder if spiritual peace 

does not rest as much on the "reading" of nature as on anything else, 
and, as a result, his search for immortality brings him back to the 
search for a magical language with which his soul can communicate 
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with the universal life force. He sees in the conversion of Saint Paul 

two questions: What was the sign that he saw on the road to Damas
cus that convinced him of the existence of God? What were the 
words that he spoke to affirm the sincerity of his new faith? 

Although the second part of "Divina Psiquis" was probably writ

ten as an independent poem, it underscores Dario's dilemma. If the 
attainment of immortality is at least in part a linguistic problem, he 
must find the language with which he will set his soul in tune with 
the divine order. As the rapid pace of the shorter lines suggests, Da
rio's soul flies swiftly between the rose of the pagan ruins and the 
cross of the cathedral, resting only momentarily at each. In some po
ems, Dario's solution is a syncretic blending, finding a satisfactory 
reading of the universe in symbols that have survived the passage 
from one religion to the next. In others, like "Divina Psiquis," he 
vacillates between two appealing symbolic systems. 

Despite his cautious hesitation to define the nature of his soul, 
Dario is certain about his sensuality, which he finds impossible to 
curb. The words of the Satiresa have gone unheeded, and he fears the 
consequences for his soul. This awareness of his failure to meet his 
spiritual responsibilities becomes a terrible burden. In comparison, 
the apparent ignorance or insensitivity of the creatures on the lower 
levels of existence seem blissful. Nevertheless, though he envies 
their immunity from the pangs of conscience, Dario dreads—even 
more than the possibility that his soul may remain imprisoned in 
the flesh for many incarnations to come—the thought that his soul 
may descend from the human to the animal in retribution for having 
sullied his elevated status. These anxieties form the background to 

Anderson Imbert's extensive analysis of "Lo fatal" (p. 688), the last 
poem of Cantos de vida y esperanza.10 Aware of the influence of oc
cultist doctrine upon Dario's formulation of the poem, Anderson 
Imbert sees in the line "y el temor de haber sido y un futuro terror" 
Dario's obsession with both past and future incarnations. The horror 
of the future stems from Dario's concept of "lo fatal," which, accord
ing to Anderson Imbert, includes two dimensions: inevitability and 
misfortune. It is inevitable that people think and, because they 
think, they are burdened with regret, which is actually the funda
mental issue of the poem. 

. es evidente que no se quejaba del pensamiento sino mas 
bien de los escarabajos de la conciencia. La conciencia, 
aguafiestas de la vida, derramasolaces de la alegria, que avi-
nagra el vino y amarga el beso, adusta, desabrida y acusadora. 
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El mineral, el vegetal y el animal no son culpables de nada 

porque son lo que son; el hombre siente culpas porque es de un 

modo y quiere ser de otro.11 

As already demonstrated in chapter 2, this tension is central to 

Dario's entire poetic production. In "En las constelaciones" his an

guish explodes in a bitingly rhetorical question "Pero ^que voy a 

hacer, si estoy atado al potro / en que, ganado el premio, siempre 

quiero ser otro, / y en que, dos en mi mismo triunfa uno de los dos?" 

(p. 1035). In other poems written after 1906 he sadly confronts the 

misspent years that he should have used fulfilling his "supreme des

tiny." Mallorca proved a propitious place for such introspection.12 In 

"Eheu!" (pp. 737-738) Dario draws not only emotional impetus but 

also images and symbols from the Mallorcan setting. 

The presence of the sea, whose rhythm is felt in the ebb and 

flow of the six- and eight-syllable lines, brings back memories of 
a time long past, of a time of primordial bliss and union with the 

universe. The poet recognizes, as if from a previous existence, the 

rock, the oil, and the wine, all of which are closely associated with 

the timeless Mediterranean and its civilization. Bathed by a wave 
of nostalgia for an innocence long lost, Dario feels the weight of 

the years—his physical age as well as the age of his soul. As he 
looks back upon a life that held great promise, a life that could have 

been the culmination of many lives and the final step to perfection, 

he is overcome by unspeakable remorse. A few years before, in 
"Nocturno" (pp. 680- 681), he was able to verbalize the regret he 
experienced. 

Y el pesar de no ser lo que yo hubiera sido, 

la perdida del reino que estaba para mi, 

el pensar que un instante pude no haber nacido, 

jy el sueno que es mi vida desde que yo naci! 

In "Eheu!," however, it can only be conveyed by his anguished cry of 
the second stanza (ellipsis in original): 

Aqui, junto al mar latino, 

digo la verdad: 

Siento en roca, aceite y vino, 
yo mi antiguedad. 

jOh, que anciano soy, Dios santo; 
oh, que anciano soy! 
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^De donde viene mi canto? 
Y yo, ̂ adonde voy? 

Dario is doubly old—old of body and old of soul. He knows that he 

has lived before and that his talents have been perfected in other 
lives. But his grief prevents him from mentioning "the loss of the 

kingdom that should have been his." He can only allude to it by jux
taposing the question "^De donde viene mi canto?" with the uncer
tainty of his future in this life and those to come. 

In spite of the despair that it causes him, Dario does not retreat 
from his self-examination. Yet, drawing an analogy from the bril

liant Mallorcan sun that illuminates no more than the entrances to 
the island's many caves, he recalls the Kantian precept that the real 

nature of self (transcendental ego) cannot be known any more than 

the intrinsic nature of the things it perceives. He therefore wonders, 
as did the German idealists, whether intellectual clarity is sufficient 
to distinguish between self and non-self (ellipsis in original): 

El conocerme a mi mismo, 
ya m e va costando 

muchos momentos de abismo 
y el como y el cuando . . 

Y esta claridad latina, 
^de que m e sirvio 
a la entrada de la mina 
del yo y el no yo ? 

Even with the possibility that he was judging himself too harshly, he 

proceeds to criticize himself for blindly trusting his intuitions as a 
poet and for assuming that he could read in the signs of nature the 

wisdom of God. Specifically, he accuses himself of complacently 

studying the clouds and of believing that he could interpret the 
wind, the land, the sea, and the vague, fragmentary echoes of pre
vious incarnations (ellipsis in original): 

Nefelibata contento 
creo interpretar 

las confidencias del viento, 

la tierra y el mar 

Unas vagas confidencias 
del ser y el no ser, 
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y fragmentos de conciencias 

de ahora y ayer. 

Reaching the nadir of despair, Dario concludes the poem on a 

prophetic note or, as Pedro Salinas describes it, "Acentos de Biblia, 

metales de Jeremias, vox clamantis in deserto."13 Dario no longer 

feels the presence of the "mar latino." The shift is significant. Not 
only is a comparison established between the life and movement of 

the sea and the aridity and stagnation of the wilderness, but, at the 

end of the poem, the rhythmic throbbing of the great heart of the 

world that Dario so often senses in the ocean is absent. He looks up 

at the sun, the symbol of divine illumination, like a dead man, with

out hope of salvation. In the end Dario mourns his own spiritual 

death. 

This nostalgia for the ancient Mediterranean appears through

out his poetry in the repeated allusions to Dario's having been, if not 
specifically an argonaut, one of their contemporaries. As in "Colo

quio de los centauros" and "Palabras de la Satiresa," he affirms his 

special relationship with ancient Greece in "Retorno" (pp. 782-
784), the poem that he wrote on his triumphant return to Nicaragua 

in 1907. Though he expresses great nationalistic pride in his home

land, he cannot escape the memory of his earlier life on the Mediter

ranean. He explains his extended absence in terms of his spiritual 
inheritance from Jason. 

Por atavismo griego o por fenicia influencia, 

siempre he sentido en mi ansia de navegar, 

y Jason m e ha legado su sublime experiencia 
y el sentir en mi vida los misterios del mar. 

jOh, cuantas veces, cuantas veces oi los sones 
de las sirenas liricas en los clasicos mares! 

jY cuantas he mirado tropeles de tritones 

y cortejos de ninfas cenidas de azahares! 

The transmission of nautical experience is not literature but life for 
Dario, part of a previous life that still lives within him. This point is 

emphasized by the construction of the second stanza quoted. The 

exclamatory "oh" which starts the first line along with the repetition 

of "cuantas veces" communicates a sense of urgency and a need to 

convince. The effect of anaphora, the repeated "y," heightens the 

tone. Dario states without qualification that he has heard the sounds 
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of the sirens and seen the tritons and nymphs, all of which are not 
mere mythological ornaments. 

In "Caracol" (p. 679), written in 1903, the allusion to Dario's 
previous existence is more subtle. The conch shell that the poet 

finds on the beach becomes a means by which he puts himself in 
touch with Jason, perhaps his own permanent ego, perhaps an old 

friend. Moreover, when the poet hears in the shell "un profundo 

oleaje y un misterioso viento," he realizes that "el caracol la forma 
tiene de un corazon." It thus becomes identified not only with the 

doctrine of transmigration of souls but also with the great heart of 
the world, whose pulsation is felt in the rhythm of the ocean. Or, as 

Octavio Paz points out, "It is a symbol of universal correspondence. 

It is also a symbol of reminiscence: when he presses it to his ear he 

hears the surf of past lives."14 This dual function of the shell reap
pears in the long letter in verse which Dario wrote for the wife of 

Leopoldo Lugones (pp. 746-753) during his travels from July to No
vember, 1906. From Mallorca, at the end of his journey, he wrote: 

^Por que mi vida errante no me trajo a estas sanas 
costas antes de que las prematuras canas 
de alma y cabeza hicieran de mi la mezcolanza 

formada de tristeza, de vida y esperanza? 
jOh, que buen mallorquin m e sentiria ahora! 

jOh, como gustaria sal de mar, miel de aurora, 
al sentir como en un caracol en mi craneo 
el divino y eterno rumor mediterraneo! 

Both the impact of the Mallorcan setting and the tone of wistful 

regret are striking. Dario believes that, had he come to this mystical 

land of spiritual conversion sooner, his life would have taken a dif
ferent course. While the possibility of reform offers some hope, he 

recognizes that it is probably already too late. The extravagances of 
youth have brought on a premature old age of body and soul, cutting 
short his life on earth and his aspirations for reunion with God. In 

the first four lines quoted, Dario shares his guilt with fate for not 
having set him on the right path; in the last four lines he seems an

gry at the fact that things could have been different. He still hears a 
constant call to harmony in the roar of the Mediterranean. By imag

ining these sounds as echoes of a seashell within his skull, Dario un

derscores their significance. They are divine and eternal: they are 

the beat of the universal heart and the reverberations of past lives. 
He is confident that had he always lived with these reminders of the 
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oneness of life, he would be able to enjoy "sal de mar, miel de au

rora." But now, without peace of mind, he finds small comfort in the 

salty sea air that envelops his tired body or in the golden glow of 

dawn that lights the Mallorcan horizon. By the same token, he finds 

little solace in his perception of universal unity in the beat of the 

great heart of the world or in his recognition of the possibility of a 

new tomorrow symbolically sweetened by honey, which in Orphic 

tradition is associated with spiritual betterment and rebirth.15 

Turning from the bittersweetness of the present, Dario becomes 

exhilarated by the recollection of his life as an argonaut. He there

fore describes in long, sweeping phrases what he knows from the 

past (ellipsis in original): 

Hay en mi un griego antiguo que aqui descanso un dia 

despues que le dejaron loco de melodia 

las sirenas rosadas que atrajeron su barca. 
Cuanto mi ser respira, cuanto mi vista abarca, 

es recordado por mis intimos sentidos: 

los aromas, las luces, los ecos, los riiidos, 
como en ondas atavicas m e traen anoranzas 
que forman mis ensueiios, mis vidas y esperanzas. 
Mas i donde esta aquel templo de marmol, y la gruta 
donde mordi aquel seno dulce como una fruta? 

I Donde los hombres agiles que las piedras redondas 
recogian para los cueros de sus hondas? 

Convinced that he had landed on Mallorca centuries ago, Dario de
scribes all that he encounters as remembered by his innermost 

senses, which were imprinted with these images long before his birth. 
The vividness of his recollection is emphasized in the fourth line by 
the exclamatory connotation of "cuanto" and by the emphatic bal
ance, in the sixth line by the breathless enumeration of the phenom
ena that he faces. The aromas, the lights, the echoes, and the noise 

bombard him like waves from the past, and the remnants of his pre
vious existences surface in his hopes, dreams, and poetry. Thus 
when he inquires where are the marble temple, the grotto where he 
bit "aquel seno dulce como una fruta," and the agile men who use 
slingshots, he is asking for things that he vaguely remembers from 

the past and that have emerged in other poems, in "Coloquio de los 
centauros" (p. 579), "Palabras de la Satiresa" (p. 616), and "Hondas" 

(PP- 739-74o), respectively. 
The surging movement of the poem ceases at this point. In the 

next stanza, which begins with "Calma, calma. Esto es mucha poesia, 
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senora," the tone is totally different. For some reason the poet feels 

compelled to restrain his lyric impulse. 
A similar surfacing of reminiscences from an earlier life appears 

in "Hondas," which, like "Eheu!" and "Epistola," was written during 
Dario's November, 1906-March, 1907, stay in Mallorca. Since the 
inhabitants of Mallorca were renowned for their use of slingshots, 

Dario "dreams" that he was a slinger. "Hondas," while less philo
sophic than the other poems analyzed, shows Dario's recourse to the 
doctrine of reincarnation to address the issue of poetic responsibility. 

According to his dream, one afternoon during his existence as a 
brave Mallorcan slinger, he saw an enormous gerfalcon chasing a 

strange, radiant bird which resembled a ruby streaking across the 

heavens. While the stone of pure gold that he had hurled into the 
skies did not return to earth, the angel/bird that had been pursued 

and that was actually David's luminous soul came directly to him. It 

explained that Dario's shot had wounded the soul of Goliath, which 
was imprisoned in the gerfalcon. By some supernatural accord and 

attraction of souls, Dario saved David's soul in the same way that 
David had originally saved himself. Here the doctrine of transmigra
tion of souls takes on an interesting prismatic effect: Dario, the poet, 
is influenced by his previous life as a slinger, which, in turn, had 
been influenced by the soul of an earlier poet/slinger. In this, Dario 

appears to imply that, just as David was forced to take arms against 
Goliath, all poets are called upon—perhaps by intuition, perhaps 
by the souls of other poets—to speak out against injustice and 
oppression. 

From "Reencarnaciones" through "Hondas," the doctrine of the 
transmigration of souls is closely related in Dario's mind with the 

role of the poet and of poetry. The poet aspires to achieve a degree of 
spirituality that will permit him to share a consciousness with all 
the elements of nature. Yet, like all creatures, he is simultaneously 
pulled toward the bestial. This tension to fulfill his responsibility as 
a poet and to translate into human language the signs of the universe 
is reflected in his concerns for his soul. During the height of his ca
reer, the doctrine of reincarnation offers Dario a symbolic system 
through which he can express his optimism about the world, poetry, 
and the fate of his soul. But, as he matures, he demonstrates a loss of 
certainty in the poetic vision supplied by esoteric Pythagoreanism. 
He hesitates between the esoteric symbolic system and the tradi

tional Christian system that, as seen in "Divina Psiquis," permits a 
mystical conversion at any point. Dario's hesitancy highlights his 

continued faith in the "right words" that will put him in touch with 

the timeless paradise he strives to envision. It also highlights his 
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recognition that these "right words" may come from any of a num

ber of symbolic systems—or from none at all. His uneasiness in the 

later poems, therefore, not only reflects his doubts about himself 
and the degree to which he has fulfilled his "supreme destiny." It 

also underscores his sensitivity to his inability to "speak with the 

voice of the spring." That drinking bouts and sexual excesses con

tributed to his sense of failure is really not the point. Dario believed 

that he was extraordinarily attuned to the pulse of the universe and 

to the echo of past lives. Yet he is forced to confront the fundamental 
limitations of human beliefs and symbols—even those invested 

with a special aura by the Romantics and Symbolists. Even though 

esoteric tradition did not provide the ultimate language with which 

he could articulate a sense of universal accord, it inspired a religious 

dimension to the role of the poet. 



4. T h e P o e t as M a g u s : 

D e c i p h e r i n g t h e U n i v e r s e 

Though ostensibly Dario relies most frequently on the concept of re
incarnation to express his judgment of his own ability to achieve 
spirituality—which he measures against his poetic goal to articulate 
in human language the divine rhythm of universal life—his concern 
is often broader in scope, reaching beyond the question of his per
sonal destiny. This concern reflects a convergence of literary and re
ligious trends that elevated the poet to the status of magus. In his 

discussion of the poet's responsibilities, privileges, and burdens, Da
rio adopts the attitudes that originated in English Romanticism and 
developed among the French Romantics and Symbolists. These atti
tudes were formulated under the influence of esoteric doctrine, to 
which the writers of the nineteenth century turned in order to fill 

the void left by their loss of faith in traditional belief systems. 
The Romantics, who inherited a world in which the rational 

view of life had separated individuals from their nonrational powers, 
hoped to reintegrate people and foster a reconciliation with nature, 

from which they felt estranged. Many of the myths which supplied 
the hope for reconciliation were derived from ancient esoteric be
liefs. The attribution of a life and soul to nature, for example, al
lowed for the conversion of a dead and alien milieu into a human 
and companionable environment in which people could feel com
fortable. Combining Platonic and Neoplatonic vocabulary, the prom
inent Romantics underscored the poet's special relationship with 

this living, knowledgeable nature. Shelley, Coleridge, and Carlyle 
held that the poet does not imitate the familiar external world but 

rather exposes the essential and eternal realities of existence that are 
often hidden behind the trivial. This first generation of Romantics 
nevertheless kept poetry separate from religion, assigning to the 
poet the task of liberating the vision of readers from the bondage of 
habitual categories and social customs.1 The second generation of Ro

mantics and the Symbolists, however, saw in this penetration of the 
veil of appearances and in this discovery of the verities of life a 
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"compensatory function" in their society.2 They turned poetry into a 

religion and made the poet the magus of the day. 

N o single artist strove to live out this poetic ideal as did Victor 

Hugo, who identified himself as "the voyant, the entendant—the 

crystal soul that vibrates sympathetically to the forces of the world."3 

Under the influence of esoteric doctrine, Hugo formulated his goals 

in mythic terms.4 "He displayed," as Shroder points out, "the sense 

of Orphic mission, with all its necessary attributes: the conviction 

that he was the recipient of divine inspiration, that his task was to 

be performed with divine sanction, and that the task was an obliga

tory one." Perhaps the most important aspect of his poetic mission 

was to reveal to people the mysteries of life by "reading" the symbols 

of nature and by attending to the supernatural forces of the universe. 

He thus aspired to make possible the perception of God himself.5 

The Symbolists followed in Hugo's footsteps. Their quest for an 

understanding of life went beyond the superficial and variable and 

was linked with the ideal of beauty. They developed a religion of "le 

Beau," and their aspiration to superior beauty took on a mystical 

quality. They sought to utilize the disordered material of the visible 

universe to create an order that would capture the expression of the 

poet's soul and the essence of the supernatural. In short, they cred
ited the poet with the power to express in poetry, through the magic 

of language, a transcendent vision of the universe. This view of the 

unique relationship between the poet and nature was further sup

ported by the esoteric sects popular throughout the nineteenth 

century. 
As indicated in Chapter i, occultists hold that the soul of God 

permeates all things and that the universe is one harmonious exten

sion of God. As a result, they perceive nature to be the revelation of 
God and the great teacher of people. The poet, as the most percep

tive of individuals, is nature's best student and the best qualified to 

share with humanity findings regarding the harmonious universe. 
By rising to the plane of unity, the poet has attained the ideal held by 

occultists and has become able to share wisdom with others through 
the oneness of life.6 The following detailed elaboration of the mis

sion of the poet presented by Kingsford and Maitland not only typ

ifies these esoteric beliefs but brings into focus the image of the poet 

that emerged from the widely read and discussed esoteric literature 
of the day. 

Thou mayest the more easily gather somewhat of the charac

ter of the heavenly Personality by considering the quality of 
that of the highest type of mankind on Earth,—the Poet. 
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The Poet hath no Self apart from his larger Self. Other men 

pass indifferent through Life and the World, because the Self

hood of Earth and Heaven is a thing apart from them, and 
toucheth them not. 

The Wealth of Beauty in Earth and Sky and Sea lieth outside 
their being, and speaketh not to their heart. 

Their interests are individual and limited: their Home is by 

one Hearth: four walls are the boundary of their kingdom—so 
small it is! 

But the Personality of the Poet is Divine: and being Divine it 
hath no limits. 

He is supreme and ubiquitous in consciousness: his heart 
beats in every Element. 

The Pulses of all the infinite Deep of Heaven vibrate in his 
own: and responding to their strength and their plenitude, he 
feels more intensely than other men. 

Not merely he sees and examines these Rocks and Trees: 
these variable Waters, and these glittering Peaks. 
Not merely he hears this plaintive Wind, these rolling Peals: 
But he is all these: and with them—nay, in them—he re

joices and weeps, he shines and aspires, he sighs and thunders. 
And when he sings, it is not he—the Man—whose Voice is 

heard: it is the Voice of all the Manifold Nature herself. 
In his Verse the Sunshine laughs; the Mountains give forth 

their sonorous Echoes; the swift Lightnings flash. 
The great continual cadence of universal Life moves and be

comes articulate in human language. 
O Joy profound! O boundless Self! O god-like Personality!7 

Beginning with his earliest works, Dario describes the poet as a 
divinely inspired, illuminating force. Consequently, the poet's art 

appears not only as a translation of the divine perfection of the uni

verse but also as a magical influence on all surrounding elements. In 
return, however, humanity, true to the Romantic tradition, fails to 

perceive the wisdom of the poet's words and mocks the sensitive art
ist. The poet must, nevertheless, tolerate human ingratitude to ful

fill a superior destiny8 
Later, as Dario became more directly involved with the occult

ist foundations of these beliefs, he refined his perception of the 

poet's mission, accepting for himself and others the challenge of po
etic responsibility. As he grew older, however, the goals that had 

seemed challenging began to appear unattainable. His frustrations— 
with the intractability of language and with his lifestyle, which ex-
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acerbated his feelings of artistic impotence—led him to reassess his 

goals. A struggle developed between the ideal that was established 

for him by both his literary predecessors and esoteric tradition and 

what Dario came to believe was the reality of his poetic nature. De

spite this growing tension, Dario never renounced the image of the 

poet as magus. It functions throughout his poetry as his ultimate ar

tistic yardstick. 

Several of the poems already examined in the chapter on the 

Pythagorean concept of universal harmony convey Dario's faith in 

the poet's talent for interpreting and translating the signs of nature. 
In "Coloquio de los centauros," for example, this optimism is ex

pressed by Quiron, who praises the poet /magus for his ability to 

"read" external forms and gestures (pp. 573-574). In "La espiga" 
(p. 615) it is in the elements of nature working together in cosmic 
harmony that the poet sees the mystery of the divine and the soul of 

all things. In "Ama tu ritmo ..." (p. 617) the poet cautiously orders 

himself to follow in his poetry the patterns that he recognizes in the 

cosmos. Significantly, however, by the time that Dario writes "En las 

constelaciones" (p. 1035), in 1908, the rhythm of the universe and 

the order of the stars that the poet readily perceived in "Ama tu 

ritmo ..." are no longer clear to him. The later poem underscores 

the heightened tension between Dario's spiritual aspirations and his 

baser urges. As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, Dario finds these di
ametrical desires, common to all living beings, to be particularly 

burdensome, for he is a poet who feels an obligation to fulfill his di
vine destiny. 

In "La pagina blanca" (pp. 588-589) published in 1896 in Prosas 

profanas Dario looks at the blank page for insight and inspiration. 

Mis ojos miraban en hora de ensuenos 
la pagina blanca. 

Y vino el desfile de ensuenos y sombras. 
Y fueron mujeres de rostros de estatua, 

mujeres de rostro de estatuas de marmol, 

jtan tristes, tan dulces, tan suaves, tan palidas! 

Y fueron visiones de extrafios poemas, 
de extranos poemas de besos y lagrimas, 

jde historias que dejan en crueles instantes 

las testas viriles cubiertas de canas! 

jQue cascos de nieve que pone la suerte! 

Que arrugas precoces cincela en la cara! 
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jY como se quiere que vayan ligeros 

los tardos camellos de la caravana! 

The first thing that comes into view is a parade of dreams and shad

ows, which is then more clearly identified as "mujeres de rostros de 

estatua, / mujeres de rostro de estatuas de marmol." The rigid echo 
of the phrase and the uninspired repetition of the "tan" in the fol
lowing line ("jtan tristes, tan dulces, tan suaves, tan palidas!") rein

force the lifeless quality of these first images. The poet rejects the 
stale, outmoded artistic models that spring into his imagination. He 

opts instead to grapple with the profound issues of life, even at the 
expense of his personal happiness. He rejects the poems and stories 
of the second quatrain in favor of the artistic order in nature which 

"chisels" precocious wrinkles on his face. 
At this point, the white page appears to him like a frozen desert 

across which the camels of inspiration plod, all too slowly, carrying 

the images of life into focus. This description of the blank page es
tablishes an aura of messianic religiosity. It is the poet who will 
guide the reader across the blank page of existence by filling it with 
symbols that lead to salvation through a total comprehension of life. 
This image is developed with a reference to "the Christs." 

Los tardos camellos 
— c o m o las figuras en un panorama—, 
cual si fuese un desierto de hielo, 
atraviesan la pagina blanca. 

Este lleva 
una carga 

de dolores y angustias antiguas, 

angustias de pueblos, dolores de razas; 

i dolores y angustias que sufren los Cristos 
que vienen al mundo de victimas tragicas! 

More than a powerful turn of phrase that metaphorically transforms 

the poet into a savior, this reference emphasizes the poet's assump

tion of a profoundly religious role. The Christs are, according to An
nie Besant, the holiest of men who come into this world to suffer, to 

be "tragic victims," because by suffering each gains the strength to 

be a savior and one of the peace-centers of the world.9 
This view of poetry does not eliminate its impulse toward 

beauty. The first camel is accompanied by a second that carries into 
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view the beautiful queen of poetic inspiration, who brings with her a 

coffer of dreams, pearls, and gold with which she is to be adorned. 

Otro lleva 
en la espalda 

el cofre de ensuenos, de perlas y oro, 

que conduce la reina de Saba. 

Otro lleva 

una caja 
en que va, dolorosa difunta, 

como un muerto lirio, la pobre Esperanza. 

Y camina sobre un dromedario 

la Palida, 
la vestida de ropas obscuras, 

la Reina invencible, la bella inviolada: 

la Muerte. 

Yet, because of the difficulty involved in attaining this twofold aes
thetic/religious goal, the poet is haunted by the loss of hope; this 
loss of hope is the touching third image to cross the white page. The 

final image is of death, who appears as she did at the end of "Colo
quio de los centauros" not as something fearsome but rather as the 

ultimate female, "la Reina invencible, la bella inviolada." The rea
son that death can be accepted as the consummate human consort is 
that the poet, who penetrates the apparent discord of the universe 
and perceives the harmonious order of the cosmos, captures that or
der—and its promise of salvation—on the white page. 

jY el hombre, 
a quien duras visiones asaltan, 

el que encuentra en los astros del cielo 
prodigios que abruman y signos que espantan, 

mira al dromedario 
de la caravana 

como el mensajero que la luz conduce, 
en el vago desierto que forma 

la pagina blanca! 

This extraordinary confidence in the visionary power of the 
poet is the basis of the sonnet "A Juan Ramon Jimenez" (p. 1003) 

that was written in Paris in 1900 and that first appeared as the 
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"Atrio" to Ninfeas, Juan Ramon's first book of poetry. The even 
rhythm of the alexandrine lines is echoed by its balanced form of 

fourteen fourteen-syllable lines. The resulting pervasive sense of 

calm reflects the questioner's trust that his "young friend" will re
spond affirmatively to all the inquiries and that he will meet the 

challenges that await him (ellipsis in original): 

^Tienes, joven amigo, cenida la coraza 
para empezar, valiente, la divina pelea? 

;Has visto si resiste el metal de tu idea 
la furia del mandoble y el peso de la maza? 

;Te sientes con la sangre de la celeste raza 
que vida con los numeros pitagoricos crea? 
iY, como el fuerte Herakles al leon de Nemea, 
a los sangrientos tigres del mal darias caza? 

^Te enternece el azul de una noche tranquila? 
^Escuchas pensativo el sonar de la esquila 
cuando el Angelus dice el alma de la tarde? 

^Tu corazon las voces ocultas interpreta? 
Sigue, entonces, tu rumbo de amor. Eres poeta. 
La belleza te cubra de luz, y Dios te guarde. 

The younger poet is asked if he is ready to begin the divine 
struggle against his attackers. While they are brutally physical, his 
only defense is the strength of his ideas. With this description, the 
poet is raised above his enemies as a superman of extraordinary 
courage and perception. This exaltation of poetic prowess is con
tinued in the next two lines: "^Te sientes con la sangre de la celeste 
raza / que vida con los numeros pitagoricos crea?" Implied in this 
question is that the young man, in order to be a poet, must be a 
member of the celestial race that creates life by perfectly reproducing 
in art the "Pythagorean" order of the universe. The poet who assents 
approaches divinity by creating a new microcosm in which the har
mony of the macrocosm has been translated into human language.10 

As the interpreter of the cosmos, the poet must be aware of the 

living soul of the universe, which is hidden from most people but 
can be perceived by the enlightened in all the elements of nature. 
He, therefore, must be sensitive to the heavenly order of a tranquil 

night and must hear what the Angelus bell says when it speaks the 
soul of the afternoon. In short, he must feel in the depth of his being 

the occult voices of the living universe. Since the interrogator is si-
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lently assured of the young poet's abilities, the young man is sent on 

his way with his title, "Eres poeta," and the older man's best wishes. 

The ideas first formulated in "A Juan Ramon Jimenez" and in 

"La pagina blanca" are developed shortly thereafter in a group of 

three poems from Cantos de vida y esperanza (1905). In "Pegaso" (p. 

639), the seventh poem of the collection, Dario's optimistic view of 

poetic potential is emphatically personal, that is, almost defiant in 

its assertion of the first person singular. This somewhat defensive 

posture, which was also the point of departure in "A Juan Ramon 

Jimenez," becomes the dominant focus of "\Torres de Dios! jPoe-

tas!" (p. 641), the ninth poem of the collection. In the eleventh 

poem, "Mientras teneis, oh negros corazones" (p. 643), Dario reas
serts his faith in the messianic potential of poetry in the face of the 

forces of ignorance and hate. 
Because of the strength of spirit and purpose demonstrated by 

the poet as he strives to fulfill his destiny, to overcome psychological 
and material obstacles, and to fend off attacks by the critical masses, 

the poet is portrayed as a hero of mythic proportions. In "Pegaso" the 
task before Dario is the same as Bellerophon's, namely, to catch and 
tame the winged horse of the Muses and with it to meet the many 

challenges placed before him. 

Cuando iba yo a montar ese caballo rudo 

y tembloroso, dije: "La vida es pura y bella." 
Entre sus cejas vivas vi brillar una estrella. 
El cielo estaba azul, y yo estaba desnudo. 

Sobre mi frente Apolo hizo brillar su escudo 
y de Belerofonte logre seguir la huella. 
Toda cima es ilustre si Pegaso la sella, 

y yo, fuerte, he subido donde Pegaso pudo. 

Y soy el caballero de la humana energia, 
yo soy el que presenta su cabeza triunfante 
coronada con el laurel del Rey del dia; 

domador del corcel de cascos de diamante, 
voy en un gran volar, con la aurora por guia, 

adelante en el vasto azur, j siempre adelante! 

To achieve all his goals, the poet must first calm the rebellious, un

steady animal, who represents the heightened power of natural 
forces, the innate capacity for spiritualization, and, more specifi

cally, the inspiration of the poet.11 These special qualities, associated 
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with the horse's ability to ascend into the heavens, are underscored 
in the poem by a star that shines in its forehead. In the final line of 
the first quatrain, Dario lifts the entire scene by focusing on the blue 
of the sky, which is thus subtly transformed into the proper place for 
both horse and rider. At the same time, the clarity of the sky is 

linked with the poet's nakedness. As a result, Dario reiterates his 
faith in the poet's ability to control—unassisted by artificial trap

pings—the animal energy of his steed. In other words, the poet has 
no need to turn to established structures to bridle his imagination; a 
sincere expression of his soul will capture his unclouded view of the 

heavens and will allow him to reach the highest poetic peaks.12 
This image of the naked poet is also central to the concluding 

section of "Yo soy aquel que ayer no mas decia" (pp. 627-630), the 

first poem of Cantos de vida y esperanza. Dario insists that it is nec
essary for the soul that enters the sacred forest, where the pulse of 
creation is sensed, to be naked, that is, in touch with nature and un

encumbered by social constructs (pp. 629-630). He prefers (p. 628; 
ellipsis in original): 

todo ansia, todo ardor, sensation pura 
y vigor natural; y sin falsia, 
y sin comedia y sin literatura . : 

si hay un alma sincera, esa es la mia. 

The rejection of preestablished patterns of perception—already rec
ognized in "La pagina blanca"—is thus linked with naked honesty 
and sincerity. The symbol that is drawn upon to develop this point is 
the star—like the one that shines in Pegaso's forehead (p. 630): 

Por eso ser sincero es ser potente: 
de desnuda que esta, brilla la estrella; 
el agua dice el alma de la fuente 
en la voz de cristal que fluye d'ella. 

Tal fue mi intento, hacer del alma pura 
mia, una estrella, una fuente sonora, 
con el horror de la literatura 
y loco de crepusculo y de aurora. 

The image of unobstructed communication with the essence 
and energy of creation that emerges from "Yo soy aquel que ayer no 
mas decia" and from the first quatrain of "Pegaso" is elaborated in the 

remaining ten lines of the sonnet. Acoustically the emphatic tone of 
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the alejandhnos mixtos of lines i, 3, 5, and 7 combines with the 

trochaic and dactylic alexandrines to reinforce the sense of power and 

flight. The poet's declaration of confidence is even stronger if lines 9 

and 10 are also read as mixed alexandrines with accents on the initial 

"yo"'s. This self-assertiveness is derived, at least in part, from the 

poet's special relationship with Apollo, "el Rey del dia," who is the 

source of truth and harmony and who singles him out for illumina

tion and glory.13 Apollo's daily conquest of the forces of evil and ig

norance is the poet's guide as he proceeds forward in control of his 

native talents and in touch with the absolute. 

In contrast to the mythic images of "Pegaso," Dario employs hy

perbolic language in "jTorres de Dios! jPoetas!" (p. 641) to reassert 

the strengths of the artist (ellipsis in original): 

iTorres de Dios! jPoetas! 

jPararrayos celestes 

que resistis las duras tempestades, 

como crestas escuetas, 

como picos agrestes, 

rompeolas de las eternidades! 

La magica esperanza anuncia un dia 

en que sobre la roca de armonia 

expirara la perfida sirena. 
jEsperad, esperemos todavia! 

Esperad todavia. 

El bestial elemento se solaza 
en el odio a la sacra poesia 

y se arroja baldon de raza a raza. 
La insurrection de abajo 

tiende a los Excelentes. 

El canibal codicia su tasajo 

con roja encia y afilados dientes. 

Torres, poned al pabellon sonrisa. 
Poned, ante ese mal y ese recelo, 

una soberbia insinuation de brisa 

y una tranquilidad de mar y cielo 

By becoming a "tower of God," the poet is able to protect himself 

against those who take comfort in hating what they cannot compre

hend. His towerlike nature is not, however, the poet's means of lock

ing himself away from the world. The tower structure permits him 
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to come into contact with the eternal order of creation. Another pas
sage from "Yo soy aquel que ayer no mas decia" sheds light on this 
point (pp. 628-629): 

La torre de marfil tento mi anhelo; 

quise encerrarme dentro de mi mismo, 

y tuve hambre de espacio y sed de cielo 

desde las sombras de mi propio abismo. 

As evident in these four lines, Dario turns inward but is dissatisfied 

with what he finds. He is forced to look beyond himself and seek 

solutions in the harmony of the heavens. Similarly, in "jTorres de 

Dios! jPoetas!" the initial images underscore the poet's defensive 
posture, but it is not a posture that operates at the expense of his 

longing to join ranks with those elements of nature that are in touch 

with the order of the cosmos. The comparisons with "crestas es-
cuetas," "picos agrestes," and "rompeolas de las eternidades" break 
the reader's expectation that the towers are the ivory towers of 
"arty" creation. Quite the contrary: the poet foresees the death of 
false art, which is represented by the siren, who drives men crazy 

with her song. She will die on the rock of harmony once the true 

poet translates the music of existence into art. Until that day the 
poet must wait patiently while striving to embody the calm of the 
heavens and seas. 

The poet's struggle to rise above the hatred of the ignorant takes 
on clear religious connotations once again in "Mientras teneis, oh 
negros corazones" (p. 643). In this case, the sense of distance from 
the unenlightened is heightened by the elevation of the poet to di
vine status. 

Para ti, pensador meditabundo, 
palido de sentirte tan divino, 

es mas hostil la parte agria del mundo. 

Pero tu carne es pan, tu sangre es vino. 

Though the poet suffers because of his divine nature, he finds conso
lation in the concluding apocalyptic vision that links Pegasus with 
the ascension of Christ.14 

Dejad pasar la noche de la cena 

— joh Shakespeare pobre, y oh Cervantes manco! — 
y la pasion del vulgo que condena. 
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Un gran Apocalipsis horas futuras llena. 

jYa surgira vuestro Pegaso bianco! 

The poet is converted into a Christ-like figure who can lead his read

ers out of the imperfect present world into a paradisiacal future. The 

Christ-like attributes of the poet that were alluded to in "La pagina 
blanca" are thus emphatically reaffirmed. Similar, though more mod

est, is the comparison of art with Christ in "Yo soy aquel que ayer no 
mas decia" (p. 630): 

Vida, luz y verdad, tal triple llama 

produce la interior llama infinita; 

el Arte puro como Cristo exclama: 

Ego sum lux et Veritas et vita! 

Dario follows this exuberant statement of faith in art as the path 

toward salvation with a reference to the other aspect of poetic crea

tion that haunts his view of himself and the world, namely, the pos

sibility of his failure either to recognize the divine harmony of the 

universe or to control the human frailties that prevent its being cap

tured by art (p. 630): 

Y la vida es misterio; la luz ciega 

y la verdad inaccesible asombra; 
la adusta perfection jamas se entrega, 

y el secreto ideal duerme en la sombra. 

With this juxtaposition Dario underscores the fundamental tension 

that exists within himself and his poetry. This tension—highlighted 

in chapters 2 and 3—increases in his later work and comes to a head 

in "Divagaciones" (p. 1136), written in 1916, one of Dario's last 

poems. 

Mis ojos espantos han visto, 
tal ha sido mi triste suerte; 

cual la de mi Senor Jesucristo, 

mi alma esta triste hasta la muerte. 

Hombre malvado y hombre listo 
en mi enemigo se convierte; 

cual la de mi Senor Jesucristo, 

mi alma esta triste hasta la muerte. 
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Desde que soy, desde que existo, 

mi pobre alma armonias vierte. 
Cual la de mi Senor Jesucristo, 
mi alma esta triste hasta la muerte. 

Dario does not disavow his divine nature; quite the contrary, he reas
serts his sense of brotherhood with Jesus Christ. Unlike his earlier 

stand, however, he does not enthusiastically accept the challenge of 

his divinity. He sees it as a burden that weighs on his soul and con

demns him to martyrdom. Another aspect of his misfortune is his 

poetic vision, which permits him to see beyond surface realities and 

observe the horrors of life. This sensitivity to his surroundings in
creases his anguish and sense of isolation, for—as in "{Torres de 

Dios! jPoetas!"—the poet perceives the resentment of those less en
lightened. As a result, his impulse to attune himself to the divine 

harmony of existence and, in turn, to convert that harmony into art 
becomes the unwarranted cause of his despair and death. With the 

reference to the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, Dario evokes a touch-
ingly intense cry of injustice against his isolation as he executes his 
divine mission. 

This acute discomfort with his poetic responsibilities—espe
cially in the face of death—appears in at least three earlier poems, 
"Melancolia," "Pasa y olvida," and "jAy triste del que un dia . !" 
In "Melancolia" (p. 675), from Cantos de vida y esperanza, the 
poet's desire to see beyond the external appearances of existence 
leads him into a region where he feels disoriented and blind. His an
guish is therefore double: he has lost all confidence in his ability to 
discover the hidden order of life and he feels that he has failed to 

fulfill his destiny as poet. He resorts, as he often does in moments of 
extreme despair, to invoking Christian illumination. He joins ranks 
with Jesus Christ as he complains that poetry is the shirt of thorns 

that he wears on his soul. He implores that Jesus tell him his light 
(ellipsis in original): 

Hermano, tu que tienes la luz, dime la mia. 

Soy como un ciego. Voy sin rumbo y ando a tientas. 
Voy bajo tempestades y tormentas 
ciego de ensueno y loco de armonia. 

Ese es mi mal. Sonar. La poesia 

es la camisa ferrea de mil puntas cruentas 

que llevo sobre el alma. Las espinas sangrientas 
dejan caer las gotas de mi melancolia. 
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Y asi voy, ciego y loco, por este mundo amargo; 

a veces m e parece que el camino es muy largo, 

y a veces que es muy corto 

Y en este titubeo de aliento y agonia, 

cargo lleno de penas lo que apenas soporto. 

^No oyes caer las gotas de mi melancolia? 

The use of the verb "decir" shows Dario's continued faith in the 
word as a source of enlightenment, though he, the one who should 

be providing light for others, has no light by which to proceed. The 

confusion in the poet's soul as he struggles to find his way out of the 

darkness and despair is heightened by the storms of self-doubt and 

distrust. The short phrases and repetition of vocabulary in the first 

quatrain linguistically underscore the poet's anxiety. 
Dario's conclusion is simple: "Ese es mi mal. Sonar." His at

tempts to assume his role as poet have led him to a martyrdom of 
pain and suffering. The resulting bitterness makes the road of life 

seem extraordinarily long. These ideas are reinforced acoustically 

through rhyme: "mundo amargo" / "muy largo." In the face of death, 
however, the road often appears excessively short, and Dario under

scores this attitude with the shortness of the only seven-syllable line 

of the poem. This ambivalence toward the length of existence is 
conveyed by the rhyming of "corto" with the line "cargo lleno de 

penas lo que apenas soporto," the internal rhyme highlighting the 
poet's suffering. 

The poet emphasizes his unending frustration and sense that 
there is no exit from this intolerable situation by returning in the 

final tercet to the initial rhyme of the fiist two quatrains. He is so 
locked in by his despair that he sees no way out. He can simply in
quire if he has made his point. In asking "jNo oyes caer las gotas de 
mi melancolia?" he has reached the nadir of self-doubt. 

The extent to which this suffering is associated with the con
frontation of death can be explored in "Pasa y olvida" (pp. 1103-

1104) from El chorro de la fuente, a sonnet which begins with an 
epigraph from "Melancolia": "Ese es mi mal: sonar ..." As in "Mel

ancolia," the poet seems to have lost his sense of direction and is 
unable to assist his fellow pilgrim in his search for a better path, 

namely, toward paradise and salvation. Dario's advice to the traveler 
applies to himself, for, as he states in the poem, he feels that they 
share a common destiny (ellipses in original): 

Peregrino que vas buscando en vano 
un camino mejor que tu camino, 
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l como quieres que yo te de la mano, 
si mi signo es tu signo, Peregrino? 

No llegaras jamas a tu destino; 
llevas la muerte en ti como el gusano 
que te roe lo que tienes de humano , 

jlo que tienes de humano y de divino! 

Sigue tranquilamente, joh caminante! 
Todavia te queda muy distante 
ese pais incognito que suenas 

Y sonar es un mal. Pasa y olvida, 
pues si te empenas en sonar, te empenas 
en aventar la llama de tu vida. 

As in "Alma mia," a religious tone develops around the astrological 
and theological reverberations of the words "signo77 and, in this case, 
"peregrino."15 Another similarity with the earlier poem is the poet's 
assurance of his divine nature. But while he reaffirms his superhu

man qualities, he also recognizes that it is his human nature, the 
twice declared "lo que tienes de humano," that will interfere with 
achieving his supreme destiny. In this way, Dario alludes to his hu
man weaknesses that will prevent his capturing in language the nat
ural harmony of the universe; he also restates his doubts about his 
ability to earn release from the endless series of incarnations. The 
death that he carries within himself is not simply his fear of dying. It 
is his frailty of character that forces him to fall to temptation and 
lose the possibility of attaining reunion with God. 

In this light the enigmatic conclusion becomes clear. Dario 
feels that he misses the mark in his poetry because instead of being 
able to envision "ese pais incognito que suenas . " he is only able 
to perceive the surface realities of the cosmos. The struggle to see 
beyond causes pain. His advice is therefore "Pasa y olvida." All at
tempts to dream may be noble, but they may also be illusory They 

may merely distract him from the search for eternal verities by fan
ning his passion for life. 

Very similar advice is given in "jAy, triste del que un dia . !" 
(p. 672) from Cantos de vida y esperanza. 

jAy triste del que un dia en su esfinge interior 
pone los ojos e interroga! Esta perdido. 

jAy del que pide eurekas al placer o al dolor! 

Dos dioses hay, y son: Ignorancia y Olvido. 
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Lo que el arbol desea decir y dice al viento, 

y lo que el animal manifiesta en su instinto, 
cristalizamos en palabra y pensamiento. 

Nada mas que maneras expresan lo distinto. 

The poet expresses his compassion for all those who fight to find the 

answers to the most profound questions of life and who, as a result, 

turn to pleasure and pain. But, as in "Pasa y olvida," Dario finds 

these alternatives unsatisfactory. He suggests that one should not 

strive to reach the limits of human intelligence or sensuality; he 

sees a solution in ignorance and oblivion. 
This position does not, nevertheless, negate the power of lan

guage—especially in its most natural and spontaneous form—to 
convey the essence of existence that is expressed by the trees and 

animals. Dario, therefore, reasserts in the second stanza the Roman

tic, Symbolist, and occultist faith in the unity of the cosmos and the 
decipherability of the universe. "jAy triste del que un dia . . . !" rep

resents Dario's ambivalence regarding the attainability of his po

etic goals. 
The poet's vacillation between faith and doubt, between opti

mism and anguish, is even clearer in "Sum ..." (pp. 733-734) from 
El canto errante (1907). He begins the poem with an expression of 

confidence in his divine origin. 

Yo soy en Dios lo que soy 
y mi ser es voluntad 

que, perseverando hoy, 
existe en la eternidad. 

Underpinning this statement is the occultist belief that the human 

soul is a spark of the great Soul of the world, that is, a spark of the 
eternal and divine spirit. Even more significant, however, is the em
phatic tone of the declaration. The poet's divinity and destiny are 
secure, and this sense of security is reflected in the clear, crisp octa-

syllable lines. But the poet deviates from this optimistic stand. In a 
similar fashion, the rhyme scheme varies from stanza to stanza. In 
some the first and third and second and fourth lines rhyme and in 
others the first and fourth and second and third rhyme. Neverthe

less, in all the stanzas, each point is made with striking directness 
and simplicity. 

As positive as the first stanza is, the second is riddled with 
despair. 
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Cuatro horizontes de abismo 
tiene mi razonamiento, 
y el abismo que mas siento 
es el que siento en mi mismo. 

Reason interferes with perception, for it illuminates only a very 

small segment of reality. When reason fails, the poet is overwhelmed 
by self-doubt and turns instead to fantasy and art. 

Hay un punto alucinante 
en mi villa de ilusion: 

la torre del elefante 

junto al quiosco del pavon. 

Aun lo humilde me subyuga 
si lo dora mi deseo. 

La concha de la tortuga 
me dice el dolor de Orfeo. 

Through art Dario finds a vital force, and he takes pride in his ability 
to generate objects of captivating beauty. The music of the lyre, 
which was created by Orpheus out of a tortoise shell, puts him in 
touch with humanity, nature, and God.16 At the same time, however, 
Dario projects on Orpheus a troublesome concern, one that is more 
explicitly verbalized in the next quatrain (ellipses in original): 

Rosas buenas, lirios pulcros, 
loco de tanto ignorar, 

voy a ponerme a gritar 
al borde de los sepulcros: 

i Senor, que la fe se muere! 
iSenor, mira mi dolor! 
Miserere! Miserere! 
Dame la mano, Senor 

Dario's faith in his ability to perceive the essence of existence in the 
perfect roses and lilies is limited; his search for answers becomes 
desperate in the face of death. He turns, in conclusion, to the Catho
lic beliefs of his childhood in hope of finding comfort. 

As indicated with regard to "Divina Psiquis" at the conclusion 
of chapter 3, the poet's hesitation between occultist world views and 
Christian doctrine has broad implications for himself and his art. It 

reflects his continuing search for the right language and symbols 
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that allow him to perceive and capture the immanent paradise of the 

universe. It also reflects his concern for his soul. If the poetic apoc

alypse that he hopes to achieve is not realized, he will have failed 

to fulfill his supreme destiny as a poet, and—in a form of double 

jeopardy—this failure leaves him without the source of salvation on 

which he has been counting. For this reason, the poet's anxiety 

about his role as magus is often increased by references to death. 

This interweaving of artistic, universal, and personal considerations 

makes up the fabric of "Nocturno II" (pp. 680-681) of Cantos de 
vida y esperanza. 

Although all three "Nocturnos" share a single poetic climate and 

sense, united by a serious, almost tragic tone of self-examination, it is 

in "Nocturno II" that Dario proclaims himself the poet/magus who is 

in touch with the heartbeat of the universe.17 The first "Nocturno" 

(pp. 656-657) announces the fundamental themes of all three. In it 

Dario confronts with horror "lo inevitable desconocido." He is disil

lusioned with himself, the world, and the relentless passage of time. 

The distant clavicord never yielded its sublime sonata to the poet's 

imagination, and he now fears that he must pay the cost of his 

search for beauty and pleasure. He suspects that his bill for the 

"azucena tronchada" has come due. Yet he is consoled by the belief 

that life is merely a nightmarish, fitful sleep from which he will be 

awakened to see a truer reality. Dario takes up this image in the sec
ond "Nocturno." 

If life is a fitful sleep, the nights of insomnia become the mo

ments of vision. It is during the dark, sleepless hours that Dario sees 

with greatest clarity both the illusion of life and the omnipresence 
of death. He joins in union with all who, in their sleepless self-

reflexion, have developed an acute sensitivity to the world that sur

rounds them. But it is only in the mysterious silence of the night, 
when the past escapes from the prison of forgetfulness and resur

faces as the voice of conscience, that Dario's companions in nostal
gia and regret will come to understand these lines fully. This stipula

tion underscores both the intensity of the poet's emotions and his 

sense of inadequacy as he struggles to express this complex interplay 
of bittersweet recollections (ellipses in original): 

Los que auscultasteis el corazon de la noche, 
los que por el insomnio tenaz habeis oido 

el cerrar de una puerta, el resonar de un coche 
lejano, un eco vago, un ligero ruido . . . 

En los instantes del silencio misterioso, 
cuando surgen de su prision los olvidados, 
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en la hora de los muertos, en la hora del reposo, 
sabreis leer estos versos de amargor impregnados . 

Como en un vaso vierto en ellos mis dolores 

de lejanos recuerdos y desgracias funestas, 
y las tristes nostalgias de mi alma, ebria de flores, 
y el duelo de mi corazon, triste de fiestas. 

Y el pesar de no ser lo que yo hubiera sido, 

la perdida del reino que estaba para mi, 

el pensar que un instante pude no haber nacido, 

jy el sueno que es mi vida desde que yo naci! 

Todo esto viene en medio del silencio profundo 

en que la noche envuelve la terrena ilusion, 

y siento como un eco del corazon del mundo 
que penetra y conmueve mi propio corazon. 

As in "Lo fatal" and "Eheu!" Dario's greatest concern is that he 
has failed to be what he should have been and that he has lost—be
cause of pleasurable distractions—the kingdom that should have 

been his. While the poet's unanimity with the beat of universal life 
suggests the promise of salvation through the assimilation of divine 

order, it also reinforces the imperatives of the doctrine of trans
migration of souls—reminding the poet of the responsibilities of his 

vocation. 
The anguish, which is somewhat modified in the ambiguous 

final stanza, is most intense in the fourth and penultimate quatrain. 
The alliteration of the p's emphasizes the echo of "pesar7' in "pen

sar" and evokes the weight of the poet's loss ("perdida"). Moreover, 

the masculine rhyme of the second and fourth lines intensifies the 
poet's cry of remorse for his misspent youth. Nevertheless, his com
munion with the harmonious and rhythmic universe, suggested in 

the final quatrain, offers some consolation. Thus "Nocturno II" pro
vides a summary of the feelings of inadequacy that Dario expresses 

in his later poems as well as of the poet's hopes and pride that re
main constant throughout his career. As in the other poems exam

ined in this chapter, the belief in the poet/magus remains a central 
ideal by which Dario judges his life and art. 



5. P a r a d i s e F o u n d : 

S e x u a l L o v e i n E s o t e r i c T r a d i t i o n 

Throughout his career, Dario addresses—often in highly personal 
terms—the issue of alienation. His poetry centers on the modern 
struggle of people to win a paradise from which they have been ex

iled and that often seems to be beyond their grasp. Nevertheless, 

Dario's language describing this struggle implies an unflagging faith 
in the possibility of salvation. This thrust toward integration is par

ticularly poignant in Dario's poetry with regard to sexual love. By 
affirming the sexual nature of the godhead and by appealing to the 

myth of the cosmic androgyne, Dario creates a world in which phys
ical desires are reconciled with and aid in the attainment of univer
sal accord. 

This sexual view of the cosmos came to Dario primarily from 

the esoteric Pythagoreanism that underpins his poetic production. 

Though esoteric Pythagoreanism holds that the whole universe is 

God—one, eternal, and divine—it also maintains that the Great 
Monad acts as a creative Dyad. "From the moment God is manifest, 

He is double, indivisible Essence, divisible Substance, masculine ac

tive, animating and passive feminine principles."1 The female facet 

of the godhead is thus identified with the spiritual substance that is 
the potential essence of matter and from which all souls are created. 

Moreover, since original man was created in God's image, he was 

similarly androgynous. His sexuality and the other divisions that ex

ist in nature are considered the result of the fall into evil and multi
plicity. Human beings, nevertheless, retain the capacity for recover

ing this lost integrity. The process of redemption is a return that 
reverses the result of the fall and culminates in the reunion of male 
and female.2 

Based on this conception of the universe, Dario came to view 
woman as the source of all worldly knowledge and the attraction be

tween man and woman as a path to perfection. A return to the union 

of male and female becomes a means of perceiving the prelapsarian 
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primordial bliss of unity as well as of intuiting the divine state. 
Dario's erotic poetry, though drawing upon individual experience, 
reaches beyond it and exalts the attraction between the two genera

tive principles. Moreover, while Dario the man finds in woman, the 

flesh of creation, his complement and the key to deciphering the 

universe, Dario the poet finds in language that is impregnated with 

poetic energy the embodiment of his divine experience. Poetic crea

tion is thus analogous to cosmic creation: "In the beginning the 
Spirit conceived, the waters gave birth, and the world which was 

born from their conjunction was the first material image of the 

Word. . . ."3 The poem becomes a living microcosm, which gives 

substance to the order of the universe. The poet becomes demiurge. 

It was a sensitivity to this aspect of Dario's poetry that led 
Guillermo Sucre to recognize that for Dario the experience of love as 
an exaltation of the body is actually a vision of the world. He goes on 

to state: "En efecto, Dario no exalta el cuerpo como algo distinto al 
alma, sino que el cuerpo encarna la unidad de la mujer y a la vez la 

unidad del universe"4 More precisely, it is in union with the female 
body, which links spirit and flesh, that the poet feels that he can re
discover the oneness of the universe. He also feels that he can aspire 
to re-create paradise on the page. 

In this context, the exaltation of woman and of sexual love func

tions on three semantic planes simultaneously—the cosmic, the 
personal, and the poetic—and assumes a fusion of the spiritual and 
the physical. Dario may have found a pattern for this view in popu
lar occultist writings of the nineteenth century, such as: "O love, 

thou art the latent heat of the earth; the strength of the wine,- the joy 
of the orchard and the cornfield: thou art the spirit of song and 
laughter, and of the desire of life."5 A modified but similar design for 

sexual love had been prevalent in German and English literature 
since the beginning of the century and was later developed in France 

by Hugo, Balzac, and Fourier.6 In the dual esoteric/Romantic tradi
tion Dario found the foundations for converting sexual love "into a 
kind of cosmology, the center of which is the female body."7 

Students of Dario from Guillermo Diaz-Plaja to Graciela Palau 

de Nemes have commented on Dario's elevation of eroticism into a 
form of mysticism.8 Pedro Salinas, who sees Dario's poetry as domi

nated from beginning to end by "el afan erotico," recognized that 
physical love became the poet's means of achieving union with the 
origin of the world.9 But only Enrique Anderson Imbert and Octavio 

Paz have perceived the influence of esoteric tradition in the formula

tion of this view, which departs radically from the Catholic doctrine 

that permeates Hispanic literature as well as Dario's early poetry.10 
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Dario's Catholic formation is apparent in the love poetry prior 
to Prosas profanas, in which the love described is more romantic 

than passionate, more sentimental than sexual. It may be a love that 

purifies, or a love that makes a paradise, or a love that gives meaning 

to existence.11 In short, this early love leads the poet toward a good, 

righteous, and pure life. This Catholic perspective reappears years 
later, toward the end of his life, when Dario adopts an intermediary 

position regarding carnal pleasure, neither condemning nor exalting 

it. In the autobiographic novel El oro de Mallorca, he no longer de

scribes sexual love as a road toward salvation but rather as the only 

bit of paradise that he expects to achieve. 

Pero, Dios mio, si yo no hubiese buscado esos placeres que, 

aunque fugaces, dan por un momento el olvido de la continua 
tortura de ser hombre, sobre todo cuando se nace con el terri

ble mal de pensar, ̂ que seria de mi pobre existencia, en un 

perpetuo sufrimiento, sin mas esperanza que la probable de 
una inmortalidad a la cual tan solamente la fe y la pura gratia 
dan derecho? Si un bebedizo diabolico o un manjar apetecible 

o un cuerpo bello y pecador m e anticipa, al contado, un poco 
de paraiso, jvoy a dejar pasar esa seguridad por algo de que no 
tengo propiamente una segura idea?12 

Thus, at every stage of his life, love and salvation appear side by side, 
and Dario finds himself looking beyond the momentary gratification 
as much as he is attracted to it.13 At first, pure love saves the poet 
from the threat of damnation that is posed by the temptation of sex

ual indulgences. Later, sexual love becomes a means of attaining 
union with God. Finally, the spectre of damnation reappears as Dario 
reassesses his life and discovers in sexual pleasure the only piece of 
eternity that he feels assured of achieving. This unrelenting struggle 
to reconcile his sexuality with his view of the universe found an ar

tistically—if not personally—satisfying solution in the esoteric be
liefs that form the basis of his mystical concept of love. 

The center of this mystical view of love is woman, and the best 
example of Dario's innovative portrayal of woman is "jCarne, ce
leste carne de la mujer!" (pp. 668-669). In it, through the fusion of 

cosmic and concrete, the woman of flesh and blood is spiritualized 
as the terrestrial reflection of the divine female and the existence of 

the spiritual female of the godhead is made more immediate through 
its description as physical and sexual. Moreover, the harmonious 

perfection of both cosmic and concrete woman and their promise of 
ideal unity are captured in the flesh of language that has been insem-
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inated with the poet's "ideal music." Language becomes the poet's 
mystical partner, and poetry becomes a perfect copy of divine and 
earthly woman.14 Dario's praise of woman, therefore, extends to his 
own poetry. As a result, the entire poem functions on three levels 
that suggestively intertwine and envelop the reader in a powerfully 
sensual yet transcendent embrace. The climax of the poem, which 
ends with an ellipsis, parallels the proverbial romantic swoon in 
which the lover loses his or her sense of finiteness in an amatory 

paradise. 

i Porque en ti existe 
el placer de vivir, hasta la muerte 

y ante la eternidad de lo probable . ! 

The higher vision that is attained allows the reader, like the author, 
to glimpse the possibility of feeling at home in the universe and even 

the possibility of eternal salvation. 
The first two lines, if not the entire poem, were suggested by 

an alexandrine from Le sacre de la femme by Hugo: "Chair de la 
femme! argile ideale! 6 merveille!"15 Dario begins with a similar ex
clamation expressed in a pair of rhyming alexandrine lines which, 
because of their length, are set off from and serve as an introduction 
to the rest of the section. 

jCarne, celeste carne de la mujer! Arcilla, 
—dijo Hugo—; ambrosia mas bien, joh maravilla! 

Dario adds the word "celestial" to Hugo's famous phrase because for 
him womanly flesh is inextricably linked with heaven. He rejects 
Hugo's suggestion that flesh is clay, rejecting at the same time the 
implication that it lacks transcendent significance. Instead, he holds 
that the flesh of woman is best compared to ambrosia, for, like the 
food of the gods, it offers both pleasure and immortality This view 
anticipates Dario's basic contention, which is expressed in the fol
lowing short, quick, rhymed lines, whose pace reinforces the direct

ness of his thoughts. 

La vida se soporta, 
tan doliente y tan corta, 
solamente por eso: 
roce, mordisco o beso 
en ese pan divino 
para el cual nuestra sangre es nuestro vino. 
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For Dario sexual love is a means of salvation, a salvation that is both 

temporary and eternal. Contact with woman converts the poet's life-

blood into an intoxicating liquid which allows him to forget the pain 

and shortness of life. But, as is clear from Dario's recourse to the 

principal symbols of the Catholic mass, sexual love also has a tran

scendental dimension. Esoteric tradition holds that Adam was the 

creation of the Spirit breathed into virgin matter and that Christ was 

similarly conceived of the Spirit and born of the Virgin Mother. 

Through sexual intimacy man reenacts divine creation and achieves 
union with the W o m b of Creation, that is, with the body of Christ, 

or, in Dario's words, with "that divine bread." Similarly, through po

etry—conceived rhythmically and sexually—humans also achieve 

contact with the flesh of creation. 
To further support his view of woman, Dario describes her mul

tiple nature through a series of symbols, all of which, like her, func

tion on three planes. 

En ella esta la lira, 

en ella esta la rosa, 
en ella esta la ciencia armoniosa, 

en ella se respira 
el perfume vital de toda cosa. 

The lyre and its music, the rose and its natural perfection, and "the 

harmonious knowledge" all underscore woman's integral role in the 
cosmos. She is the key to its harmonious workings. O n the cosmic, 

human, and poetic plane woman holds the secret to music and har
mony, to the ordering pulse of life, and to the world's natural, or
ganic patterns. Woman is also the source of the "vital perfume of all 
things." As the "soul of all things," she is associated with the wind, 
breeze, air, and, hence, perfume. She is also the ethereal substance 

that is essential to all life and from which dimension, form, ap
pearance, and art are derived. O n the terrestrial level, she is the fem
inine flesh in which one breathes the sensual scent of love and 
desire. 

The second section of the poem is introduced with the juxtapo

sition of the figures of Eve, who symbolizes the material aspect of 
life or the mother-of-all-things, and Venus, who is the embodiment 
of the beauty of the world penetrated by the divine idea.16 

Eva y Cipris concentran el misterio 
del corazon del mundo. 
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The heart of the world is its gravitational center, that point at which 
everything comes together. The cohesive force of the human and 

nonhuman universe that propels all toward that center is identified 
with love, which is the mystery that Dario refers to. Celestial and 
mundane woman and poetry are the essence of that force that will 
allow man to become one with the universe and to achieve unity 
with his surroundings. 

The rest of the second section, the unity of which is reinforced 
by the regular rhyme scheme, deals with the reaction of "el aureo 
Pegaso" when he sees "Anadiomena" nude. The name "Anadiomena" 

alludes to the legend of Venus's rising out of the sea at birth. This ref
erence not only links Venus with the Virgin Mary, who is also the 

Water over which the Spirit moved in the beginning of time, but also 

emphasizes the facet of physical love that corresponds to the desire 
to return to the womb. This is particularly clear in a poem like "Re
velation" (pp. 712-713), in which the sea is a feminine force that is 
maternal and loving. More often than not, however, the sea is asso
ciated with the single pulsating heart of the world which echoes 
throughout the universe and within Dario's poetry. This reference to 
poetry is supported by the appearance of Pegasus, who is generally 
identified with the poet. Here poet and male generative principle 
fuse as Pegasus's response to Venus recalls the description of the sun 
in "Helios" (pp. 643-645) as well as of the celestial reaction to the 
birth of Venus in "Coloquio de los centauros" (p. 575). It may be con
cluded from this overlap that the meaning attached to Pegasus is 
also multiple: golden Pegasus represents man as sexual being, poet 
as human creator, and the sun as divine generative force. All aspects 
of his being respond exuberantly to woman. 

Cuando el aureo Pegaso 
en la victoria matinal se lanza 

con el magico ritmo de su paso 
hacia la vida y hacia la esperanza, 
si alza la crin y las narices hincha 

y sobre las montanas pone el casco sonoro 
y hacia la mar relincha, 
y el espacio se llena 
de un gran temblor de oro, 
es que ha visto desnuda a Anadiomena. 

Morning is victory, and golden Pegasus hurls himself forward toward 

life and toward hope magically synchronized with the rhythm of 
life, with the pulse of the universe. 
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The next two four-line sections are the most directly devotional 

of the poem. One begins with "Glory, oh Powerful One . . . /' the 

other with "Glory, oh Sublime One. . . ." In the first, Dario identifies 

the female aspects of the universe with the morning star, which is, 

of course, Venus. 

Gloria, joh Potente a quien las sombras temen! 
jQue las mas blancas tortolas te inmolen, 

pues por ti la floresta esta en el polen 

y el pensamiento en el sagrado semen! 

Dario's description of woman as the "powerful one whom the shad

ows fear" is congruent with passages in occultist literature which 
hold that, as the soul of all things, woman dispelled the long night 

before creation.17 Earthly woman, like the morning star, can remove 

the shadows that obscure man's happiness. Poetry, as well, elimi
nates the darkness of ignorance by shedding the light of knowledge. 

Appealing to more blatantly sexual imagery, Dario asserts that 

it is because of woman that "the forest is in the pollen and thought is 

in the holy semen." Dario's awesome respect for the elements of sex
ual union stems from their capacity to hold within themselves the 

code to all of creation, the magnificence of the forest, the complex

ity of human thought. Moreover, the thought that is held within the 

sacred semen is the idea of man that was implanted by God in the 

W o m b of Creation or in the "litero eterno" that appears in the sec
ond of the two quatrains. 

joh Sublime, que eres la existencia 

por quien siempre hay futuros en el utero eterno! 
jTu boca sabe al fruto del arbol de la Ciencia 

y al torcer tus cabellos apagaste el infierno! 

The quatrains conclude with another reference to the multiple na

ture of woman. She is linked with physical pleasure, temptation, 
and the fall of man and with the extinction of the flames of hell. 

The final two sections summarize the concepts expressed 
throughout the poem (ellipses in original): 

Inutil es el grito de la legion cobarde 
del interes, inutil el progreso 
yankee, si te desdefia. 

Si el progreso es de fuego, por ti arde. 
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jToda lucha del hombre va a tu beso, 
por ti se combate o se suena! 

Pues en ti existe Primavera para el triste, 
labor gozosa para el fuerte, 
nectar, anfora, dulzura amable. 
i Porque en ti existe 

el placer de vivir, hasta la muerte 

y ante la eternidad de lo probable . . ! 

Dario reiterates his belief that all human energy is expended for 
woman. The reason is clear: not only does earthly woman offer man 

the pleasure of life, but both she and poetry, as reflections of divine 

woman, offer him the ecstasy of divine truth, that is, the knowledge 
of the harmonious order of the universe. Woman and poetry are 

means by which man can participate in the fulfillment of universal 
harmony. 

"jCarne, celeste carne de la mujer!"—one of Dario's most fa

mous poems—was published in Cantos de vida y esperanza at the 
height of his career in 1905. The innovative cosmology on which it 
is based had appeared, in embryonic form, several years earlier in the 

less noticed "El salmo de la pluma" (pp. 901-916). This multisec
tion poem was published on March 14, 1889, in El Eco Nacional of 
Leon, Nicaragua, upon Dario's return from Chile, where it was prob
ably begun. It is written in the style of the alphabetic psalms. Four 
stanzas, each containing four alexandrine and two heptasyllable 
lines, are grouped under twenty of the twenty-two Hebrew letters. 
(The two sections corresponding to the letters Shin and Tau are miss
ing.) In a prophetic tone, Dario praises the function of the pen and 
those who use it to construct a superior, mystical world.18 As could be 
expected, this mystical world includes woman as the source of poetic 
inspiration, beauty, harmony, and salvation. 

The first woman to appear in the poem is a muse, who is mag

ically converted into "la Venus ideal" (p. 908). In the next section, 
Venus is identified with "la gran Naturaleza," who contains within 
herself all the elements already seen in Dario's threefold woman. 
She epitomizes what the poet seeks: a Pythagorean paradise whose 
fundamental nature is harmony and music (p. 908): 

Emperatriz amable, toda ella es hermosura, 

su bello cuerpo ritmico, su aliento es la dulzura 
y su alma la ilusion. 

Para ella las canciones de amor, las dulces odas, 
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la rima que es el beso y el himno de las bodas 

en la sexual union. 

This image of woman anticipates the portrayal of a sexual universe 

that is exploding with love. The poet's vision of a loving universe 

appears in the section under the fourteenth letter of the Hebrew al

phabet, N u n (p. 911). 

Amor, amor inmenso de la creation hermosa; 

amor para la estrella y amor para la rosa, 

deliquio universal; 

beso, inefable copula de todo lo existente; 

atomo, forma, vida, calor vivo y potente 

y espiritu inmortal. 

jOh fiesta! jOh gozo enorme del Universo! El gozo 

de la onda que palpita con cantos de alborozo; 
el gozo de la flor 

casta que ve los cielos; el gozo de la encina 
que siente en sus ramajes un pajaro que trina 

una cancion de amor. 

Tu gozo, joh madre Tierra!; el gozo en que descubres 
a los sedientos labios tus inexhaustas ubres, 

tu gloria y brillantez; 

en tus eternos partos, Madre amorosa y tierna, 
sin manchas en tu sacra virginidad eterna 

y en tu eterna prenez. 

i Reina morena! Te ama desde su azul el astro, 
el pensamiento de oro, y el tirso de alabastro 

de la eterna region; 

y como la de Saba, por tu beldad suprema, 

a Febo, el rey pomposo de esplendida diadema, 
tienes por Salomon. 

From the beginning of this section, the departure from tradi
tional Catholic ideology could hardly be more emphatic. The uni

verse is erupting with a sexual love that is simultaneously spiritual, 

cosmic, personal, and poetic. The pace of the phrases reaffirms the 

highly charged nature of creation, which, in its passion, fuses all that 

exists in a universal swoon of rapture. Large and small, universal and 

particular, eternal and temporal, all elements come together in a 
joyous, festive, and sexual union. 
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The almost frantic series of exclamations praising the ongoing 
joy of creation that begins in the first stanza is continued into the 
second. At the same time, the ordered and artistic nature of the uni
verse is recalled by the rhythmic movement of the sea, the attraction 

between the flowers and the heavens, the love song of the birds, and 
woman. Divine woman and her terrestrial counterparts are exalted as 
Dario focuses on her reproductive and rejuvenescent qualities. 

In the final two stanzas of the section Dario appeals to one of 

the oldest images of divine androgyny. The ancients represented the 
hermaphroditism of their supreme divinity by the sun, which was 

the male generative energy, and by nature, which was the female 
procreative principle. This conception of the androgynous god may 

have come from the belief that universal harmony—seen by early 

peoples in bountiful harvests—is a manifestation of the productive 
union of the two generative principles. Dario adapts this image and 

portrays woman as, above all else, the earthly aspect of the divine 
female: Mother Earth. She is the eternal source of sustenance to the 
hungry, the w o m b of all generation, and the loving guardian of all 

created. She is unstained and forever virgin, for the matter that di
vides to create reforms and becomes whole in preparation for new 

births. Thus she is as eternally virgin as she is eternally pregnant. 
But she is also the lover, the "Reina morena," who mates with the 
male procreative principle, the sun, "el astro," "el pensamiento de 
oro," or "el tirso de alabastro de la eterna region." As lover and 
model of beauty, divine woman is personalized by her comparison to 
the queen of Sheba, who is adored by Solomon—the sun's male 
counterpart. 

Echoes of this early experiment with a sexual conception of the 
cosmos occur years later in "Amo, amas " (p. 679). Like "jCarne, 

celeste carne de la mujer!," "Amo, amas ..." was published in Can
tos de vida y esperanza and is one of the best examples of Dario's 
mystical concept of love. It contains many of the features of the ear
lier poem, which have been intensified in the shorter, eight-line 
format. 

Amar, amar, amar, amar siempre, con todo 
el ser y con la tierra y con el cielo, 

con lo claro del sol y lo obscuro del lodo: 
amar por toda ciencia y amar por todo anhelo. 

Y cuando la montana de la vida 

nos sea dura y larga y alta y llena de abismos, 
amar la inmensidad que es de amor encendida 

jy arder en la fusion de nuestros pechos mismos! 
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The staccato rhythm is maximized with the emphatic repetition 

"amar, amar, amar, amar" that highlights the imperative, vital beat 

of the living, sexual universe. The exaltation of the fusion of all that 

exists is also heightened as microcosm and macrocosm come to

gether in a loving embrace that fulfills universal harmony. Man, in 

his attempt to achieve divine knowledge, willfully relinquishes his 

individuality and sees himself almost exclusively as a reflection of 

divine forces. He therefore must love with all his being, with heaven 

and earth, with the brilliance of the sun and the darkness of the 

mud. And, just as microcosm and macrocosm become one, spirit 

and flesh, intellect and desire, male and female come together in 

perfect harmony. 
This emphasis on fusion continues in the second stanza as 

Dario resorts to natural images to discuss the individual. Human life 
is compared to a mountain during the ascent of which one must 

come to love the heavens that are ablaze with sexual passion. In this 

way, Dario underscores his conclusion that universal love is the hu
man solution to the problems that one must confront during life's 

long, uphill journey. As in summary, the final line recapitulates the 
many dimensions of mystical love. Through it individuals forget 

mundane anxieties and are transported outside themselves as they 
fuse with their beloved and with the cosmos. 

Another poem in which the universe is portrayed as sexually 

aware and active is the fourth poem of the series "Los cisnes," "j An
tes de todo, gloria a ti, Leda!" (pp. 650-651), also from Cantos de 

vida y esperanza. As is evident from the title, the poem grows out of 
the myth in which Zeus visits Leda in the form of a swan. Although 
Dario begins by praising Leda, whose beauty was so great as to at
tract the supreme Olympian god, the poem is actually an exaltation 
of the harmonious workings of the universe, a harmony that incor
porates the acceptance and celebration of sexuality. 

In the first section, which consists of six ten-syllable lines, 
Dario conveys the full extent of the heavenly approval of sexual 

union through his description of what happened when, as he puts it, 
Leda's "dulce vientre cubrio de seda el Dios." 

. . . jMiel y oro sobre la brisa! 

Sonaban alternativamente 

flauta y cristales, Pan y la fuente. 
jTierra era canto; Cielo, sonrisa! 

The first phrase immediately establishes the sense of delight. The 
sweetness of honey and the deep, rich glow of gold permeated the 
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atmosphere and hung in the air, blanketing the world with a sensa
tion of bliss. At the same time, Dario reaffirms that sexuality is part 

of the harmonious and living cosmos. The union of Zeus and Leda 
reactivates the pulse of the sexual universe that resonates in Pan's 
music, in the spring, as well as in Dario's lilting verses. Moreover, as 
if with personal delight, the earth responds with song and the heav
ens with an approving smile. 

In the second section, however, it becomes clear that union of 
Leda and the swan not only represents the union of male and female, 

which is celestial in its ecstasy as well as in its origin, but also epito
mizes the unity of all life. By drawing upon a myth in which a god 
takes on the form of an animal in order to join with a woman, Dario 
emphasizes the notion that the entire universe is one living exten
sion of God and that he is present throughout, in all forms. Conse
quently, it is before this union that a pact was made and the details 
of universal harmony were worked out. Each of the creatures was 
given certain divine gifts. 

Ante el celeste, supremo acto, 
dioses y bestias hicieron pacto. 
Se dio a la alondra la luz del dia, 
se dio a los buhos sabiduria, 
y melodia al ruisenor. 
A los leones fue la victoria, 
para las aguilas toda la gloria, 
y a las palomas todo el amor. 

But it is the swan, the form chosen by Zeus to visit Leda, which be
comes the focus of the concluding five quatrains. The regularity and 
even flow of these five stanzas, each of which contains four deca-
syllables with a ABAB rhyme scheme, underscore the fundamental 
characteristic of the swan that attracts Dario's attention. The swans 
appear as the embodiment of rhythmic and harmonious perfection. 
Moreover, Dario finds in their natural grace and formal beauty stan

dards of artistic excellence. 

Pero vosotros sois los divinos 
principes. Vagos como las naves, 
inmaculados como los linos, 
maravillosos como las aves. 

En vuestros picos teneis las prendas 
que manifiestan corales puros. 
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Con vuestros pechos abris las sendas 

que arriba indican los D'ioscuros. 

Las dignidades de vuestros actos, 

eternizadas en lo infinito, 

hacen que sean ritmos exactos, 

voces de ensueno, luces de mito. 

De orgullo olimpico sois el resumen, 

joh blancas urnas de la armonia! 

Eburneas joyas que anima un numen 

con su celeste melancolia. 

i Melancolia de haber amado, 

junto a la fuente de la arboleda, 

el luminoso cuello estirado 

entre los blancos muslos de Leda! 

In the first quatrain, Dario, who describes swans as the princes 

of the animal kingdom, links them to all creatures by alluding to 
their multiple nature and their ability to survive on water, on land, 

and in the air. As becomes progressively more evident, their aristoc

racy is derived from their talent for living in unity with the universe, 

reflecting in their movements the order of the stars. For example, on 
water they follow the paths indicated by the Dioscuri, the constella

tion (Gemini) that was worshipped as the protector of sailors. But 
most importantly, they follow the eternal order of the infinite, 
which allows their behavior to become the basis of art ("ritmos exac

tos," "voces de ensueno," "luces de mito"). Returning to the point of 
departure, Dario sees swans as ivory jewels brought to life by Zeus 
and his melancholic nostalgia for the idyllic moment when he too 

was a swan, with his "luminoso cuello estirado / entre los blancos 
muslos de Leda!" The description of the swan's neck as "luminoso" 
emphasizes the divine nature of the act and reaffirms the unity of 
existence—the fusion of god, human, and animal. Thus the swan be
comes a symbol of universal harmony in all its forms, including ar
tistic creation and sexual love. 

This reading of these four poems sheds light on the enigmatic 
conclusions to two well-studied poems, revealing the philosophic 
underpinnings of both. The first, "Divagation" (pp. 551-556), was 

written in 1894 and later collected in the 1896 edition of Prosas pro

fanas. The second, "Por el influjo de la primavera" (pp. 653-655), 
was written in 1905 and published, in the same year, in Cantos de 
vida y esperanza. Though they are separated in time by nine years, 
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they are joined by a common faith in universal love. In both, Dario's 

search for a paradisiacal interlude leads him beyond human experi
ence to a more encompassing view of existence. 

In "Divagation," which Dario himself called "un curso de geo-
grafia erotica; la invitation al amor bajo todos los soles," he invites 

his love to one imaginary setting after another: Greece, France, Italy, 
Germany, Spain, China, Japan, India, and Israel.19 The journey covers 
most of the poetic geography of turn-of-the-century France, high

lights the artistic achievements of the specific region, and is actually 

as much a search for an ideal style as for an ideal love. The woman 
he invites to accompany him is different and more attractive in each 

new country.20 But Dario realizes that what he is seeking has little to 
do with physical attributes or external variations. He is looking for a 
love—and poetic style—that subsumes all differences and elevates 
him above the specific. He therefore leads his companion off the 

map into the world of the transcendental. This break is both struc
tural and conceptual. Dario ends his travels, in the fourth stanza 

from the end, with an ellipsis. 

Amor, en fin, que todo diga y cante, 
amor que cante y deje sorprendida 
a la serpiente de ojos de diamante 
que esta enroscada al arbol de la vida. 

Amame asi, fatal, cosmopolita, 
universal, inmensa, unica, sola 
y todas; misteriosa y erudita: 
amame mar y nube, espuma y ola. 

Se mi reina de Saba, mi tesoro; 
descansa en mis palacios solitarios. 
Duerme. Yo encendere los incensarios. 

Y junto a mi unicornio cuerno de oro, 
tendran rosas y miel tus dromedarios. 

As clearly stated in the first of these three final stanzas, Dario is 
seeking, above all else, harmony. He wants a love that can sing with 
a perfection that would surprise the serpent of evil. As woman, this 
love would reverse the results of the fall and allow the reunion of 
male and female in simple yet eternal bliss. As poetry, this love 
would reveal a prelapsarian vision that would transport poet and 
reader beyond the here and now. It is this reaching beyond the partic

ular that leads Dario to a cosmic vision in which his love is iden
tified with divine woman—universal, personal, and poetic. She is, 
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therefore, fatal, the controller of his fate; cosmopolitan, common to 

all the world; universal, pertaining to and occurring throughout the 

cosmos; and immense. She is simultaneously one and many, arche

type and individuals—the Mother Goddess of the Earth, the female 

consort of God, and the prima materia of creation. She is the source 

of knowledge and the key to paradise. She is the Water over which 

the Spirit moved in the beginning of time, and, as such, Dario calls 
to her, "amame mar y nube, espuma y ola."21 His injunction rever

berates with primordial, religious, and erotic implications. 

At first Dario longed to see his love as many different women 

possessing the distinctive, appealing charms of the females of the 

many countries on his erotic and poetic itinerary. He realized, how

ever, that there was a common denominator to what he sought, 

namely, a sexual and artistic union that would put him in touch 

with the essence of existence. As a result, after the activity and 

movement of most of the poem, he concludes by asking his love to 

rest in his secluded palaces and to be his queen of Sheba, the symbol 

of the eternal woman in occultist literature.22 The words "descansa" 

and "solitarios" establish a sense of calm. When Dario suggests that 

his love sleep as he lights the censers, the quiet takes on a religious 
quality that is reinforced by the mention of a unicorn—associated 

with Christ—and dromedaries, which bring to mind biblical scenes 
of desert life.23 As in chapter 4, Dario is identified with Christ and is 
converted into a poetic savior. 

Like its predecessor, "Por el influjo de la primavera" consists of 
a series of erotic images. Spring arrives with the rains, the flowers, 

visions of the past, heightened sensuality, and music. The impres
sion that emerges from this profusion of images that gushes over the 

reader in a narrow (eight-syllable), rapid stream of words—like the 
runoff of spring waters—is that the universe is reawakening to har

monious, artistic, and sexual generation. The concluding six lines 
underscore this fusion of spirit, body, and soul and point to a higher 
vision derived from esoteric tradition. 

jY todo por ti, oh alma! 

Y por ti, cuerpo, y por ti, 

idea, que los enlazas. 

j Y por Ti, lo que buscamos 

y no encontraremos nunca 
jamas! 

Dario's exaltation of sexual passion is not in spite of his soul but 
because of it. Sexual love restores his integrity, puts him in touch 
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with the order of the cosmos, and permits him to create a vision of 
life by inseminating the flesh of poetry with his ideas that are, in 

their essence, music. All is done "por Ti," for a glimpse at idyllic, 
Pythagorean harmony in which human beings are whole, God is 

knowable, paradise is accessible, and art is perfectible. In this case, 
the vision is not attained and Dario despairs, but he does not reject 
the path that he has chosen—that of sexual love. 

Based on the esoteric conception of a sexual godhead, Dario 

finds in love much more than a personal and immediate solution to 

his sense of anguish, isolation, and alienation. He discovers in sex

ual love a means of intuiting the divine state and of perceiving the 

prelapsarian, primordial bliss of unity. This unity encompasses the 

reconciliation of fundamental Western dichotomies—human and 
divine generation, male and female, body and soul. At the same 

time, this view leads to the exaltation of woman as the source of all 
knowledge and to the elevation of the attraction between man and 
woman as a path to perfection. The following chapter shows how 

Dario's search for integration leads him one step further—to a syn
cretic world view and the reconciliation of varying religious beliefs 

and symbols. 



6. T o w a r d a Syncretic W o r l d V i e w 

What emerges from these readings of Dario's poetry is his overriding 

desire to perceive and capture in language the harmonious unity of 

all creation. This perspective permeates his concept of the world and 

his view of art. Dario aspired to emulate in his poetry the perfection 
of the universe that is hidden from most, and he found in the art of 

various periods and different cultures the freedom and beauty that 

he sought. Indeed, this propensity to draw upon disparate techniques 
from the past and blend them all into a personal style is a well-

recognized characteristic of Modernist poetry.1 But this reconcilia

tion of artistic modes and trends is merely a reflection of a deeper 

concern. Paz recognizes in the attraction for Modernists of the most 

distant past and the most remote countries—medieval and Byzan

tine legends and figures from pre-Columbian America and the Ori

ent—a profound "nostalgia for a true presence."2 In search of this 
"true presence" Dario, under the influence of esoteric tradition, ex
tends his syncretic vision to religious beliefs and symbols. 

Occultists hold that the basic assumptions of all religions can 

be reduced to philosophia perennis, that is, to a core of wisdom that 

has been the property of the wise since the beginning of time. They 
therefore believe in the fundamental unity of all religions and that 

each religion perpetuates through its emblems and allegories the 

same fundamental truths. This faith provided Dario with a frame

work with which he could aspire to discover a transcendental and 

unified view of the cosmos by reconciling Catholic dogma, which 
left an irrefutable and indelible mark on his vision of the world, with 
ancient esoteric belief systems. 

From his earliest writings, Dario manifests a predilection for a 
syncretic world view. In 1881, at the age of fourteen, he links Socra

tes with Christ and envisions Christ, Vishnu, Buddha, and Brahma 

as a spiritual unity which is being destroyed by the forces of reason.3 
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Three years later, in a letter "A Juan Montalvo" (pp. 347-359), he 
attributes divine wisdom to Plato. 

Por boca de Platon habla Dios mismo, 
porque Platon es sabio; y el Eterno 
es foco de la gran sabiduria. 

In a more fantastical piece, the short story "Rojo" (1892), Dario once 

again strikingly brings together the pagan and the Catholic, under

scoring an early sensitivity to the unity of religions and religious im

ages. "El [Palanteau] poseia, como todos los sofiadores, el espiritu y 

el ansia del misterio. El pintor de las blancas anadyomenas desnudas 
se sentia atraido por el Madero de CristO; el artista pagano, se estre-

mecia al contemplar la divina media-luna que de la frente de Diana 
rodo hasta los pies de Maria."4 In Los raros, in which Dario often 

singles out in others qualities that he finds in or desires for himself, 
there are many references to the syncretic nature of fin de siecle po
etry. A great deal of his admiration for the work of both Leconte de 

Lisle and Jean Moreas is based on their ability to find material for 
their poetry in all ages and to synthesize the various elements into a 

refreshing whole. With regard to Leconte de Lisle, he writes, "Tiem-

pos primitivos, Edad Media, todo lo que se halla respecto a nuestra 
edad contemporanea como en una lejania de ensueno, atrae la imagi
nation del vate severo."5 About Moreas he writes, "En resumen, 

Moreas posee un alma abierta a la belleza como la primavera al sol. 
Su Musa se adorna con galas de todos los tiempos, divina cosmopo-
lita e incomparable poliglota. La India y sus mitos le atraen, Grecia y 
su teogonia y su cielo de luz y de marmol, y sobre todo la edad mas 
poetica, la edad de los santos, de los misterios, . . la Edad Media."6 

The syncretic tendency and techniques which he so admired in 
other poets and which he himself adopted in his earliest poetry ma
tured under the influence of esoteric tradition until they became a 
crucial aspect of his work. This progress toward a serious incorpo
ration of a syncretic perspective is apparent in "Ano nuevo" (pp. 
589-590) and "Dialogo de una manana de ano nuevo" (pp. 990-993) 

in which the play of images appears, at first, more decorative than 
philosophic but actually develops out of a firm ideological stance. 
"Ano nuevo" was published in the 1896 edition of Prosas profanas-, 

"Dialogo de una manana de ano nuevo" was written one year later 
and remained uncollected. The two poems are markedly similar in 

tone, technique, and theme. In both, the N e w Year underscores the 

passage of time and symbolizes the start of a new way of life. 
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In "Ano nuevo" the passage of time parallels the passage of Saint 

Sylvester through the heavens. Though the image of the lavishly 

dressed pope may have originated as a real-life religious float being 

carried into the streets on N e w Year's Eve—the Saint's Feast D a y — 

Dario's description places him among the constellations and vir

tually transforms him into an astronomical figure, one that domi

nates the skies and subordinates the celestial bodies identified with 

classical antiquity. The brilliant jewels worn by Saint Sylvester and 

the radiant stars become one. Sirius, Arcturus, and Orion are the dia

monds of the pope's tiara; his feet are covered by the jewels of the 

Great Dipper; he wears a cape of stars and, around his neck, the 

Southern Cross. The intensity of these visual images tends to ob

scure the full implication of the fusion of the classical and the Chris

tian. This implication becomes clear as the poem draws to a close. 

Saint Sylvester journeys east, toward dawn, and toward the 

"triunfo del rey Enero," who every year delivers twelve arrows to the 
Archer, Sagittarius. This year's twelve have been spent, and Sagit
tarius awaits the renewal of time "at the edge of the mysterious 
abyss of Eternity." The figure that arrives with the conquering light 

of day and with the hope of salvation brings together, like the pre
vious description, pagan and Christian imagery. He frightens away 

nocturnal evils and is greeted by ecclesiastical music. He is simul
taneously "King January'7 and Jesus Christ. With divine authority, he 
blesses the world and embraces the Archer. Thus, as the old year sur
renders to the new, so the old gods defer to the new supreme but syn
cretic deity, Jesus Christ, who is ushered in on January i—his Feast 
Day—by Saint Sylvester. Dario's statement is emphatic. The pagan, 
as symbolized by the Archer "que no se cansa de flechar," though 
subsumed under Christianity, continues to live. 

Unlike "Ano nuevo," in which the N e w Year brings an affirma
tion of the supremacy of Christianity over the pagan beliefs and 
symbols out of which it emerged, in "Dialogo de una manana de ano 

nuevo," the N e w Year heralds a resurgence of ancient truths, a reac-
ceptance of the harmonious order of the universe, and a reawaken

ing to the sexual nature of existence. These truths resurface not as 
destructive of the dominant Christian ideology but rather as its com
plement. The initial reference to Saint Sylvester's N e w Year's Eve 

sally and the prose description of the activity in the street the morn
ing after make clear that the setting for "Dialogo de una manana de 
ano nuevo" is a Catholic community. The sacristan has rung for the 

first mass, and two devout women are entering the church. Yet there 

is a pagan quality to the description as well. Atalanta, the young 
woman of the poem, who is herself a figure from classical mythol-
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ogy lies awake, unexpectedly naked, preparing to gratify the spirits 

of the garden with her perfume. This unusual mixture of allusions is 

particularly poignant in the poet's speech to Atalanta, as he relies 

upon a persuasive combination of pagan and Catholic symbols to 
convince her of the propriety of her sexual desires (p. 991): 

Y en ese abismo, joh pura!, y en ese abismo, joh bella! 
^has asistido al brillo cirial de alguna estrella, 

a la degollacion de corderos rituales? 
^Y comulgaste santamente, tiernamente, 
con el trigo que crece junto a la santa fuente? 
^Y fue todo tan puro y sagrado y divino? 

^Mezclaste la miel casta con las hostias y el vino? 
i Y por, y de, y sobre, y ante 
el Amante, 

una nube de fuego delicioso no hizo 

que temblases en un torbellino de hechizo, 
y que se derritiese como una virgen cera 
tu corazon, Paloma de la Primavera? 

The poet's references to the sacraments of the Church give sexual 
desire an aura of saintliness which is supported by the esoteric view 
that love is the human means of reaching beyond the personal and of 
coming into contact with the divine order of existence. At the same 
time, however, the sensuality of the context highlights the poet's de
parture from orthodox Catholic doctrine. To these claims, Atalanta 
must respond. 

The classical Atalanta was abandoned by her father in infancy 
and was suckled by a she-bear, the symbol of Artemis, who is identi
fied with Diana. After she had grown up, she lived in pure maiden
hood. When her father, who subsequently recognized her as his 
daughter, wanted her to marry, she required every suitor to contend 
with her in a foot race, because she was the most swift-footed of 

mortals. She was at length overcome by a suitor with the assistance 
of Aphrodite. The Atalanta of the poem is not unlike her classical 
namesake: she feels that she is the spiritual daughter of the chaste 
Diana and cannot bring herself to violate the laws that she has so 
faithfully followed. But now, at the dawn of a new age, she feels stir

rings in her soul that she never experienced before. Guided by the 
poet, she finds reconciliation. Dario concludes the poem with a 
summary of the syncretic ideas presented by the poet (p. 993; ellip
sis in original): 
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Saludemos la Hora que nace. El Ano Nuevo 

llego; sobre la alegre cima del campanario 

un pajaro de oro se poso hace un instante. 

Cristo esta sobre el brillo del dia de diamante; 

mas Pan y Apolo y la potente diosa velan 

por la salud de la vibrante tierra. Vuelan 

de los nidos las aves; y la suave sonrisa 

de las cosas, anuncia que el Mal no existe. jOh hermosa 

Atalanta! . . . jYa es mia 

tu vibrante armonia, 

y la antorcha, y la tortola, y la copa, y la rosa! 

It is appropriate that it is the poet who convinces Atalanta of the 
reconcilability of her sexual desires with her Catholic upbringing, for 

it is the poet who most strongly senses the dictates of the "vibrant 

earth" and the sexual beat of universal life. He also perceives Christ's 

approval as he looks down from the heavens, which are aglow with 

spiritual illumination and physical warmth. Pan, Apollo, and Venus 

appear as his underlings in charge of the felicitous execution of di
vine order on earth. Their success is reflected in the smile of the liv

ing universe and in the poet's enthusiastic conclusion, in which he 

recalls the power of sexual love to reveal the harmonious bliss of the 
divine state. 

Whereas neither "Ano nuevo" nor "Dialogo de una manana de 
ano nuevo" has attracted very much critical attention, the unex
pected syncretic vision of the final stanza of "Responso a Verlaine" 

(pp. 594-595)—which like "Ano nuevo" was written in 1896, with
in a week of Verlaine's death, and published in Prosas profanas—has 

aroused a great deal of commentary.7 Most critics have attempted to 

justify the inclusion of the cross in what is essentially a pagan set

ting on the basis of thematic and biographic considerations. Even 
Dario, years later, offered a limited interpretation based on the trou
bled life of the French poet, with w h o m he felt an extraordinary spir
itual affinity: "Hago ver las dos faces de su alma panica: la que da a la 

carne y la que da al espiritu; la que da a las leyes de la humana natu

raleza y la que da a Dios y a los misterios catolicos, paralelamente."8 
But, as recognized by Alan S. Trueblood, the poem requires a more 
extensive reading, one which takes into consideration Dario's poetic 

cosmology, which he formulated under the influence of esoteric 
tradition.9 

In his article, Trueblood points out that it is the sixth and pen
ultimate stanza, with its triple darkness, that is the turning point of 
the poem. The first five stanzas, rather than expressing pain at the 
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loss of the great poet and master, present a sense of acceptance de
rived from an awareness of the harmonious and musical order of ex

istence—an awareness that Dario feels the two poets shared. The 
first five stanzas are, therefore, filled with light, serene, and even 
sensual scenes. The sixth, on the other hand, is dark and brooding. 

De noche, en la montana, en la negra montana 
de las Visiones, pase gigante sombra extraiia, 

sombra de un Satiro espectral; 

que ella al centauro adusto con su grandeza asuste; 

de una extra-humana flauta la melodia ajuste 
a la harmonia sideral. 

The "Satiro espectral," whose shadow passes over the mountain of 
Visions, is the only trace left in "Response'7 of Verlaine's satanism, 
but its satanic dimension is quickly tempered by the musical order 
that prevailed earlier in the poem. "Cuando le vemos ajustar la me
lodia de una extra-humana flauta a la armonia sideral, es claro que 
Dario esta fundiendo, bajo el signo pitagorico de la musica de las 
esferas, lo panico con lo apolineo, fundiendo tambien en una unidad 

superior dos vertientes del arte de Verlaine, e intuyendo ya en el 
pitagorismo un supremo ideal artistico. . Es decir, lo sensual, en 
su forma brutal, queda dominado junto con lo demoniaco."10 Since it 
is the imposition of the harmonious order of existence that conquers 
the demonic, it is also the harmonious order of existence that pu
rifies the world, preparing it for the cross and the ultimate savior, 

Jesus Christ. 

Y huya el tropel equino por la montana vasta; 
tu rostro de ultratumba bane la luna casta 

de compasiva y blanca luz; 
y el Satiro contemple, sobre un lejano monte, 
una cruz que se eleve cubriendo el horizonte, 

jy un resplandor sobre la cruz! 

The satyr that contemplates the cross does not mourn the death of 
Pan and the other ancient gods; quite the contrary, his identification 
with Pan suggests that the ancient gods, like the satyr himself, live 
on and are attracted to the new faith which Dario presents as syncre
tic and rooted in the Pythagorean concept of order. Dario therefore 
suggests that the personal reconciliation sought by Verlaine—and 

by himself—is attained through esoteric Christianity, which em
phasizes its continuity with previous religions as well as the prom-
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ise of salvation—the glow of the cross—for those who possess a pro

found understanding of the artistically harmonious universe. 

This syncretic world view reappears five years later in "La es

piga" (p. 615), the first poem in a series of thirteen entitled "Las an-

foras de Epicuro," which Dario added to the 1901 edition of Prosas 

profanas. As indicated in chapter 2, "La espiga" presents a highly re

fined and sophisticated vision of the world based on the Pythagorean 

concept of the unity of life. Even more extraordinary—as in the case 

of "Responso a Verlaine"—is the introduction, in the final stanza, of 

standard Christian symbols with which Dario achieves a remark

able fusion of Catholic doctrine and Pythagorean pantheism. 

If, as Marasso suggests, "La espiga" was produced under the in

fluence of Verlaine's "C'est la fete du ble . . .," Dario chose to inten

sify the pantheistic view expressed in the French poem.11 The ele

ments of nature are described in such a way that, from the outset, it is 

clear that the poet's concern is not with external appearances but 

with the hidden realities that they represent. The key word is "signo," 
for all of nature is seen as a sign of the unity of life in and through God. 

Mira el signo sutil que los dedos del viento 
hacen al agitar el tallo que se inclina 

y se alza en una ritmica virtud de movimiento. 

Con el aureo pincel de la flor de la harina 

trazan sobre la tela azul del firmamento 
el misterio inmortal de la tierra divina 

y el alma de las cosas que da su sacramento 
en una interminable frescura matutina. 

Pues en la paz del campo la faz de Dios asoma. 

De las floridas urnas mistico incienso aroma 
el vasto altar en donde triunfa la azul sonrisa. 

Aun verde esta y cubierto de flores el madero, 
bajo sus ramas llenas de amor pace el cordero 
y en la espiga de oro y luz duerme la misa. 

"La espiga" is a sonnet in alexandrines, a form preferred by the 

Parnassians for its symmetry (fourteen fourteen-syllable lines).12 

Dario exploits the flexibility given to the fourteen-syllable line by 
the Modernists by combining trochaic, ternary, and French alexan

drines to modulate the rhythm in accordance with the conceptual 

substance.13 For example, in the first three lines Dario presents the 
scene out of which the underlying concepts of the poem develop. A 
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sign is seen in the movement of a plant which is being stirred by the 
"fingers of the wind." These three lines run on unbrokenly in a 

steady yet gentle "movement" (the word emphasized by its final 
position in the third line) that conveys the rhythmic swaying of the 
wheat in the wind. The use of synecdoche points to the presence and 

anticipates the appearance of an anthropomorphic force that governs 
the universe. The sign made is subtle, noticed only by the enlight

ened poet, who now directs the reader's attention to it. The move
ment of the plant, in which the sign is seen, is described by "se in-
clina y se alza," as if the blade were praying or bestowing a blessing. 

This phrase brings out a secondary meaning of the word "signo"—a 

sign that is made as a benediction, like that made during the mass— 

and clearly sets the poem in a religious framework. The religious 
tone is reinforced by the words "virtud" and "ritmica," which evoke 

the concept of moral law and, more specifically, the Pythagorean in

junction that individuals should set their souls in order by under

standing and imitating the orderliness seen in nature, since both 
human beings and the universe are aspects of the harmonious un

folding of God. This conception of the cosmos forms the basis of the 
next five lines, which interpret the initial scene poetically and philo
sophically through a series of metaphors. 

The poet envisions the swaying stem as a golden brush with 
which the fingers of the wind paint upon the blue canvas of the sky. 
They sketch "el misterio inmortal de la tierra divina / y el alma de 
las cosas." In other words, it is in all the elements of nature working 
together in cosmic harmony (one as the painter, one as the paint 

brush, and one as the canvas) that the eternal mystery of the divine 
and the soul—the single soul—of all things become evident. And, in 
the tradition that links the spirit with the wind, it is the morning 
freshness that is the sign of God's internal and spiritual effect ("el 
sacramento") offered by the universal soul. The uninterrupted flow 

of lines 4 through 8 serves to reinforce both the soothing and the 
unending qualities of the morning breeze, and the tinkle of the t's in 
"matutina" further enhances the reader's perception of the refresh

ing morning air. Dario thus creates a scene of paradisiacal harmony 
and bliss in which time has been suspended. Though the term "sa

cramento" is used in this non-Catholic context, Dario draws upon 
its association with the "sacramento del altar." He strengthens the 
allusion to the Eucharist by describing the indefinite "tallo" of the 
second line as "el aureo pincel de la flor de la harina." Because the 

plant/brush is golden, it is linked to the sun, God, and fruitfulness;14 
because it is "la flor de la harina," it is associated with the special 
flour into which it will be milled to make the host. 
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The end-stopped ninth line, "Pues en la paz del campo la faz de 

Dios asoma," stands apart as the turning point of the poem. It sum

marizes the concepts present in the two quatrains and introduces 

the concluding section of the sonnet. The "paz del campo" under

scores the fact that all the elements of nature are working in har

mony. The universal force, whose fingers moved the initial ear of 

wheat, now shows its "face" and is readily identified as God. In lines 

10 and 11 the countryside, where God becomes visible, is metaphori

cally converted into a temple and its elements into religious objects. 

Flowers become "floridas urnas" and their scent becomes a "mistico 

incienso" which perfumes "el vasto altar" where God triumphs. Thus 

the implied religiosity of the quatrains becomes explicit. 

The God that triumphs is blue—a color identified with heaven, 

heavenly love, and truth—because he is the divine mystery that can 

be seen on the "tela azul del firmamento."15 He is a "smile" for two 

fundamental reasons. After examining the harmonious workings of 

nature, Dario senses that the divine force governing the universe is 
friendly, benevolent, and beneficent. The smiling, happy God of the 

countryside is therefore implicitly opposed to the angry, punishing 

God of the Old Testament or the suffering Catholic Christ. In addi

tion, Dario projects his own happiness upon being able to perceive a 

divine force. For him it is a wish come true, a wish that he clearly 

expresses later in "Helios" (p. 644): "Que sientan las naciones / el 
volar de tu carro." 

Throughout the quatrains and the first tercet, Dario presents a 
world view that is congruent with esoteric Pythagoreanism. In the 
second tercet, he focuses upon the esoteric belief in the fundamental 

unity of all religions. With the introduction of standard Christian 

symbolism, he clarifies his previous allusions to the Eucharist and 
makes evident his reconciliation of Catholic doctrine with his pan

theistic vision. He focuses on a different element in the countryside 
described: a tree trunk still green and covered with flowers. The 

final position and consequent linking of the words "madero// "cor-
dero," and "misa" remove all doubt that the "madero" is the cross of 
redemption. That it is still alive means that it has not yet served its 

ultimate purpose. The fact that beneath it "pace el cordero" indi

cates that Christ has not yet been sacrificed. The branches of the 
tree are "filled with love," because the scene described is of the time 
before the fall. 

To complete this idyllic vision, Dario returns to the "aureo 
pincel de la flor de la harina," which is now "la espiga de oro y luz." 

Clearly, the ear of wheat is made of the golden light of the sun, 

which Dario, under the influence of occultist symbolism, associates 
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with the supreme deity. (This point is central to "Helios," the next 
poem to be discussed.) By stressing the presence of the divine within 
the "espiga," he emphasizes the pantheism of the poem and the dis
persion of God throughout nature. At the same time, he affirms the 
Catholic belief that God is in the host. Dario achieves a reconcil

iation of Catholic and occult doctrine by holding that "en la espiga 
. . duerme la misa." In other words, even in this paradisiacal, pre-
Christian, prelapsarian setting, God is in the wheat. But, since there 

is as yet no need for the mass, it will be dormant within the ear of 
wheat until Christ is sacrificed. 

While in "La espiga" Dario achieves an artistic reconciliation of 
the Catholic belief in transubstantiation with the pantheistic world 

view of esoteric Pythagoreanism, in "Helios" (pp. 643 -645) he blends 
pre-Christian, Christian, and occultist symbolism to create a unified 
poetic vision of the supreme deity. This God seems to be, on first 

impression, Helios, the sun god in Greek mythology. In reality, how
ever, he is a syncretic figure that symbolizes Dario's idealized con
ception of the ruling force of the universe. 

It is fitting that the study of the syncretic aspect of Dario's po
etic cosmology should include the sun, for its adoration is well rec
ognized as one of the most ancient and widely diffused forms of reli
gious expression. Since ancient times the sun has been identified 
with God. The Church Fathers turned to this image, drawing upon 
scriptural and classical passages. Later on, the sun became a central 
symbol in Spanish religious poetry of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries.16 In the nineteenth century, occultists emphasized this 
hidden relationship between complex modern theologies and the 
more primitive solar religions. They point out that aboriginal peo
ples adored the sun as the efficient cause of all generation and associ
ated it with the principle of good. They also hold that nearly all the 

salient incidents recorded in the four Gospels have their correlations 
in the movements, phases, or functions of the heavenly bodies. 
These occultists preach that the image of the sun god was carried 

into Christianity by those who chronicled the life and acts of Jesus. 
Annie Besant presents a summary of the sun god myths, focusing on 
those features that appear in the N e w Testament as well. 

The eventful life of the Sun-God [is] spanned within the first 
six months of the solar year, the other six being employed in 

general protecting and preserving. He is always born at the 
winter solstice, after the shortest day in the year, at midnight 
of the 24th of December, when the sign Virgo is rising above 

the horizon; born as this sign is rising, he is born always of a 
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virgin, and she remains a virgin after she has given birth to her 

Sun-Child, as the celestial Virgo remains unchanged and un

sullied when the Sun comes forth from her in the heavens. . . 

[He is] born when the days are shortest and the nights are long

est. . . . But . . . the day lengthens toward the spring equinox, 
till the time comes for the crossing over, the crucifixion. . . . 

After this he rises triumphantly and ascends into heaven, and 

ripens the corn and the grape, giving his very life to them to 

make their substance and through them to his worshippers. 

The God who is born at the dawning of December 25 is ever 

crucified at the spring equinox, and ever gives his life as food 

to his worshippers—these are among the most salient marks 

of the Sun-God.17 

Even the concept of the Trinity is believed to be derived from 

the powers and principles of the sun, from the three distinct phases 
of the sun in the course of the day: rising, midday, and setting. God 

the Father, the creator of the world, is symbolized by dawn and his 
color is blue—a fact that is relevant to the analysis of "Helios"—be

cause the rising sun is veiled in the blue mist. God the Son, the il

luminating one sent to bear witness of his Father, is the globe at 
midday, the Golden-haired Savior of the World: his color is yellow. 
God the Holy Ghost is the sunset phase and his color is red.18 In ad

dition to these specific associations, the sun is also a source of light, 
that is, a source of both physical and intellectual illumination. Thus 
it becomes identified with the true light, the supreme benefactor 
who, after dying each night, rises again and restores all things to life; 
in short, the sun becomes linked with Jesus Christ.19 

This complex interrelationship of associations forms the back
ground to the poetic cosmology expressed in "Helios" and to the de
velopment of the poem's central figure. As a whole, the poem re
flects Dario's formulation of an orderly, harmonious universe in 
which evil can be conquered through spiritual, intellectual, and ar
tistic illumination. In "Helios" the poet is in touch with the hidden 
order of the cosmos, an order that is in its essence ideal music and 
artistic perfection. He exuberantly praises the glory of God, who is 
present in the workings of the heavens and throughout the universe. 
In addition, the poem, like "La espiga," occurs in a paradisiacal inter
lude that is outside time and that is the perfect setting for the final 
syncretic vision. 

"Helios" is written in silva form, which traditionally consisted 
of seven- and eleven-syllable lines with no fixed stanzas or rhyme 
scheme. The Modernists increased the flexibility of this form by in-
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troducing other rhythms.20 Dario takes full advantage of this flexi
bility. He includes fourteen-syllable lines, which slow down the 
pace of the poem and make the style more serious and declamatory. 
These longer lines appear in the later sections of the poem, in which 
the poet reflects upon his experiences. The shorter lines provide a 

sensation of movement and are used most in the first two sections, 
where Dario is describing the movement of the sun across the sky. 
At the same time, Dario's selection of strong rhymes—with many 
rhyming couplets throughout the poem—enhances the sense of har
mony and order. 

The lack of fixed stanzas also offers Dario a greater opportunity 
to accommodate form to content. Each section presents a new phase 
of the poet's perception of the sun. The first two sections focus on 

the sun's ascent into the heavens at dawn and through the morning. 
The third section recalls the night that has been overcome, while 

the fourth and fifth develop the theological implications of the pre
vious three. Finally, the sixth section, with its introduction of Chris

tian symbolism, concludes the poem with a syncretic reconciliation 
that underscores the timelessness of the poet's vision. 

The poem opens with a reference to celestial music, thereby 
establishing from the outset the existence of universal harmony 
(p. 643): 

jOh riiido divino! 
jOh riiido sonoro! 
Lanzo la alondra matinal el trino, 
y sobre ese preludio cristalino, 
los caballos de oro 
de que el Hiperionida 
lleva la rienda asida, 
al trotar forman musica armoniosa, 

un argentino trueno, 
y en el azul sereno 
con sus cascos de fuego dejan huellas de rosa. 
Adelante, joh cochero 
celeste!, sobre Osa 
y Pelion, sobre Titania viva. 
Atras se queda el tremulo matutino lucero, 
y el universo el verso de su musica activa. 

Throughout the first two sections, Dario draws upon a series of mu
sical images, which add to the artistic unity of the poem and high
light his perception that universal order coincides with musical and 
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rhythmic patterns. He writes of the "trino," the "preludio," the "mu

sica armoniosa," the "instrumento sacro," and Pegasus's "ritmicos 

saltos." Moreover, since the sounds are described as "divine," they are 
perceived to belong to a god. At first this god seems to be Helios, son 

of the Titan Hyperion (hence the name "Hiperionida" in line 6) and 

the Titaness Thea; later it becomes clear that he is a syncretic figure 
whose essence is harmony. 

The third line determines the time of the poem: day is dawning. 

"Lanzo la alondra matinal el trino." The word "trino" is, of course, a 
musical term which corresponds to the others already mentioned. It 

is also an adjective that, by designating that which has three distinct 

things, anticipates the appearance of the divine Trinity. The "trino" 

serves as a prelude to the "musica armoniosa," "un argentino trueno," 

produced as the golden horses trot through the sky. While gold is the 
metal normally associated with the sun, the use of the adjective "ar
gentine" has a long tradition upon which Dario relies to form a 

novel synesthetic image. White or silver signifies life, purity, inno

cence, joy, and light. The thunder is silver because it is not the 
thunder of dark, menacing storm clouds but rather a pure and inno
cent thundering of the solar chariot's passage through the sky sono
rously announcing the joyous reawakening of the universe. 

All this activity takes place in the "azul sereno," in which He
lios's horses "dejan huellas de rosas." While this image evokes a bril
liant sunrise in which gentle traces of color are left behind as the sun 
begins its daily ascent, it acquires greater resonance with the under
standing that the Greeks accepted the rose as a symbol of the dawn.21 
As the fiery hoofs of the sun's horses step upon the blue firmament, 
they leave impressions of the sunrise. 

The poet spurs the driver on: "Adelante, joh cochero celeste!" 
At first glance, the adjective "celeste" appears to relate simply to 
heaven, but the last line of the poem—"\ cochero azul que riges los 

caballos de oro!"—clarifies its full implications. The blue coachman 
— G o d the Father—is in the sky guiding the chariot with his om
nipotence. The chariot is to pass over Osa and Pelion, two moun

tains which the Titans, in their war with the gods, are said to have 
attempted to heap on Olympus in order to scale heaven. To this 
myth Dario joins that of the origin of humanity according to the Or-
phics. In it, the Titans gave toys to the infant god Dionysus and, 

while his attention was thus distracted, killed him and feasted on 
his flesh. As punishment Zeus hurled a thunderbolt to burn the Ti
tans. From the soot arose the human race.22 The fusion of these two 

myths produces the neologism "Titania." The "Titania viva" is hu
manity, which Dario sees as arrogantly daring to aspire to the status 
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of gods. This phrase is a sophisticated echo of feelings he expressed 
earlier in the fourth section of "El porvenir" (p. 371) and in "El poeta 
a las musas" (pp. 330-333), which ends: ̂ como cantar en este 

aciago tiempo / en que hasta los humanos orgullosos / pretenden 
arrojar a Dios del cielo?" 

The final two lines of the first section capture the final mo
ments of dawn as the morning star is left behind. Here, once again, 

Dario develops the symbolic dimension of the scene he presents. 
The morning star, the star that rises before the sun, is also known as 
"Lucifer" or "the false light," for it is overcome by the true light of 

the sun, which similarly has a scriptural parallel. Like the sun, 
Christ's illumination overpowers misleading distractions. Signifi
cantly, the morning star is "tremulo," the Spanish equivalent of the 

musical term "tremolo." With this word Dario connects the visual 
—the image of the flickering star—with the aural—the echoes of ce

lestial music. This allusion is picked up in the last line, as Dario re
affirms the musical order of divine (and poetic) creation: "el uni-
verso el verso de su musica activa." 

The second section of the poem describes the first moments of 
bright sunlight and begins by emphasizing the force that controls 
the universe and directs the sun's magic carriage (p. 644): 

Pasa, joh dominador, oh conductor del carro 
de la magica ciencia! Pasa, pasa, joh bizarro 
manejador de la fatal cuadriga 
que al pisar sobre el viento 
despierta el instrumento 
sacro! Tiemblan las cumbres 
de los montes mas altos 
que en sus ritmicos saltos 
toco Pegaso. Giran muchedumbres 
de aguilas bajo el vuelo 
de tu poder fecundo, 
y si hay algo que iguale la alegria del cielo, 
es el gozo que enciende las entranas del mundo. 

Movement, life, and harmony come together in Dario's adaptation 
of the image of the universal monochord, which, in the poem, is 
strummed by the hoofs of Helios's horses after having lain silent all 
night. Not only does Dario, in this way, link the Pythagorean and the 
mythological, but he also underscores the rhythmic essence of all 
existence. These vibrations of the resonating "instrumento sacro" 
correspond, in turn, to the cadenced pulse of the poet's art—repre-
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sented as the responsive peaks of the highest mountains touched by 

Pegasus.23 This cosmic beat develops into a praise of procreation— 

universal, personal, and poetic—in the next five lines, the nucleus 

of which is the eagle. 
The eagle was the appointed bird of Jupiter and signified the 

swiftly moving forces of the Demiurgus.24 As such, it was identified 

with the sun and with the idea of male reproductive activity.25 Since 

the eagle reinforces the sexual associations of the sun, the universe 

appears doubly aroused and fertile, and this living, feeling, sexual 

universe responds with human delight. The joy of the heavens is re

flected in the pleasure of the earth, which is inseminated with the 

heat of passion and generation. 
Dario turns from his praise of the sun as procreator to its exalta

tion as conquering hero, who triumphs over the sinister forces of the 

night (p. 644): 

iHelios!, tu triunfo es ese, 

pese a las sombras, pese 
a la noche, y al miedo, y a la livida Envidia. 

Tu pasas, y la sombra, y el dano y la desidia, 
y la negra pereza, hermana de la muerte, 

y el alacran del odio que su ponzofia vierte, 
y Satan todo, emperador de las tinieblas, 

se hunden, caen. Y haces el alba rosa, y pueblas 
de amor y de virtud las humanas conciencias, 

riegas todas las artes, brindas todas las ciencias; 
los castillos de duelo de la maldad derrumbas, 
abres todos los nidos, cierras todas las tumbas, 

y sobre los vapores del tenebroso Abismo, 
pintas la Aurora, el Oriflama de Dios mismo. 

Sections 2 and 3 are linked by the retrospective "ese," which serves 
as a hinge referring back to "el gozo que enciende las entranas del 
mundo" and forward to the following thirteen lines. Helios's tri

umph is creation—divine, human, intellectual, artistic, and moral— 

despite the evil that inhabits the night. This ability to defeat the 

forces of darkness has long been joined with myths of descent into 
the netherworld. The idea of the sun's invincibility is reinforced by 

its comparison with the moon, which must suffer fragmentation be

fore it can reach its monthly stage of three-day disappearance. The 
sun, on the other hand, does not need to die in order to descend into 

hell; it can reach the ocean or lake of the Lower Waters and cross it 

without being dissolved.26 Hence, the sun's ability to conquer evil is 
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associated with the idea of resurrection. Dario takes full advantage 

of the easy application of this image to this syncretic context. He 
develops the figure of Helios with a masterful play of light and dark, 
ascent and descent, creation and destruction. 

Lines 2 through 7 of section 3 are filled with references to evil, 
darkness, and death. The scorpion, for example, was called by an

cients the backbiter, and it is the symbol par excellence of deceit, 

perversion, and wickedness. It is also the sign of the Zodiac which 

corresponds to the span of human life under the threat of death.27 In 

line 8, Dario specifies the fate of these black forces: "se hunden, 
caen." This fall of evil and the ascension of good is reinforced in the 

chiasmus of lines n and 12 of this section. Not only does Helios 
throw down and destroy the entombing castles of grief and wicked
ness, but he also makes possible the upward flight of souls—tradi

tionally represented by winged creatures—by opening all nests. This 
image is further enhanced by that of closing all tombs, for by con
quering death Helios frees souls from their earthly limitations, al
lowing them to soar to the highest of heights. 

If the first half of this section is dominated by the dark ("som-
bras," "noche," "negra pereza," "tinieblas"), the second combines 

the symbolism of the sun as the efficient cause of all generation and 
as the source of physical, intellectual, and spiritual illumination to 
produce vibrant images of fertility in all areas of human endeavor. 
Helios, like Apollo, presides over law and order as well as the arts. 
He therefore generates love, virtue, conscience, art, and science. 
This conquest of the dark side of existence is represented by Helios's 
emergence at dawn, which is metaphorically converted into God's 
battle standard. This metaphor is carried into the next section. If 
dawn is God's battle standard, Helios is his standard-bearer (p. 644): 

jHelios! Portaestandarte 
de Dios, padre del Arte, 
la paz es imposible, mas el amor eterno. 

Danos siempre el anhelo de la vida, 
y una chispa sagrada de tu antorcha encendida, 

con que esquivar podamos la entrada del Infierno. 

In section 4 Dario begins to ponder the divine characteristics he 
has attributed to Helios and to clarify the separation between He

lios, the youthful hero and son, and God the Father, who is in heaven. 
Dario's thoughts reflect his mature compromise with the enigmas of 

existence: art is blessed, spiritual peace is impossible, but love is eter

nal.28 It is Dario's faith in art, in love, and in their harmonious nature 
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that sustains him. This desire to live is what he needs and requests, 

along with a spark of sacred illumination with which to avoid the 

entrance of hell. 
More frightening than damnation, however, is the fear that life 

has no transcendental significance at all. This fear is the focus of the 

first eight lines of the fifth section (pp. 644-645): 

Que sientan las naciones 
el volar de tu carro; que hallen los corazones 
humanos, en el brillo de tu carro, esperanza; 

que del alma-Quijote y el cuerpo-Sancho Panza 

vuele una psique cierta a la verdad del sueno; 

que hallen las ansias grandes de este vivir pequeno 

una realization invisible y suprema; 
iHelios! jQue no nos mate tu llama que nos quema! 

Gloria hacia ti del corazon de las manzanas, 

de los calices blancos de los lirios, 

y del amor que manas 
hecho de dulces fuegos y divinos martirios, 

y del volcan inmenso, 

y del hueso minusculo, 

y del ritmo que pienso, 
y del ritmo que vibra en el corpusculo, 

y del Oriente intenso 
y de la melodia del crepiisculo. 

Dario implores Helios to give all peoples hope by letting them feel 

the music of the spheres, thereby informing them of the existence of 

a divine being. This longing for cosmic assurances is common to 
both aspects of human nature, that is, both to the "alma-Quijote," 
which lives on an ideal spiritual plane, and to the "cuerpo-Sancho 

Panza," which indulges in the material world. The single dream of 
both is realized by Psyche, the force of reconciliation in Dario's po

etry.29 Dario's hope is simple: "que hallen las ansias grandes de este 
vivir pequeno / una realization invisible y suprema." This poetic 

phrase highlights the center of the issue: human anxiety is inversely 

proportional to the sense of transcendental worth. Yet the desire for 
divine illumination bears with it the possibility of exposing a de

structive truth; for this reason, Dario adds: "jHelios! jQue no nos 
mate tu llama que nos quema!" 

Midway through section 5, the poet's attitude suddenly changes. 

He stops making requests and begins to praise. He seems determined, 

on one hand, to find beauty and harmony in what he can see and, on 
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the other, to stop concerning himself with the inapprehensible. He 
establishes pairs, some antithetical and some complementary, which 

form the basis of his new faith. The "corazon de las manzanas," which 
brings to mind the fall and original sin, is coupled with the "calices 
blancos de los linos/7 which are associated with purity and goodness 

and, more specifically, with the Virgin Mary, who is the receptive, 

feminine aspect of human spiritual transformation.30 In addition, 
the "caliz" is more than just the calyx of the lily; it is also a chalice, 

that is, the cup used for the Holy Communion. Thus, in this pair 

Dario captures all of human history from Adam and Eve to the pres
ent day, from original sin to redemption through the mass.31 These 
concepts are reinforced by the fact that faith in Helios comes from 
the love that issues from him and that is made of "dulces fuegos y 

divinos martirios." This statement, with its allusion to the martyr
dom of Christ and the saints, echoes the Christian idea that human 

love of God is a reflection of his love of humanity. It also recalls the 
divine pulse which, emanating from God, echoes throughout the 

universe. The reverberations of the divine presence are sensed in the 
following three pairs: in the large, tumultuous, and destructive ("del 
volcan inmenso") and the small, quiet, and regenerative ("del hueso 

minusculo"); in the universal heartbeat felt by the poet and incorpo
rated in his art ("del ritmo que pienso") and the vital pulsation evi
dent in nature ("del ritmo que vibra en el corpusculo"); in the bril
liant sunrise ("del Oriente intenso") and the peaceful, harmonious 

sunset ("y de la melodia del crepusculo"). 
In the sixth and final section, Dario confirms the syncretic vi

sion that he develops subtly throughout the first five (p. 645): 

jOh riiido divino! 
Pasa sobre la cruz del palacio que duerme, 

y sobre el alma inerme 
de quien no sabe nada. No turbes el destino. 

jOh riiido sonoro! 
El hombre, la nation, el continente, el mundo, 
aguardan la virtud de tu carro fecundo, 
icochero azul que riges los caballos de oro! 

Since the cross is immediately associated with Christianity, it does 
not appear in this basically non-Christian milieu unintentionally. 

The "cruz del palacio" is the cross of a church that is not yet a 
church because it antedates Christianity; for this reason, it is a "pa

lacio que duerme"—just as the mass sleeps in the "espiga." The soul 
is "inerme" because it cannot defend itself against perdition. The in-
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dividual to whom it belongs "no sabe nada," that is, he knows 

nothing about salvation because the Church does not yet exist. At 

the same time, Dario echoes the pre-Christian longings for the Mes
sianic Age, for the coming of the savior, with "El hombre, la nation, 

el continente, el mundo, / aguardan la virtud de tu carro fecundo." 

Though the context is pre-Christian, these lines also convey the 
longings of Dario's own age for the Second Coming—a desire ex

pressed more directly in "Canto de esperanza" (p. 642). By thus fus

ing past, present, and future, Dario not only achieves a reconcilia

tion of Catholic and occultist doctrine and symbolism, but he also 

creates a poetic vision in which the harmonious order of the uni

verse is the fundamental nature of the divinity. The human inability 

to perceive God and attain a paradisiacal integration with the sur
roundings is due to the inability to perceive the order of the cosmos. 
Since this order is in its essence ideal music and artistic perfection, 

it falls upon the poet to discover the "cochero azul que rige los ca-
ballos de oro"—who is a syncretic, triune God and the "true pres
ence" that Paz places at the center of the Modernist search.32 



7. M o d e r n i s m a n d Its L e g a c y 

Spanish American Modernism, in contrast to the explanation im
plied by some earlier theories, did not take shape in relative isola
tion as a reaction against and negation of the preceding literature.1 
The fundamental nature of the movement was molded by the Ro
mantic metaphysics of integration and the unrelenting Romantic 
quest for innocence that came to Spanish American writers pri
marily by way of France. The emphasis by critics on the well-crafted, 
elaborate quality of Modernist verse, almost to the exclusion of 
other artistic features, has further diverted attention from the true 
origins of the movement and from its serious philosophic substruc
ture. Moreover, this unbalanced reading has inadvertently brought 
into question the enduring influence of the Modernists.2 Because of 
a (re)current distrust of "artificiality" in art and its association with 
affectation, insincerity, superficiality, and a lack of concern for the 
basic issues of life, the critical focus on Modernism's highly con
trived forms has made the movement appear obsolete. This position 
is inaccurate and blocks the perception of the vestiges of Modernist 
art that continue to function in contemporary Hispanic literature. 

Without purporting to present a detailed survey of the literary 
movements that follow Modernism, this concluding chapter high
lights the significant links between Modernist poetry and more re
cent Hispanic literature which have now become recognizable in the 
light of this study and its examination of Modernism's sophisticated 
philosophic underpinnings. This chapter focuses on the debt that 
contemporary writers owe to the earlier poets, thereby underscor
ing the continuing influence of Dario and the other Modernists. It 
should, nevertheless, be understood that the relationships between 
Modernism and later movements that are outlined here are merely 

the salient points of a terrain that still remains to be explored. 
As has been indicated throughout this study, the major charac

teristics of Modernist art have their basis in a cosmology formulated 
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under the influence of the esoteric beliefs popular among European 

writers of the nineteenth century. The formal manifestations of 

Modernist art do not define the movement; rather they are reflec

tions of a profound struggle to come to grips with the meaning of 

existence and the perplexities of poetic responsibility. Though Dario 

and other Modernists sought answers in a variety of religions, sects, 

and ideologies, adopting a flexible, syncretic world view, they found, 

like the Romantics and Symbolists before them, a unifying notion 

and philosophic keystone in the concepts of unity and harmony. 

They hoped to redeem their contemporaries, w h o m they saw as frag

mented—out of touch with themselves, others, and with nature— 

by fostering a reconciliation with an orderly, benevolent universe. In 

Dario's case, the aspiration to harmony underpins his entire poetic 

production and is particularly relevant to the poems that center on 

the five occultist tenets examined here. 

Early in his career, Dario took harmony as an artistic standard, 
which he then enlarged into an ideal associated with divine perfec

tion, the Good, and the Beautiful. He found support for these beliefs 
in esoteric Pythagoreanism, to which he was introduced by the writ
ers of the period. In it he also found support for a premise central to 

Romantic and Symbolist poetics, namely, that all the elements of 
nature are signs that indicate the unity of the universe in and 
through God. It is the poet/magus who can read and interpret these 
signs, conveying their message of unity and harmony to the rest of 
humanity. 

Faith in this unity forms the basis of the doctrine of reincarna
tion, to which Dario turned in order to express his judgment about 
his ability to achieve spirituality and to fulfill his poetic responsibil

ity of translating into human language the signs of the universe. The 
doctrine of transmigration of souls provided him with the ideal meta-
phoric structure through which to discuss his self-doubts, for within 
this framework all the elements of creation are torn between their 
aspiration toward a harmonious union with God and the tempta

tions of the flesh. But Dario's sense of moral weakness and his in
ability to resist these temptations provoked great internal discord. 
He therefore extended his search for harmony—and for resolution of 

his personal turmoil. In the occultist belief that the Great Monad 
acts as a creative Dyad, Dario found a pattern for human behavior 
based on sexual union. Human love is thus a microcosmic parallel 

to the macrocosmic order and provides a means by which one can 
achieve direct and immediate consciousness of divine truth and God 
by joining with him in fulfillment of universal harmony. 

Finally, the fundamental syncretic nature of the dominant oc-
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cultist sects provided Dario with a means of reconciling or "harmo
nizing" discordant doctrine. And, since the esoteric belief in the 
unity of all religions extended to their symbolism, it taught him to 
draw upon and blend the ideas and imagery of all ages and to use 
concepts as "hubs" around which to create unified artistic composi
tions by attaching "spokes" from disparate ages. Underlying this ap

proach to beliefs and symbols is a significant development. The spe
cific symbols and their original religious context have become less 
important than their new role in their new poetic structure that at

tempts to capture the essence of the harmonious universe. Dario 
thus implicitly denies the absolute authority of any one belief sys
tem. Consequently, Dario's recourse to either occultism or Catholi
cism does not necessarily represent a vacillation of personal beliefs. 

The appeal to one symbolic code rather than another reaffirms the 
artist's freedom to attempt to match the words with "la initiation 
melodica" (p. 622). At the same time, however, he silently acknowl
edges the tentative nature of poetic discourse with which he hopes 
to capture truth through the magic of language. 

This view of language and of the world is not unique to Dario. 
Recent studies have begun to recognize the primary importance of 
these characteristics of Dario's poetry to other writers of the period. 
As Grass and Risley acknowledge in their introduction to Waiting 
for Pegasus: Studies of the Presence of Symbolism and Decadence 
in Hispanic Letters, the artistic phenomenon to which Modernism 
belongs is both international and long-lived—continuing at least un
til the rise of the avant-garde.3 Moreover, increased attention has been 
focused on the influence of the esoteric tradition that was adopted by 
Romantic and Symbolist writers of the nineteenth century. One of 
the first to observe the unorthodox vein running through Modernism 
was Ricardo Gullon, who noted the presence of Pythagorean thought 
in the poetry of Herrera y Reissig, the appearance of the doctrine of 
transmigration of souls in the writings of Lugones, and the interest 
demonstrated by Valle-Inclan in hermeticism and numerology.4 Jen

sen's study of Las fuerzas extrahas by Lugones and the works on 
Valle-Inclan by Maier, Sperrati-Pinero, and Risco—to mention just a 
few—support Gullon's earlier findings.5 Similar conclusions have 
been reached with regard to Amado Nervo and Jose Marti.6 

As Schulman points out in "Modernismo, revolution y pita-
gorismo en Marti," an undercurrent of Pythagorean thought runs 
throughout Marti's political writings and poetry. In an earlier article, 
"Genesis del azul modernista," Schulman clearly shows how Marti 
anticipates many of the aesthetic issues later taken up and devel
oped by Dario.7 This dual political/artistic nature of Marti's Pythag-
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oreanism appears in "Canto religioso" from Versos libres (1882). In 

this poem Marti describes a pantheistic fusion of God, nature, and 

humanity that reaches its spiritual climax within the poet. The reli

gious vocabulary underscores the sacred nature of the poet's task to 

spread the word of universal beauty and human perfectibility. 

Y sigo a mi labor, como creyente 

a quien unge en la sien el sacerdote 

de rostro liso y vestiduras blancas. 

Practico: en el divino altar comulgo 

de la naturaleza: es mi hostia el alma humana.8 

Later, in "jVivir en si, que espanto!" from Flores del destierro (1882-

1891), Marti finds in this faith in the unity of life the strength to 

overcome the despair of isolation. He takes consolation in the sim

ple soul of creation that rhythmically flows throughout all the ele
ments of nature. 

Del aire viene al arbol alto el jugo: 
de la vast a, jovial naturaleza 

al cuerpo viene el agil movimiento 
y al alma la anhelada fortaleza. 

jCambio es la vida! Vierten los humanos 
de si el fecundo amor: y luego vierte 
la vida universal entre sus manos 

modo y poder de dominar la Muerte. 9 

As in Dario's poetry, the rhythm of the universe becomes a primary 

factor in the poet's world view. In Verso 17 of Versos sencillos (1891), 
it is their rhythmic nature that unites woman with poetry and that 
allows both to represent the essence of creation. 

jArpa soy, salterio soy 

donde vibra el Universo: 

vengo del sol, y al sol voy: 

soy el amor: soy el verso!10 

In Nervo's case, the recourse to unorthodox beliefs is motivated 

by a search for alternatives to the positivistic rationalism against 
which he struggled all his life. He rejects the compartmentalized vi

sion of life achieved through established patterns of perception in 

favor of a poetic knowledge of the harmonious unity of existence. 
"El extasis poetico," writes Nervo, "semejante a todos los extasis, no 
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es mas que el acceso a una dimension nueva y la consiguiente de-
leitosa y admirable sensation de que se han quebrantado los limites 

que encierran nuestras percepciones del universo como rejas invisi

bles." n Nervo's attempts to break the shackles of rationalism would 
eventually lead him—like Antonio Machado—to Bergsonian intui-

tionism, but, as is clear from the early poem "Implacable" (1895), he 
first explores other nontraditional belief systems. After his rejection 
of the doctrine of transmigration of souls (in section 2), he com
ments ironically on the intricacies of his search. 

Ill 

(Nota bene: El poeta continua 
su proceso de todos los sistemas, 

de todas las obscuras teogonias, 
de todas las maranas esotericas; 

de todos los programas positivos 
que derrumban altares y desdenan 

la hipotesis de Dios, de todo el triste 
delirar de las razas, anestesia 

con que aduermen las razas su amargura 

de cruzar como sombras por la tierra, 
y el romance concluye de la suerte 
que vera en breve termino quien lea.)12 

A tentative response to his despair is expressed later in the same 

poem and is simultaneously syncretic and relativistic—maintaining 
a skeptical perspective throughout.13 

A poetic solution—not unlike the solutions offered by Dario 

during the same period—is suggested by Nervo in the group of 
poems written in 1901 entitled La hermana agua.14 In the prose in
troduction, "A quien va a leer," Nervo explains how he has found 
answers in the sonorous simplicity of flowing water. 

Un hilo de agua que cae de una Have imperfecta, un hilo de 
agua, manso y diafano, que gorjea toda la noche y todas las 
noches cerca de mi alcoba; que canta a mi soledad y en ella m e 
acompana; un hilo de agua: jque cosa tan sencilla! Y, sin em

bargo, esas gotas incesantes y sonoras me han ensenado mas 

que los libros. 
El alma del Agua me ha hablado en la sombra—el alma 

santa del Agua—, y yo la he oido con recogimiento y con amor. 

Lo que m e ha dicho esta escrito en paginas que pueden com-
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pendiarse asi: ser docil, ser cristalina: esta es la ley de los pro-

fetas; y tales paginas han formado un poema. 

In "El agua multiforme," of the same group, the poet suggests that 

he be like the water, that is, that he respond in perfect harmony to 

his surroundings and that he "Pythagorize" his being. The reference 

to a universe of pristine simplicity, the identification of an aquatic 

soul, and the cheerful surrender to divine purpose reflect the poet's 

faith in the possibility of following the command "se como el agua." 

He expresses an optimistic view of his ability to rediscover and fol

low in his life and verse the harmonious order of creation. 

The search for the hidden order of creation and the longing for 

belonging and integration remain the foundation of Modernist poet

ics from beginning to end. In 1907 one of the youngest Modernists, 

Herrera y Reissig, wrote "Panteo," a poem that expresses, through 

the figure of Job, his anguished desire to find in the universe a re

sponsive force that converts his insensitive surroundings into a sym

pathetic companion. In "Panteo" Herrera rejects scientific knowl

edge in favor of feelings and intuitions and thus, simultaneously, 

reaffirms the Modernist emphasis on the symbolic, noncognitive 

comprehension of existence (ellipses in original): 

Sobre el cesped mullido que prodiga su alfombra, 

Job, el Mago de acento bronco y de ciencia grave, 
vincula a las eternas maravillas su clave, 

interroga a los astros y en voz alta los nombra . . . 

El discurre sus signos . . El exulta y se asombra 
al sentir en la frente como el beso de un ave, 

pues los astros le inspiran con su aliento siiave 
y en perplejas quietudes se hipnotiza de sombra. 

Todo lo insufla. Todo lo desvanece: el hondo 

silencio azul, el bosque, la Inmensidad sin fondo . . . 

Transustanciado el siente como que no es el mismo, 

y se abraza a la tierra con arrobo profundo 

Cuando un grito, de pronto, estremece el abismo: 

,y es que Job ha escuchado el latido del mundo!15 

In other poems, Herrera's references are less traditional. The ap

pearance of the Kabbala, Islam, Brahmanism, Zoroaster, Nirvana, 

and so forth, underscores the dual nature of Modernist syncretism. 

Not only does it suggest an alternative to the positivistic emphasis 
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on quantifiable truths; it reasserts the poet's freedom to attempt to 
go beyond the limits of established symbolic codes. 

This recognition of the need to explore the "occult" aspects of 
language and reality continues into the "Postmodernist" period. For 
example, Gonzalez Martinez's classic Postmodernist sonnet, "Tuer-

cele el cuello al cisne . . . " (1911), reflects these dominant concerns 
(ellipsis in original): 

Tuercele el cuello al cisne de enganoso plumaje 
que da su nota blanca al azul de la fuente; 

el pasea su gratia nomas, pero no siente 
el alma de las cosas ni la voz del paisaje. 

Huye de toda forma y de todo lenguaje 
que no vayan acordes con el ritmo latente 

de la vida profunda . . . y adora intensamente 
la vida, y que la vida comprenda tu homenaje. 

Mira al sapiente buho como tiende las alas 

desde el Olimpo, deja el regazo de Palas 
y pasa en aquel arbol el vuelo taciturno . . 

El no tiene la gratia del cisne, mas su inquieta 
pupila, que se clava en la sombra, interpreta 
el misterioso libro del silencio nocturno.16 

Gonzalez Martinez is not criticizing Dario's Modernist swan, whose 
natural grace is the embodiment of the rhythm of the universe. 
Rather he is reacting against the superficial imitations of Modernist 
verse which substituted "deceitful plumage" for contact with "the 
soul of things" and "the voice of the landscape." The Postmodernist 
rejection of those forms that became hollow echoes of Modernist 
versification and, therefore, obstacles encumbering the vision of 

harmony can only be fully understood as a continuation of the Mod
ernist desire to create a living language that captures the rhythm of 
existence. Gonzalez Martinez's careful selection of a new emblem 
highlights this continuity with Modernism. As the Mexican poet ac
knowledges, the owl does not have the grace of the swan, but its vi

sion can penetrate the dark. The obvious attention to formal beauty 
is thus replaced by an emphasis on clarity of perception. The under
lying faith reflected in this change is that if the order of the universe 
is perceived, beauty will follow or, in other words, that the universe 
is perfectly consonant with poetic values. 

These views which have their roots in the dual Romantic/eso-
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teric tradition that came to Spanish America from Europe and which 

have been underscored as the fundamentals of Modernist poetics ap

pear most elaborately and coherently developed in Spanish literature 

in the writings of Valle-Inclan, particularly in La ldmpara maravi-

Uosa, which was published five years after "Tuercele el cuello al 

cisne," in 1916. In this aesthetic treatise, Valle-Inclan expresses 

views on language and the cosmos that set him apart from his Span

ish companions. He is less preoccupied with particularistic issues 

and nationalistic solutions than with the universal concerns and 
nontraditional answers already established as crucial to Modernism. 

In La ldmpara maravillosa he outlines his hopes for integration and 

harmony and for the achievement of a pristine vision of the uni
verse. His ideas and language reflect the influence of Pythagorean

ism, Neoplatonism, Kabbalism, and Eastern religions. 

The basis of Valle-Inclan's aesthetics, what he calls "quietismo 
estetico," is the recognition that beauty is a means to salvation 
through which the poet achieves a timeless fusion with the great 
soul of the world by reaching beyond words. 

. . . aprendi que los caminos de la belleza son misticos 

caminos por donde nos alejamos de nuestros fines agoistas [51c] 
para transmigrar en el Alma del Mundo. Esta emotion no 
puede ser cifrada en palabras. Cuando nos asomamos mas alia 
de los sentidos, experimentamos la angustia de ser mudos. Las 
palabras son engendradas por nuestra vida de todas las horas, 
donde las imagenes cambian como las estrellas en las largas 

rutas del mar, y nos parece que un estado del alma, exento de 

mudanza, finaria en el acto de ser. Y, sin embargo, esta es la 
ilusion fundamental del extasis, momento unico en que las 
horas no fluyen y el antes y el despues se juntan como las 
manos para rezar. Beatitud y quietud, donde el goce y el dolor 
se hermanan, porque todas las cosas al definir su belleza se 
despojan de la idea del Tiempo.17 

The poet/seer is aware of the harmony of existence present in mi-
crocosmic perfection in all the elements of creation, even in the ap
parently insignificant grain of wheat. He also has the unusual ability 

to share this knowledge with the rest of humanity. Valle-Inclan 
states: "El conocimiento de un grano de trigo, con todas sus evoca-
ciones, nos daria el conocimiento pleno del Universo. . Alii donde 

los demas hombres solo hallan diferenciaciones, los poetas descu-
bren enlaces luminosos de una armonia oculta. El poeta reduce el 

numero de las alusiones sin transcendencia a una divina alusion car-
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gada de significados. Abeja cargada de miel!"18 Valle-Inclan's faith in 
the poet is thus twofold: not only can he read the gestures of the in
visible world, but he can also break the restrictive bonds of language 
by relying on the evocative music of poetry. He therefore synthesizes 
the revolutionary aspect of Modernist poetics by proposing, "Haga-
mos de toda nuestra vida a modo de una estrofa, donde el ritmo inte

rior despierta las sensaciones indefinibles aniquilando el significado 
ideologico de las palabras."19 For him, as for Dario before him, music 
is the ideal model for capturing "el numero" and "la pautas de las 

verdades demostradas."20 At the heart of Valle-Inclan's treatise is the 
belief that the poet must aspire to create a new language through 

which an original vision of the world can be achieved. The initiate 
does not accept previous images of the world, but finds new modes 
of expression, thereby producing an edenic view of existence in 
which the unity of creation is expressed in the sexual fusion of form 
and essence.21 

Though Valle-Inclan is well established as the most "Modern
ist" member of the Generation of '98, the common ground shared by 
writers on both sides of the Atlantic is too extensive to be obscured 
by generalizations about the different nature of the two groups.22 A 
close reading of the poetry of Antonio Machado, for example, reveals 
links with Modernist verse which confirm the pervasive impact of 
Modernist solutions. Correa, in a recent article, shows the lasting 
influence of Dario's Pythagoreanism upon Machado's poetics and 
demonstrates that music functions as a central metaphor in the 
Spaniard's poetry.23 Like Dario before him, Machado holds that the 
poet must be receptive to the rhythm of life and to the profound 
truths of the universe thereby communicated. Both poets sought in 
the music of poetry answers not found in the dry positivism of the 
nineteenth century. As Cano Ballesta points out, Machado assigns to 
lyric poetry the mission of capturing existence and time in its per
petual flow; the poet does so under the influence of Bergsonian in-
tuitionism, which proposed an alternative to the mechanistic and 
static materialism of the day.24 

Machado found in Bergson's teachings a philosophy based on in
tuition, that is, on the "immediate consciousness" or direct aware
ness of reality. The object of such intuition is movement, becoming, 
and duration, or, in other words, that aspect of existence that is de
stroyed or distorted by reductive analysis. The human experience of 
one's own duration is an intuition of the creative activity of the cos
mic vital impulse. This Bergsonian concept of elan vital is central to 
Machado's poetic vision and recalls the ancient belief in the soul of 
the world, which resurfaces throughout Modernist poetry as the cos-
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mic pulse to which poets must attune their art. As a result, though 

Machado claims to have set a different path for himself from that of 

Dario, he echoes Dario's concern that the poet write in responsive 

accord with the profound order of the universe. Machado admits: 

Yo tambien admiraba al autor de Prosas profanas, el maestro 

incomparable de la forma y de la sensation, que mas tarde nos 

revelo la hondura de su alma en Cantos de vida y esperanza. 
Pero yo pretendi—y reparad en que no m e jacto de exitos, sino 

de propositos—seguir camino bien distinto. Pensaba yo que el 

elemento poetico no era la palabra por su valor fonico, ni el 

color, ni la linea, ni un complejo de sensaciones, sino una 

honda palpitation del espiritu; lo que pone el alma, si es que 

algo pone, o lo que dice, si es que algo dice, con voz propia, en 

respuesta animada al contacto del mundo.25 

The Modernist search for a new language with which to achieve 

communion with nature is evident once again a few years later in 

the poetry of the Generation of '27. Recourse to surrealistic imagery 
and structural innovation reflects a recognition of the inadequacy of 
existing patterns of expression. Furthermore, the optimism of the 

earlier works of the Generation of '27 may be traced to a Romantic 
faith in a decipherable, orderly universe, whose secrets can be un
locked in and through poetry. By picking up this aspect of Modern
ism but not adopting overtly occultist thought, the Generation of 
'27 reaffirms the conservative, traditional nature of Spanish poetry. 
This conservatism emerged, at least in part, as a response to the radi
cal nature of vanguardista or ultraista poetry that reached its great
est popularity in Spain between 1918 and 1921.26 The struggle to 
arrive at integration with the universe is strikingly evident, for ex
ample, in the poetry of Vicente Aleixandre prior to Historia del 
corazon—in Ambito, Pasion de la tierra, Espadas como labios, La 
destruccion o el amor, Mundo a solas, Sombra del paraiso, and Na-
cimiento ultimo. 

Modernism, therefore, comes to an end not with Postmodern
ism or the Generation of '27 but with the Vanguardia, in which the 

search for harmony and unity is converted into an investigation of 
its loss. This assertion of a sense of loss took the form of protests 

against previous literary traditions, self-conscious emphasis on the 
playful, superficial aspects of art, and deliberate attempts to ridicule 
bourgeois sensibilities as vacuous and stultifying. Thus, when the 

Modernist legacy of Pythagorean numerology appears in vanguar
dista poetry—such as Trilce by Cesar Vallejo—the allusions evoke 
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not a harmonious, ordered, and orderly universe, but rather a world in 
chaos, abandoned by God.27 And later, as the anger and indignation of 
the early Vanguardia subsided, authors continued to find in occultist 
systems of belief alternative modes of conceiving the role of the indi
vidual, language, and the order (or disorder) of the universe. This re
course to occultism is important in the writing of Cortazar, Carpen-

tier, and Borges, to name just a few of the most prominent authors. 
This recourse also underscores the centrality to Modernism of an as
pect of contemporary literature that is often overlooked in the earlier 
movement, namely, a sense of rupture. 

The Modernist attempt to break the dominance of logic and 
conceptual coherence anticipates the distrust of language that is key 
to twentieth-century art. As Modernism progressed, the poetic sign 
became increasingly more hermetic, illogical, anomalous, and re
moved from natural discourse, and the Modernist poets began to ex
ceed the limits of everyday perception in the hope of reestablishing 
semantic efficiency.28 Carlos Fuentes in the concluding section of his 
La nueva novela hispanoamericana emphasizes this aspect of the 
Spanish American reaction against positivism as crucial to the de
velopment of the new novel. The positivistic tradition "concede a la 
palabra una funcion amable colindante con la bufoneria: el escritor 

puede divertir, incluso advertir . pero no puede, llanamente y sin 
prefijos, verter. Pero solo la palabra vertida puede descolorar eso que 
pasa por 'realidad' para mostrarnos lo real: lo que la 'realidad' con-
sagrada oculta: la totalidad escondida o mutilada por la logica con
ventional (por decir: de conveniencia)."29 But this common point of 
departure leads in two different directions. Yurkievich, in his per
ceptive analysis of the dual nature of the absurd, outlines the two 
paths taken by Spanish American authors. The "positive absurd" lib
erates poets from empirical causality and allows them by means 
of unshackled imagination to invent unknown worlds (Huidobro's 
"Creationism") or to return, through myth, to their origin and pri
mordial source. The "negative absurd" alienates reason and reveals 
the insignificance of existence and the insurmountable otherness of 
things [Trilce, Residence on Earth, Altazor).30 For the Modernist— 
especially Dario—what is imagined to remain imprisoned behind 
the bondage of habitual categories coincides with ancient images of 
peace and tranquillity. For the contemporary writer the underlying 
reality most often does not correspond to any single set of pre-
established views; on the contrary, the fundamental truth about life 
and literature is often conceived of as the inversion of traditional im
ages. The resulting emergence of the unexpected is particularly 
striking in novels and short stories by Julio Cortazar.31 
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In chapter 99 of Hopscotch, Cortazar summarizes his point of 

view in the discussion among Horatio, Etienne, Gregorovius, Pe-

rico, and Babs regarding the inadequacy of language and the need to 

break through its limitations. Horatio comments upon Morelli's 

theories: 

The only thing clear in everything that the old man [Morelli] 

has written is that we still utilize language in its current key, 

with its current finalities, we shall die without ever knowing 

the real name of the day. It's almost stupid to repeat that life is 

sold to us, as Malcolm Lowry said, that it's given to us pre

fabricated. Morelli is also a little stupid when he insists on 

that, but Etienne has hit the nail on the head: the old man 

shows himself by the way he does it and he shows us the way 
out. What good is a writer if he can't destroy literature? 

Horatio continues his attack on literature in response to Babs' query 

about the implications of this approach. Horatio rejects as insuffi

cient the previous view of language that formed the foundation of 
Romantic, Symbolist, and Modernist poetics. "Until about twenty 

years ago there was the great answer: Poetry, silly, Poetry. They 

would gag you with the great word. Poetical vision of the world, con

quest of a poetical reality. But then after the last war, you must have 

noticed that it was all over."32 

The rejection of language, therefore, is not simply rejection of 

the dry intellectualization of positivism and its limited perspective; 

the attack is against all fixed views of reality. Later in the same 
discussion, Horatio makes clear that his criticism is wide-ranging. 
"The idea is that reality, whether you accept the version of the Holy 

See, or of Rene Char, or of Oppenheimer, is always a conventional 
reality, incomplete and divided."33 In agreement with this assess

ment, Etienne comments: ". . that true reality, I repeat, is not 
something that is going to happen, a goal, the last step, the end of an 

evolution. No, it's something that's already here, in us. You can feel 

it, all you need is the courage to stick your hand into the darkness."34 
The problem that Etienne's comment highlights and that Cortazar 

examines throughout Hopscotch is that people often do not have the 

courage to stick a hand into the darkness. Cortazar exposes the pos

sibility not only that modern individuals are incapable of penetrat

ing reality but that they intentionally avoid contact with reality 
by escaping into habit and routine—the most obvious of which is 
linguistic.35 

The modern individual's reluctance to stick a hand into the 
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darkness is based on fear that the reality that exists behind appear
ances and established patterns may be so alien as to seem horrible 
and terrifying.36 The possibility suggested by the end of the narrative 

that Horatio's only way of reaching heaven is by falling on his head 

into the hopscotch reinforces this fearsome vision of "the other 
side." Also, the possibility suggested by Etienne and agreed to by 

Horatio that "Right in the middle of the center itself there's proba

bly a perfect emptiness" offers little consolation.37 Even Horatio, 

who sees himself as a searcher, recognizes his own ambivalence 
when it comes to immersing himself in the metaphysical rivers of 

existence.38 This hesitancy to go "beyond" is especially evident to 

him when he compares himself to La Maga: " but once again I 
imposed the false order that hides chaos, pretending that I was dedi

cated to a profound existence while all the time it was one that 
barely dipped its toe into the terrible waters. There are metaphysical 

rivers, she swims in them like that swallow swimming in the air, 
spinning madly around a belfry, letting herself drop so that she can 

rise up all the better with the swoop. I describe and define and desire 
those rivers, but she swims in them."39 

In Hopscotch, as in Modernist verse, the problem of language is 

thus linked with the positing of an occult reality. And, as in Modern
ist verse, Hopscotch brings together many forms of the human quest 
for the beyond: Zen Buddhism, Kabbalism, Chinese philosophy, 

Zoroastrianism, Orphism, Theosophy jazz, art, and so forth. In his 

recent article, Gareth Davies focuses on the influence of the The-
osophic basis of abstract art as formulated by Mondrian.40 In this re
course to occultism in order to discuss the issues of language and 
reality, Cortazar demonstrates a hidden affinity with Modernism. At 

no point is this link clearer than in chapter 36, with two references 
to Gonzalez Martinez's sonnet "Tuercele el cuello al cisne." While 
the violent, iconoclastic command that entitles the poem highlights 
Cortazar's assertion of rupture and transgression, the rest of the 
poem functions in the novel as a self-reflective and silent commen
tary on Horacio's search.41 

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the swan whose neck is to 
be wrung is of "enganoso plumaje." The bird's offense is deceit or, 

more specifically, the willingness to use the superficial, attractive 

niceties of life to hide the deeper and perhaps darker realities of exis
tence. Its neck is to be wrung not simply because it represents estab
lished patterns of behavior and expression but because "no siente el 

alma de las cosas ni la voz del paisaje." Though it masquerades as 
the Modernist swan, it is not. It is a false, facile copy that fails to 
embody the order of the universe. Similarly, Horatio—at least the 
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Horatio of "From the Other Side"—claims to want to come into 

touch with life, but, more often than not, he fails to emerge from 

behind established behavioral and linguistic patterns.42 His attempts 

to break these molds are often violent affronts to middle-class sen

sibilities—such as his behavior with the clocharde of chapter 36, 

the chapter in which the sonnet is cited. These attempts are Hora

tio's wringing of the swan's neck, but the poem's relevance to Hop

scotch does not stop with the title. 

The advice of the second quatrain is particularly poignant for 

Horatio at the point in the novel when he evokes the sonnet, for 

Horatio has blocked—willfully or unwittingly—with ideas, books, 

and assumed roles any direct perception of life. Despite his erudi

tion, he is not the poet /seer that La Maga is, and she tells him so in 

chapter 3. "'You believe in the principle [that thought must precede 

action],' said La Maga. 'How complicated. You're like a witness. . . 

You think that you're in this room, but you're not. You're looking at 
the room, you're not in the room.'"43 Even later, in Argentina, Trav

eler criticizes Horatio for his way of searching. He tells Horatio, 

"You're looking for that thing called harmony, but you're looking for 
it precisely in the place where you just said it didn't exist. . . ,"44 In 

contrast, it is La Maga who follows the sonnet's command "to adore 
life intensely" and who, as proposed in the second quatrain, senses 

that life understands her idiosyncratic praise. She is the one who, in 

Horatio's words, reaches the great timeless plateaus that the others 
were all seeking through dialectics.45 

But the sonnet does not simply underscore Horatio's failings. 
The point suggested by the final six lines appears to be that, like the 

owl, Horatio aspires to leave Minerva's lap and "interpret the myste
rious book of the nocturnal silence." The owl's greatest strength is 
not its intellect but its vision. Having left the easy comfort of Pala's 

protection, Horatio penetrates the dark side of humanity and the 

mysteries of existence. The final tercet highlights his rejection of 
traditional paths toward perception. He opts instead to follow the 

example set by La Maga, whose time is the night.46 His moments of 

greatest perception occur during his nocturnal descents into the 

netherworld of the clochards or into the hellish morgue of the in
sane asylum.47 

The descent into the basement of the insane asylum represents 
an entry into the infrastructure of sanity which confines and orders 

the fluid and unrestrained movement of the darker side of existence. 
It also represents a descent into that side of life that is simulta

neously magic and terror—precisely that side of life personified by 
Johnny Carter in "El perseguidor." In Hopscotch, Cortazar first em-
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phasizes the magic. "In some way they had got into another thing, 
into that something where one could be dressed in gray and be dressed 

in pink, where one could have died of drowning in a river . . . and 
appear in a Buenos Aires night to reproduce on the hopscotch the 
very image of what they had just attained, the last square, the center 

of the mandala, the dizzy Ygdrasil through which one came out onto 
an open beach, an extension without limit, the world beneath the 

eyelids that the eyes turned inward recognized and obeyed."48 Yet 

once the underside of reality is glimpsed, routine crumbles and es
tablished molds are shattered. Chapter 56 documents the uneasy 

tension between magic and terror and highlights —as does Robert 
Michel's fate in "Las babas del diablo"—the essential impotence of 
human beings in the face of these unleashed forces. Cortazar appears 

to suggest that the dissolution of habitual structures exposes a world 
in which people, as known in Western culture, cannot survive. Only 

in cases of false success and incomplete penetration of reality—as 
with Bruno in "El perseguidor"—is one able to continue. 

A different perspective on the same issues is provided by Alejo 
Carpentier in his 1962 novel, Explosion in a Cathedral. Like Hop
scotch, Explosion in a Cathedral contains many references to oc
cultism, but with its initial epigraph from The Zohar, Carpentier ap

pears to emphasize Kabbalism as the principal esoteric system to 
which the novel alludes. Basing his analysis of Explosion in a Cathe
dral on the centrality of the Kabbalistic conception of the cosmos, 
Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria, in his groundbreaking study of Car-
pentier's novels, concludes that Carpentier abandons the conceit of 
writing as the result of the communion between nature and the self 
and turns instead to a view of the writer as a transmitter of the ema
nations from a plenum of nothingness. "If Carpentier's fiction in the 
forties sought its foundation in a theological, transcendental source 
from which it received order, his new writing will have a much more 
dialectical conception of the source. In Explosion in a Cathe
dral, for the first time, there is a clear separation between worldly 
and divine realms. The presence of the Kabbala points precisely at 
the secondary status of writing and of the world."49 It does so be
cause it holds that the cosmos emanates from its creator but that the 
source of that emanation is a void. There develops, as a result, in 
Carpentier's later novels—beginning with Explosion in a Cathedral 

— a move toward a writing that focuses on the fissure between 
thought and language and that underlines the hollow materiality of 

signs.50 
This aspect of the novel comes to the fore in those sections in 

which the contemplation of nature does not produce a glimpse of its 
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source but rather elicits a commentary on its derivative signs. In 
chapter 22, for example, Esteban's enthusiastic response to the 

"Tree" only allows him to discover in it the basis of later symbols. 

"The great symbols of the Tau, the Cross of Saint Andrew, the Bra

zen Serpent, the Anchor and the Ladder, were implicit in every tree, 

the Created anticipated the Constructed, providing patterns for the 

future Builder of Arks."51 Only future echoes of the Tree are per

ceived. In other words, nature does not refer back to the occult real

ity from which it emanates but rather projects forward to human 

constructs/2 The proliferation of signs emphasizes the development 

of multiplicity and not, as in the syncretism of Modernism, a root

ing in a hidden unity. Thus, while appealing to occultism, Carpen

tier concludes—in opposition to the earlier optimism of the Ro

mantics, Symbolists, and Modernists—that modern individuals are 
unable to "read" the symbols of nature. This view of the natural 

world is juxtaposed with that of the fate of revolutionary symbols. 

Immediately after his experience with the Tree, Esteban comments, 
"New-born children were now being called Cincinnatus, Leonidas, 
or Lycurgus, and were being taught to recite a Revolutionary Cate
chism which no longer corresponded with reality—just as at the re
cently formed Jacobin Club they continued to talk about the Incor
ruptible as if he were still alive."53 As in nature, the language of the 
revolution does not refer back to its origins but rather projects for

ward into a future in which it may or may not coincide with its orig
inal intent.54 

Like Carpentier, Jorge Luis Borges is influenced by the Kabbalis-
tic conception of the role of language in the creation of the uni

verse.55 And, as in Carpentier's Explosion in a Cathedral, the ob-
fuscation of origins and the consequent emphasis on the hollow 
materiality of signs are central to Borges's short stories. In a coinci
dence of phrases that highlights the similarity of their perspectives, 
Carpentier and Borges allude to the human frailties that undermine 
the continuity of symbolic action. At the beginning of chapter 4 of 
Explosion in a Cathedral, in subchapter 29, Esteban observes a 
Frenchman's manifestation of religiosity. "He slowly crossed him

self, with a movement that was so unusual in these times that Es
teban found it the height of originality"56 In the epigraph to "The 
Immortal," the first story of El Aleph, Borges quotes Francis Bacon, 
"Salomon saith, There is no new thing upon the earth. So that as 

Plato had an imagination, that all knowledge was but remem
brance-, so Salomon giveth his sentence, that all novelty is but 

oblivion."57 Though the passage from Explosion in a Cathedral does 
not immediately reveal the breadth of the second quote, both au-
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thors are alluding to the hollow repercussions of signs. Because of 
their inability to remember or perceive symbolic links with crea
tion, human beings are cut off from original signification and are 
forced to make empty gestures that either blindly parallel or parody 
all that precedes them. These alternatives are summarized by Borges 
in the fourth section of "The Immortal": 

Death (or its allusion) makes men precious and pathetic. They 
are moving because of their phantom condition; every act they 
execute may be their last; there is not a face that is not on the 
verge of dissolving like a face in a dream. Everything among 

the mortals has the value of the irretrievable and the perilous. 
Among the Immortals, on the other hand, every act (and every 
thought) is the echo of others that preceded it in the past, with 
no visible beginning, or the faithful presage of others that in 

the future will repeat it to a vertiginous degree. There is 
nothing that is not as if lost in a maze of indefatigable 

Signs, whether in nature or in language, hide the profound reality of 
existence and human beings—the species—are left to construct sym
bolic labyrinths which never lead back to the source of meaning. 

Jaime Alazraki, in a perceptive comment alluding to Borges's re
course to religious doctrine, underscores the author's lack of faith in 
human intelligence to go beyond one's own creations: 

Al bajarlas del pedestal divino y convertirlas [las doctrinas re-
ligiosas] en literatura fantastica, Borges sublima su escep-
ticismo esencial en arte. En este punto descansa gran parte de 
su originalidad: al hacer literatura con las doctrinas de la 
teologia y las especulaciones de la filosofia, ha mostrado que 
su valor reside no en ser la revelation de la voluntad divina o el 
diseno del esquema universal—tareas que, para Borges, exce-
den el poder de la inteligencia humana—, sino en ser invencio-
nes o creaciones de la inquieta imagination de los hombres.59 

As indicated in this statement, throughout Borges's stories individu
als are locked within their humanity unable or unwilling to step 
"beyond." In "El Aleph" the first interference is linguistic. The nar
rator cannot hope to capture with language, which is successive and, 
therefore, partial, what he saw, which was simultaneous and in
finite.60 But in the long run, the narrator rejects his divine vision, 
preferring instead his human forgetfulness.61 At the end of the story, 
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he expresses doubts about what he convincingly described earlier. 

By questioning the existence of the Aleph, which he specifically 

points out represents the En Soph or unlimited and pure divinity, 

and by comparing his recollection of the Aleph to the eroded vision 

of Beatriz, the narrator (Borges) ironically underscores both the gen

erative power of language—its power to create a credible world—and 
its power of falsification. Linguistic creations—like the develop

ment of the story itself—inevitably replace previous conceptions, 

removing one further from the source. 

Moreover, attempts to penetrate into the "beyond/' as in "El 

Aleph" or in Cortazar's Hopscotch, offer a fearsome vision. In "The 

God's Script," the ascension to divinity would lead to the annihila

tion of the protagonist. In this regard Sosnowski indicates, "Borges 
parece sugerir que la coexistencia de lo divino y lo humano es im-

posible, que el hombre debera optar por una solution, que aun el in-

fierno humano es preferible a un poder que no le pertenece."62 
This view of what remains hidden behind routine and habitual 

patterns is antithetical to that held by Dario and other Modernists, 
who maintained that poetry—specifically the musical nature of po
etry—could reveal the order and beauty of the universe that had 

been shrouded by cognitive constructs. The dual Romantic/esoteric 
tradition offered a basis for believing in the decipherability of the 

universe, in other words, that the universe consists of symbols that 
ultimately lead back to the source. These symbols must simply be 

discovered and "translated" into human language. The consequent 

Romantic, Symbolist, and Modernist aspirations to liberate signs 
from rigid cognition by freely choosing the "right" word or symbol 
from any of a number of symbolic systems exposed the inherent in
dependence of signs. It thus became possible to conceive of signs as 
totally removed from original signification. This transition from the 
struggle to free language from its positivistic limitations to the ac

ceptance of its labyrinthian nature is captured by Borges in his essay 
"The Mirror of Enigmas."63 After beginning with the Kabbalistic be
lief that the sacred scriptures have a symbolic value and with Leon 

Bloy's interest in the implications of this assumption, Borges leads 
the reader away from the supposed interpretability of the universe. 
He proceeds from a quotation by de Quincy that echoes Modernist 
tenets. " 'Even the articulate or brutal sounds of the globe must be all 

so many languages and ciphers that somewhere have their corre
sponding keys—have their own grammar and syntax; and thus the 

least things in the universe must be secret mirrors to the greatest.'"64 

Borges concludes with the profound unknowability of existence. 
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While Dario's faith may appear naive in comparison with Bor
ges's skepticism, his poetic struggle was not. It brought Hispanic po
etry into the mainstream of modern literature and opened the way 
for all that came after. 
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erary movement el modernismo, which began in Spanish America to
ward the end of the nineteenth century and should not be confused with 
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their article "The N a m e and Nature of Modernism," Malcolm Bradbury 
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an insightful study of the development of the concept of modernity and 
its relationship to the various Modernist movements, see Matei Cali-
nescu, Faces of Modernity: Avant-Garde, Decadence, Kitsch. 
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1918, as quoted in Ned J. Davison, The Concept of Modernism in His
panic Criticism, p. 1. 

5. Pedro Salinas, "El problema del modernismo en Espana, o un conflicto 
entre dos espiritus," Literatura espanola siglo XX, pp. 13-25; Juan Ra
m o n Jimenez, El modernismo: Notas de un curso, ed., Ricardo Gullon 
and Eugenio Fernandez Mendez. 

6. Donald L. Shaw, "Modernismo: A Contribution to the Debate," Bul
letin of Hispanic Studies, 46 (1967), 196. 

7. Shaw, "Modernismo," p. 201. 
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8. Donald L. Shaw, "Toward the Understanding of Spanish Romanticism," 
Modern Language Review, 58 (1963), 192. 

9. Angel del Rio, "Present Trends in the Conception and Criticism of 
Spanish Romanticism," Romantic Review, 39 (1948), 239. 

ro. For later implications of Spanish conservatism, see John W. Kronik, 
"The Introduction of Symbolism in Spain: A Call to Arms," in Wait
ing for Pegasus: Studies in the Presence of Symbolism and Deca
dence in Hispanic Letters, ed. Roland Grass and William R. Risley, pp. 
31-38. 

11. E. A. Peers, Historia del movimiento romantico espahol. 
12. See Angel Rama, Ruben Dario y el modernismo, p. 26. 
13. Gullon, "Pitagorismo y modernismo," p. 54. 
14. Ruben Dario, "El pueblo del Polo," Letras, Obras completas, I, 545. 
15. Octavio Paz, Children of the Mire: Modern Poetry from Romanticism 

to the Avant-Garde, trans. Rachel Phillips, p. vi. 
In simplest terms, the notion of analogy holds that correspondences 

exist between the material world and spiritual realities. Language is the 
key that unlocks these hidden relationships. The primary importance of 
analogy to Romanticism has long been recognized. For example, Morse 
Peckham reconciles the opinions of Wellek and Love joy regarding the 
fundamental characteristics of Romanticism by demonstrating their 
origin in dynamic organicism ("Toward a Theory of Romanticism," 

PMLA, 66 [1951], 5-23). 
16. For the following discussion of the recourse to esoteric and biblical con

ceptions of the world by Romantic authors I a m particularly indebted to 
Meyer Howard Abrams's discussion in "The Circuitous Journey: Pil
grims and Prodigals," in his Natural Supernaturalism: Tradition and 
Revolution in Romantic Literature, pp. 141-195. Like Abrams, Gwen
dolyn Bays, in The Orphic Vision: Seer Poets from Novalis to Rimbaud, 
and Denis Saurat, in Literature and Occult Tradition: Studies in Philo
sophical Poetry, contend that Romantic and Symbolist writings are per
meated with Kabbalistic and Hermetic thought. Bays adds Gnosticism, 
Manicheanism, Pythagoreanism, Mesmerism, and Spiritualism to the 
occult philosophies that influenced English, German, and French liter
ary creation during the nineteenth century. Saurat underscores the pres
ence of fragments of Madame Blavatsky's summary of occultism in the 
writings of the period. He sees her importance in the fact that The Se
cret Doctrine distills from a modern perspective all the data found in 
occult works since the Renaissance as well as a great deal of Indian doc
trine, though the fusion of Oriental and occult doctrine is not unique to 
Madame Blavatsky Bays notes that "the descent into the self so charac
teristic of the whole Romantic movement received at least some of its 
impetus from the large body of Eastern works translated in the late eigh
teenth century." The translation of Oriental manuscripts "stimulated 
interest in, and reevaluation of, a more familiar body of Orientalism, 
the occult doctrines of the Middle East which had existed in Europe 
since the Middle Ages—Gnosticism, Kabbalism, and Neoplatonism 
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These systems were not so unfamiliar to the Western mind and were 
therefore easier to grasp" (pp. 31, 32-33). John Senior, in The Way D o w n 
and Out: The Occult in Symbolist Literature, suggests that, among 
modern occultists, Abbe Alphonse-Louis Constant, better known as 
Eliphas Levi, has the single greatest influence on Symbolism. In his 
various works, Levi attempts a synthesis of the various kinds of occult 
thought in an effort to show that the Kabbala is behind all of them. T w o 
other works popular among the Symbolist poets were also based on the 
Kabbala. They are Stanilas de Guaita's A u seuil de mystere and Papus's 
Traite elementaire de science occulte. See also Theodore W. Jensen's 
recent article, "Modernista Pythagorean Literature: The Symbolist In
spiration," in Waiting for Pegasus, pp. 169-179. 

17. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, pp. 170-171. 
18. Ibid., p. 169. 
19. Wayne Shumaker, The Occult Sciences in the Renaissance-, Francois Se

cret, Le Zohar chez les kabbalistes Chretiens de la renaissance-, Fran
ces A. Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition. 

20. Meyer Howard Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory 
and the Critical Tradition, pp. 216-218; Abrams, Natural Supernatu
ralism, p. 170. 

21. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, pp. 171-172. 
22. Abrams, at the conclusion of The Mirror and the Lamp, underscores 

how Romantic criticism had led to the falling together of poetry and re
ligion, even though the first generation of Romantic critics had kept po
etry separate from religion (p. 335). 

23. Though it is generally acknowledged that Baudelaire formulated this 
view of poetry under the influence of the esoteric tradition, especially 
the writings of Swedenborg, its connection with the expressive theory of 
the earlier Romantics should not be disregarded. As Abrams notes, 
"Some romantic extremists, inspired by the philosophy of Fichte, made 
the work of art out to be, in a fashion even more absolute than the world 
of perception, an expression of unadulterated spirit." In 1813, M m e . de 
Stael, in De VAllemagne, a sentimentalized version of the doctrines that 
she had learned from August Schlegel, writes that to conceive "the true 
grandeur of lyric poetry, one must wander in thought into the ethereal 
regions . and regard the whole universe as a symbol of the emotions 
of the soul ; were it not for the difficulties of language he would, 
like the sybil and the prophets, improvise the sacred hymns of genius" 
(Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp, pp. 90-91). 

24. It should be noted that very early in his career Dario encountered simi
lar ideas about the role of the poet and language in the poetry of Gustavo 
Adolfo Becquer. It was not, however, until after his contact with the 
more sophisticated English and French writers that Dario began to for
mulate what later would be recognized as the foundations of the Mod
ernist movement. 

25. This designation is so c o m m o n that it is impossible to cite all the critics 
who have used it; those whose studies are based on the association of 
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Dario's work with Pythagoreanism are most notably: Gullon in his 
"Pitagorismo y modernismo," Erika Lorenz in her Ruben Dario: "Bajo 
el divino imperio de la musica," trans. Fidel Coloma Gonzalez, and 
Raymond Skyrme in his Ruben Dario and the Pythagorean Tradition. 

26. The mixing of these four philosophies actually has some basis in history. 
Pythagoreanism had a strong impact not only on Neo-Pythagoreanism 
but also on Platonism. Neo-Pythagoreanism, which in turn drew widely 
on Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic beliefs as well as on hermetic litera
ture and the Chaldaic Oracles, prepares the ground for Neoplatonism. 
As Frederick Copleston, S.J., notes, "In the system of Plotinus, then, the 
Orphic-Platonic-Pythagorean strain of 'other-worldliness,' intellectual 
ascent, salvation through assimilation to and knowledge of God, reach 
their most complete and systematic expression" (Part 2 of Greece and 
Rome, Vol. 1 of A History of Philosophy, pp. 190-215). 

27. Arturo Marasso, Ruben Dario y su creacion poetica, pp. 12-13. Schure, 
as both a poet and an occultist, moved freely in the world of letters and 
thus enjoyed a unique opportunity for influencing the Symbolists as 
well. 

28. As Annie Besant (with whose writings Dario was familiar) explained, 
"religions are branches from a common trunk—Divine Wisdom" [Eso
teric Christianity, p. 6). 

29. Schure, in articles published in Revue des Deux Mondes and in Nouvelle 
Revue, wrote: "Today neither the Church, imprisoned in dogma, nor sci
ence, locked up inside matter, any longer knows how to make men 
whole. Science need not change its tradition, but it must understand its 
origins, its spirit and its significance" [The Great Initiates: A Study of 
the Secret History of Religions, trans. Gloria Rasberry introd. Paul M. 
Allen, p. 19). 
Attempts to make occultism widely acceptable by demonstrating the 

overlap between science and religion were extremely common at the 
end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. Many ar
ticles in popular journals reflect the desire to legitimize faith in occult 
phenomena. For example, a series of articles published in Espana Mo-
derna under the heading "Ciencias ocultas" or "Ocultismo" includes 
accounts of rigorous experiments that take place in the homes of in
credulous observers as well as anthropological descriptions of non-
European peoples and their unorthodox beliefs. In "Ocultismo" by Fer
nando Araujo [Espana Moderna, Ano 14, Tomo 157 [1902], 206-207) a 
story published by Professor A. Zuccarelli about a vision he had of his 
uncle is cited at length. In the article the professor gives a scientific ex
planation for the transmission of the image, comparing the vibrating 
waves of clairvoyance with X-rays and wireless telegraphy. In another of 
his articles on occultism entitled "El mas alia" [Espana Moderna, Ano 
14, Tomo 159 [1902], 190-192) Araujo discusses mediums. He writes, 
"Cierto o no, ese y los demas descubrimientos de las habilidades de los 
medios de profesion no disminuyen el valor de los m u y serios experi-
mentos que no pueden hacer dudar ya de la existencia del mas alia a 
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todo espiritu exento de prejuicios." In "El milagro moderno" [Espana 
Moderna, Ano 14, Tomo 160 [1902], 179-182) Araujo comments on the 
"pequenas religiones de Paris." He states that the movements headed by 
Peladan, Guaita, and Blavatsky are now being investigated by scientific 
groups that are truly disinterested and critical. His faith in the scientific 
approach is evident in his belief that these groups will discover ("deso-
cultaran") the occult secrets and that our knowledge of ourselves will 
gain a great deal. In "La ciencia del soplo: Fakires y yoguis" [Espana 
Moderna, Ano 15, T o m o 176 [1903], 179-186) Araujo reports on an arti
cle by Julio Bois published in La Revue in which Bois explains in great 
detail the customs and philosophies of these two groups of Indians. In 
all, there are at least thirty-nine articles published in Espana Moderna 
(most of them by Fernando Araujo and many of them based on articles 
from La Revue) from 1901 to 1910. 

30. Anderson Imbert, La originalidad de R. D., pp. 203-204. 
31. Charles D. Watland, Poet-Errant: A Biography of Ruben Dario, p. 44. 
32. Ruben Dario, Autobiografia, Obras completas, I, 36. 
33. Anderson Imbert, La originalidad de R. D., p. 52. 
34. Schure, The Great Initiates, p. 314. All further references to this work 

appear in the text. N.B.: References to Pythagoras, the Pythagoreans, 
and Pythagoreanism relate, unless otherwise specified, to their meaning 
within the esoteric tradition. 

35. Francis Macdonald Cornford, Before and After Socrates, pp. 66-68. 
36. A central hypothesis of Raymond Skyrme's study Ruben Dario and the 

Pythagorean Tradition is that under the influence of Pythagoreanism 
Dario came to equate the ordering principle of the cosmos with music. 

37. See Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp, pp. 126-132. 
38. Besant, Esoteric Christianity, pp. 154-155. 
39. Anna Kingsford and Edward Maitland, The Perfect Way, p. 333. 
40. For the development of the use of the term "love" for this universal 

"centripetal force" and a discussion of its role in Romantic literature, 
see Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, pp. 292-299. 

41. See Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, chapters 4 and 5, pp. 197-324. 
42. Ernest Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, 

trans. Willard R. Trask, pp. 5 57-5 58. 
43. Paz, Children of the Mire, p. 76. 
44. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, p. 447. 
45. Abrams points out that the prototype of Rimbaud's poet is to be found 

in a stubbornly recurrent Christian heresy which asserts not merely the 
permissibility of sin but also the holiness of sin [Natural Supernatural

ism, pp. 416-417)-
46. Paz, Children of the Mire, p. 56. 
47. Ruben Dario, "Dilucidaciones," El canto errante, Poesias completas, 

ed. Alfonso Mendez Plancarte, augmented by Antonio Oliver Belmas, 
pp. 699-711. All further references to Dario's Poesias completas appear 
in the text. 

48. Paz, The Siren and the Seashell, p. 29. 
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49. Severo Sarduy Tomas Segovia, and Emir Rodriguez Monegal, "Nuestro 
Ruben Dario," Mundo Nuevo, No. 7 (1967), 36. 

50. See Abrams, "Romantic Analogues of Art and Mind," The Mirror and 
the Lamp, pp. 47-69. 

51. This variation of "La fuente" is found in both Prosas profanas, Obras 
completas, and Poesia, V, 848, ed. Ernesto Mejia Sanchez. In the version 
in Poesias completas line 6 begins with "basta" instead of "busca." 

52. Paz, The Siren and the Seashell, p. 37. 
5 3. This point of view is presented by Stephanie Merrim in "Dario and Bre

ton: Two Enigmas," Latin American Literary Review, 4, No. 9 (1976), 
48-62, and by Paz in The Siren and the Seashell, p. 39. 

54. Alan W. Watts, Myth and Ritual in Christianity, p. 47. 
55. See Abrams, "The Poem as Heterocosm," The Mirror and the Lamp, pp. 

272-285. 
56. Paz, Children of the Mire, p. 77. 
57. Ruben Dario, Obras desconocidas: Escritas en Chile y no recopiladas 

en ninguno de sus libros, ed. Raul Silva Castro, pp. 168-169, 170; m y 
italics. 

58. Merrim, "Dario and Breton," p. 56. 
59. An interesting Marxist interpretation of the Modernist's struggle to find 

a place in society is provided by Franchise Penis in Literatura y sociedad 
en America latina: El modernismo. 

60. Alberto Z u m Felde, Critica de la literatura uruguaya, p. 201, as quoted 
in Davison, The Concept of Modernism, p. 27; Paz, Children of the 
Mire, pp. 88-89. 

61. Z u m Felde, Critica de la literatura uruguaya, p. 43, as quoted in Davi
son, The Concept of Modernism, p. 30. 

2. Esoteric Pythagoreanism in Dario's Vision of the Universe 

1. Pedro Salinas, La poesia de Ruben Dario, pp. 283-286. 
2. Miguel Enguidanos, "Inner Tensions in the Work of Ruben Dario," 

Ruben Dario Centennial Studies, trans. Cecile Wiseman, ed. Miguel 
Gonzalez-Gerth and George D. Schade, pp. 14-15. 

3. At the height of his career, Dario recalled from his childhood that he 
often withdrew from merriment and went all by himself to look at 
things in the sky and sea because of his sad and pensive nature. He adds: 
"Debo decir que desde nino se m e infundio una gran religiosidad que 
llegaba a veces hasta la superstition" (Ruben Dario, Autobiografia, 
Obras completas, I, 28-29). 

4. Ruben Dario, Poesias completas, ed. Alfonso Mendez Plancarte, aug
mented by Antonio Oliver Belmas, pp. 248-251. Quotations in the text 
are from this edition. 

5. While in El Salvador from 1882 to 1883, Dario came to know Hugo's 
poetry well under the tutelage of Francisco Gavidia and undoubtedly 
was exposed to Hugo's pantheistic and gnostic beliefs—many of which 
stemmed from his readings of occultist literature (Enrique Anderson Im-
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bert, La originalidad de Ruben Dario, pp. 21, 24-25). By 1888, when he 
wrote "Catulle Mendes: Parnasianos y decadentes," Dario already had a 
sound understanding of Symbolist aesthetics. 

6. Edouard Schure, The Great Initiates: A Study of the Secret History of 
Religions, trans. Gloria Rasberry intro. Paul M. Allen, pp. 331-339. 

7. Arturo Marasso, "Nuevos aspectos de Ruben Dario: La cancion de los 
osos: Filosofia y hermetismo," La Nacion, Buenos Aires, 22 julio 1951, 
53. Although Marasso acknowledges the presence of occultist themes in 
the poem, he fails to explore the fundamental role that esoteric tradition 
had in the poem's formulation and execution. See also Arturo Marasso, 
Ruben Dario y su creacion poetica, pp. 73-108, and the more recent "El 
universo el verso de su musica activa" by Guillermo Sucre in La mas
cara, la transparencia: Ensayos sobre poesia hispanoamericana, pp. 
35-38. Other studies of "Coloquio" have focused almost exclusively on 
the question of literary sources and models. Maria Teresa Maiorana, for 
example, discusses the poem in comparison with "Le centaure" by Mau
rice de Guerin, "La mort du centaure" by Luis de Ronchard, and "La 
Grece et la Sicile" by J. M. de Heredia (" 'El coloquio de los centauros' de 
Ruben Dario," Boletin de la Academia Argentina de Letras, 23 [1958], 
185-263). Rene Durand sees Dario's centaurs as the product of a long 
tradition as well as of immediate literary and cultural trends ("El motivo 
del centauro y la universalidad de Ruben Dario," La Torre, 15 [1967], 
71-97). Marie-Josephe Faurie examines the French sources of "Colo
quio" in Le modernisme hispano-americain et ses sources francaises, 
pp. 29-48. Arturo Echevarria takes as his point of departure the poem's 
mythological sources. He then proceeds to develop insightful observa
tions regarding its structure and central themes ("Estructura y sentido 
poetico del 'Coloquio de los centauros,'" La Torre, 17 [1969], 95-130). 

8. Ruben Dario, Historia de mis libros, Obras completas, I, 209. 
9. For example, Salinas, in his summary statement, indicates a similar 

split in the nature of Dario's eroticism: "Pero este eroticismo rubeniano, 
ese tan complejo, por razon de su naturaleza tragica y agonica, de su con
dition insatisfactoria, funciona con respecto a las potencias del ser hu
mano, por modo centrifugo, impulsandolas del otro lado de la raya de su 
circulo lindante, disparandolas ansiosamente hacia otro espacio. Por eso 
se le puede dar como ultima y definitiva calificacion la de lo erotico 
transcendente" [La poesia de R. D., pp. 208-209). In his discussion of 
the figure of the centaur, however, his emphasis is slightly different. He 
indicates a split between "lo erotico del animal" and "lo humano." 
" lo erotico del animal—fuerza ciega del instinto, poder bruto—se 
combina con lo humano, significando la dualidad que yace en el amor, 
lo posesivo puro, animal, y algo que es superior, que esta por encima, lo 
puesto por el hombre" [La poesia de R. D., p. 93). 

10. Maiorana, "'El coloquio de los centauros' de R. D.," p. 192. 
n . Dario, Historia, p. 209. 
12. Alan S. Trueblood, "Ruben Dario: The Sea and the Jungle," Compara

tive Literature Studies, 4 (1967), 4^7-
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13. Trueblood, "R. D.: The Sea and the Jungle," pp. 431-432. 
14. Tomas Navarro Tomas, Metrica espanola: Resena historica y descrip-

tiva, pp. 420-421. 
15. Raymond Skyrme in Ruben Dario and the Pythagorean Tradition com

pares this passage with Baudelaire's "Correspondances" and Hugo's at
tempts to "lire / Dans cet hieroglyphe enorme: l'univers" (pp. 20-21, 
30-31). 

16. Skyrme, R. D. and the Pythagorean Tradition, p. 27. Similar ideas 
are developed in chapter 5, "Paradise Found: Sexual Love in Esoteric 
Tradition." 

17. As Marasso indicates, not only did Dario take characters from The Meta
morphoses, but, what is more, he incorporated many of their stories into 
the poem, Ruben Dario, pp. 79, 96. 

18. Dario's affirmation that Venus was born of the blood of Uranus, who 
was Chiron's grandfather, is not altogether accurate. As Marasso notes, 
this misconception came from Heredia's sonnet, "La naissance d'Aphro-
dite," Ruben Dario, p. 84. 

19. Marasso identifies many likely sources for the images used by Quiron in 
the passage describing the birth of Venus: "Dario en el elogio de Venus, 
esta cerca de Hesiodo y del himno a Venus del Khiron de Leconte de 
Lisle, sin olvidar a Lucrecio: Hominum divumque voluptas, Alma 
Venus. Laurant Tailhade escribio con este encabezamiento un H y m n e a 
Aphrodite. . . En los alejandrinos descriptivos de Venus y de su cortejo 
marino, el poeta no olvida el siglo XVIII, la apoteosis de la diosa en los 
cuadros de Albani y de Boucher que reproduce Menard en su Mitologia-, 
el poeta adapta algunas expresiones del texto de Menard y de la explica
tion de la pintura: 'hocicos de hipocampos', 'tritonicas melenas.'" Ma
rasso also recalls the unforgettable painting by Botticelli [Ruben Dario, 
p. 84). 

20. Schure, The Great Initiates, pp. 315-316. 
21. Cf. "Yo soy aquel que ayer no mas decia," in which Dario wrote (p. 629): 

Mas, por gratia de Dios, en mi conciencia 
el Bien supo elegir la mejor parte; 
y si hubo aspera hiel en mi existencia, 
melifico toda acritud el Arte. 

22. Ovid, The Metamorphoses, trans. Horace Gregory, p. 331. 
23. J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage, p. 173. 
24. Edith Hamilton, Mythology, p. 271. 
25. Marasso suggests Lucian as a primary influence, but the consequent 

conclusion that Quiron opted to die in order to escape the monotony of 
life is not in keeping with the rest of the poem [Ruben Dario, p. 75). 

26. Schure, The Great Initiates, pp. 339, 340. 
27. Cf. "Helios" (pp. 643-645) and analysis in chapter 6. 
28. Trueblood, "R. D.: The Sea and the Jungle," p.430. 
29. G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, p. 228. 
30. Ibid., p. 228. 
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31. Ricardo Gullon points out that Modernists held this belief to be central 
to both Pythagoreanism and their own poetic creation ("Pitagorismo y 
modernismo," Mundo Nuevo, No. 7, [1967], 23). 

32. Francisco Rico in El pequeno mundo del hombre sees this point as the 
core of the poem's meaning and calls "Ama tu ritmo . " "una declara
tion de la microcosmia humana, en los terminos familiares de la estirpe 
pitagorica" (p. 287). 

33. Although Marasso suggests that the "irradiation geometrica" is the rays 
given off by or the illumination from the divine idea, the universal 
monad [Ruben Dario, p. 162), it seems more likely that, with the use of 
the adjective "nocturna," Dario was referring to the night sky. However, 
the two views are easily reconciled. One need only recall that the uni
verse is created in God's image and that the harmony seen there is pat
terned on the harmony inherent in God. 
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35. Ruben Dario: "Bajo el divino imperio de la musica," trans. Fidel Co-

loma Gonzalez, pp. 31-32. 
36. Sucre, La mascara, la transparencia, p. 42. 
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43. Trueblood, "R. D.: The Sea and the Jungle," p.443. 

3. "Under the Sign of a Supreme Destiny": 
Reincarnation and Poetic Responsibility 
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3. Anna Kingsford and Edward Maitland, The Perfect Way, p. 24. Although 
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sion of reincarnation is taken from Schure's statement on the evolution 
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Symbols, trans. Jack Sage, p. 107. 
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in Ruben Dario in Search of Inspiration (Greco-Roman Mythology in 
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Isla de Oro," Cuadernos Hispanoamericanos, Nos. 212-213 [x967], 
567; ellipsis in original). 

13. La poesia de Ruben Dario, p. 172. 
14. "The Siren and the Seashell," in The Siren and the Seashell and Other 
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82-83, 85 
"La tortuga de oro .," 50 
"Yo persigo una forma . . .,"21 
"Yo soy aquel que ayer no mas 
decia," 81, 83, 84 

David and Goliath, 71 
Davies, Gareth, 139 
Davison, Ned, 4, 23 
Death, 42-44, 123 
linked to woman, 22, 38, 44, 78 
and poetic responsibility, 85, 86, 

87, 90 
in the Pythagorean myth of the 
incarnation of Psyche, 62 

the role of, in esoteric Pythagore
anism, 32 (see also Trans
migration of souls) 

Decadence, 22 
Decipherability of the universe, 18, 

27, 144. See also Poetry: as 
translation of nature 

del Rio, Angel, 5 
Demiurgic powers of language, 18. 

See also Poet: as demiurge 
Demiurgus, 122 
"Desengano," 26 
"Dialogo de una manana de ano 

nuevo," 109, 110-112 
Diana, 109, i n 
Diaz-Plaja, Guillermo, 93 
Dionysus, 120 
"Divagation," 104-106 
"Divagaciones," 84 
"Divina Psiquis," 62-65, 71-72, 

89 

Eagle, 122 
El Eco Nacional, 99 
"Eheu!," 66-68, 71, 91 
Elan vital, 135 
El Greco, 16 
Encausse, Gerard (Papus), 10, 149 n. 

16 
English Romanticism, 4, 5, 6 
poet and nature in, 73 
and recourse to esoteric tradition, 
7. See also Romanticism 

Enguidanos, Miguel, 25 
"En las constelaciones," 48-50, 66, 

76 
Enlightenment, 5 
mechanistic world view of, 6 
reaction to, by Romantics, 6 

"Epistola a la senora del Leopoldo 
Lugones," 69-71 

Esoteric Christianity, 113 
Esoteric Pythagoreanism 
as basis of Dario's vision of the 
universe, 25-53 

and Dario's view of art and life, 

54 
impact of, on Modernist aesthet
ics, 19 

outline of basic tenets of, 9-16 
as philosophic and metaphoric 
center of Dario's poetry, 11-16 

sexual view of the cosmos in, 
92 

Espana Moderna, 150-151 n. 29 
"La espiga," 45-46, 76, 114-117, 

118, 125 
Eternal Feminine, 15, 27, 36, 38. 

See also Creative Dyad; 
W o m a n 

Eternal Masculine, 15, 27, 38 
Eucharist, 115, 116, 117. See also 

Catholic mass; Christian 
symbols 

Eve, 96 
Exile, modern individual as, 25. See 

also Alienation and fragmenta
tion; Neoplatonic paradigm of 
primal unity; Pilgrim 
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Failure, fear of, 25, 27, 53, 65, 72, 
75-76, 84, 86, 87, 88-90, 
128 

Female form 
and poetry, 31. See also Form (po

etic); Poetry; W o m a n 
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb, 149 n. 23 
"Filosofia," 52-53 
Forest 
the sacred, 40, 81 
symbolism of, 61 

Form (poetic), 20-21 
associated with woman, 22, 31. 

See also W o m a n 
Fourier, Charles, 15, 93 
Fragmentation, 4, 6, 7, 23. See also 

Alienation and fragmentation 
Freemasonry, 11 
French Romanticism, 5 
poet and nature in, 73-74 

French Symbolism, 6 
hope for innocence and recon
ciliation in, 9 

music as poetic ideal of, 4 
poet and nature in, 73-74 
and recourse to esoteric tradition, 

7 
role of the poet in, 14. See also 
Symbolism 

Fuentes, Carlos, 137 

Garden of dreams, 63 
Garden of Eden, 61 
Generation of '98, 135 
Generation of '27, 136 
German idealists, 67 
German Romanticism, 4, 5, 6 
and recourse to esoteric tradition, 

7 
Gnosticism, 7, 148 n. 16 
Goblet 
representing poetic form, 20. See 
also Amphora 

Gonzalez Echevarria, Roberto, 
141 

Gonzalez Martinez, Enrique, 133, 
139-140 

Grass, Roland, and William R. 
Risley, 129 

The Great Initiates, 9, 15, 26. See 
also Schure, Edouard 

Great Monad, 12, 15, 27, 92, 128 
Great Mother of all creatures. See 

Mother Earth 
Guaita, Stanilas de, 149 n. 16, 151 

n. 29 
Guilt and sense of sin, 17 
Gullon, Ricardo, 3, 129 

Harmony 
as an artistic standard, 128 
central to poetics, 54 
as a philosophic ideal, 11 
as related to form and measure, 

13 
search for, in Dario's poetry, 25 
as underlying thrust of esoteric 
Pythagoreanism, 15 

Heart of the world ("corazon del 
mundo"), 25-26, 40, 68, 69, 70, 
90-91, 97, 125, 132 

beating of, in sea, 53. See also Sea 
Hegel, G. W F., 7 
Helios, 117, 120, 121-125. See also 

Apollo; Sun; Sun god myths 
"Helios," 97, 116, 117-126 
Hermeticism 
in the Renaissance, 7 

Hermetic sects, 6 
Herrera y Reissig, Julio, 129, 

132-133 
Holy Communion, 125 
"Hondas," 70-71 
Hugo, Victor, 15, 26, 74, 93, 95 
Huidobro, Vicente, 137 

Ideal music, 21, 25, 31, 126. See 
also Music 

Imperialism, 5 
Independent Group of Esoteric 

Studies, 10 
Individualism, 23-24 
in Dario, 20 

Instituto de Occidente, 11 
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as goal of art, 23 

Ivory tower, 83 

Jason, 32, 52, 68, 69. See also 
Argonaut 

Jensen, Theodore W , 129 
Jimenez, Juan Ramon, 4, 79 

Kabbala 
in the poetry of Herrera y Reissig, 

132 
in the Renaissance, 7 

Kabbalism, 148-149 n. 16 
in contemporary literature, 139, 

141-144 
and Valle-Inclan, 134 

Kant, Immanuel, 67 
Karma, 56 
Kingsford, Anna, and Edward Mait-

land, 55, 74 

Language 
as the double of the universe, 6 
as the "flesh" of poetry, 31, 94-

95, 107 (see also Sexual nature 
of creation) 

and immortality, 64-65 
and salvation, 72, 89-90 
view of, by Romantics, Symbol
ists, and Modernists, 138. See 
also Poetry 

Leconte de Lisle, Charles Marie, 
109 

Leda, 102-104 
Leon, Fray Luis de, 16 
Leon, Nicaragua, 11, 99 
Leonard y Bertholet, Jose, 11 
Levi, Eliphas. See Constant, Abbe 

Alphonse-Louis 
"Lirica," 48 
"Lo fatal," 54, 65, 91 
Lorenz, Erika, 49 
Love 
and salvation, 94 
as theme in Dario's poetry, 25. 

See also Sexual love 
Lugones, Leopoldo, 129 

Machado, Antonio, 131, 135-136 
Macrocosm/microcosm, 12, 13, 17, 

27, 47, 79, 102, 115, 128, 134 
Maier, Carol S., 129 
Maiorana, Maria Teresa, 30 
Mallarme, Stephane, 22 
and use of language, 8 

Mallorca, 51, 66, 69, 70, 71 
Marasso, Arturo, 9, 28, 36 
"Marina," 53 
Marti, Jose, 129-130 
Mathematics, 34, 46, 51 
in Pythagoreanism, 12-13 

"Melancolia," 85-86 
Mendes, Catulle, 22 
Merrim, Stephanie, 23 
Messianism, 5 
Metaphysical dimension to growing 

old, 55, 66-67, 69. See also 
Transmigration of souls 

"Metempsicosis," 56—58 
Microcosm. See 

Macrocosm/microcosm 
"Mientras teneis, oh negros cor-

azones," 80, 83-84 
Minerva, 140 
Minotaur, 39-40 
Modernism (Spanish American), 3, 

23 
cosmopolitan nature of, 3 
as generally characterized, 23-
24 

as heir to Romanticism and Sym
bolism, 9 

previous attempts to define, 3-4 
role of poetry in, 18 
and the Romantic metaphysics of 
integration, 127-128 

similarity of, with Romanticism, 
6 

syncretism as an essential charac
teristic of, 108 

view of language in, 137-138 
Modernist aesthetics, 18 
and relationship with esoteric Py
thagoreanism, 19 

Modernist poetics, 3 
Modernity 
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Modernism's awareness of its 
own, 147 n. 1 

"Modern tradition," 3 
Mondrian, Piet, 139 
Monochord. See Universal 

monochord 
Moreas, Jean, 109 
Morning star, 121. See also Venus 
Mother Earth, 42, 101, 106. See 

also Creative Dyad; Eternal 
Feminine; Woman 

Muses, 31, 50, 80 
Music, 34, 46, 50 
as attribute of poetry, 23 
as basis of art and universal per
fection, 54 

and essence of ideas, 19, 21, 
107 
(see also Ideal music) 

and essence of Venus, 37 
and form in poetry, 22 
as the ideal of poetic creation, 4, 
8, 19 

as model for reconciliation, 62 
and order of divine and poetic 
creation, 121, 144 

and order of the universe, 26, 113, 
118 

of poetry, 135 
as primordial language, 20 
in Pythagoreanism, 12-13 
and woman, 99, 105, 107 

Musical pulse of the universe, 57, 
60. See also Pulse of existence 

Music of the spheres, 13, 29, 31, 34, 

46, 47, 49, 53, H9, 124 
Mysticism, 93, 158 n. 8 

La Nacion, 10 
Nature 
as model for humanity, 115 
as the teacher of people, 74 
as text, 33 
as work of art, 51. See also Po
etry: as translation of nature 

Neoplatonic imagery, 19, 20, 73. 
See also Brook; Pulse of exis
tence; Spring ("fuente") 

Neoplatonic paradigm of primal 
unity, 6-7, 92 

represented by wayfarer or pil
grim, 7 (see also Pilgrim; Prodi
gal son) 

seen in esoteric Pythagoreanism, 
12 

seen in sexual love, 15 (see also 
Cosmic androgyne, myth of; 
Sexual love) 

Neoplatonism, 6, 9, 148 n. 16 
in Valle-Inclan, 134 

Neo-Pythagoreanism, 9 
Neruda, Pablo, 137 
Nervo, Amado, 129, 130-132 
"Nocturno I," 90 
"Nocturno II," 66, 90-91 
Norms, 52 

Occultism 
in the works of Dario, 3. See also 
Esoteric Pythagoreanism 

Occultist sects, 6 
Ocean, 44. See also Sea 
Olcott, Colonel Henry Steel, 10 
Onis, Federico de, 4 
Orientalism, 134, 139, 148 n. 16 
El oro de Mallorca, 94 
Orpheus, 49, 89 
Orphism, 7, 120, 139 
Ovid, 34-35 
Owl, 133 

"La pagina blanca," 76-78, 80, 81, 

84 
"Pajaros de las islas," 51-52 
Pala, 140 
"Palabras de la Satiresa," 61-62, 68, 

70 
"Palabras liminares," 20, 21 
Palau de Nemes, Graciela, 93 
Pan, 39-41, 62, 103, 112, 113 
Pantheism, 25, 26, 45, 46, 117, 130 
Panza, Sancho, 124 
Papal infallibility 
denounced by Dario, 11 

Papus. See Encausse, Gerard 
Parnassians, 22, 114 
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"Pasa y olvida," 85, 86-87, 88 
Paz, Octavio, 3, 6, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 

69, 93, 108, 126 
Peckham, Morse, 148 n. 15 
Peers, E. A., 5 
"Pegaso," 80-82 
Pegasus, 80, 81, 83, 97, 120, 122 
Peladan, Sar Josephin, 10, 151 n. 

29 
Philomela, 43 
Philosophia perennis, 108 
Pilgrim, 41, 86-87 
Plato, 7, 109 
Platonic imagery, 73 
Platonism, 9 
Plotinist imagery. See Neoplatonic 

imagery 
Plotinus, 28 
Poem 
as heterocosm, 22 
as microcosm, 93 

Poet 
as Christ-like, 84-85, 106 
as creator, 22 
as demiurge, 93 
as divine, 75, 83, 85, 87, 88 
as highest form of humanity, 39, 
46-47, 59, 61, 62, 72 

as magus, 13, 17, 33, 50, 51, 73-
91, 115, 126, 128 

and nature, 74 
and reconciliation, i n 
role of, 7-8, 13-14, 20 
as seer, 8, 134, 140 

"El poeta a las musas," 121 
Poetic creation, 31, 36, 93, 96, 97. 

See also Sexual nature of 
creation 

Poetic responsibilities, 76, 85 
Poetry 
as magic double of cosmos, 8, 18 
as a means of achieving unity, 8 
as a means of discovery, 8 
as a religion, 74 
and salvation, 91, 93 
as translation of the cadence of 
universal life, 59 

as translation of nature, 53, 73, 
7^, 79, 83, 88, 108, 128, 144. 
See also Language 

"Por el influjo de la primavera," 
104, 106-107 

"El porvenir," 121 
Positivism, 5, 6, 23, 24, 130, 132-

133, 135, 137, 138 
Postmodernism, 133, 136 
Pre-Babelic language, 18 
Primordial man as cosmic an

drogyne. See Cosmic 
androgyne 

Prodigal son, 30 
similarity of, with Neoplatonic 
paradigm of primal unity, 7 

Prometheus, 32, 43-44 
Psyche, 28, 62-64, J24 
Pythagorean myth of incarnation 
of, 62 

Pulse of existence, 46, 48-49, 53, 
59, 75, 125, 135-136 

associated with rhythmic ver
sification, 19. See also Heart of 
the world ("corazon del 
mundo"); Musical pulse of the 
universe 

Pythagoras, 9, 46, 49 
as mathematician, 12-13 

Pythagorean concept of universal 
harmony, 13, 17, 24, 76, 79, 
108, 114 

Pythagoreanism 
Dario's work identified with, 9 
in Marti, 129-130 
in Valle-Inclan, 134 
in Vallejo, 136 

Quijote, 124 

Los raws, 109 
"Reencarnaciones," 56-57 
Reincarnation. See Transmigration 

of souls 
"El reino interior," 63 
Renaissance vitalism, 6 
"Renewal of form and techniques" 
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(characteristic of Modernism), 
23-24 

"Responso a Verlaine," 112-114 
Resurrection, 123 
"Retorno," 68-69 
Retribution, law of, 56, 57, 65 
"Revelation," 53, 97 
Rhythm 
importance of, in Modernist poet

ics, 19 
Rhythm of the universe. See Pulse 

of existence 
Rimbaud, Arthur, 8, 17, 30 
Risco, Antonio, 129 
"Rojo," 109 
Romanticism, 4, 5, 6, 25, 128, 129. 

See also English Romanticism; 
French Romanticism; German 
Romanticism 

Romantic literary theory, 13-14 
Romantic metaphysics of integra

tion, 127 
Rosicrucians, 10 

Sacraments of the Church, in, 115 
denounced by Dario, 11 

Sagittarius, 28, 32, n o 
Saint Paul, 64-65 
Saint Sylvester, n o 
Salinas, Pedro, 4, 25, 68, 93 
"El salmo de la pluma," 99-101 
Sarduy Severo, 19, 24 
Satiresa, 61, 62, 65 
Satyr, 39-41, 113 
Schlegel, August, 149 n. 23 
Schulman, Ivan, 129 
Schure, Edouard, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 

17, 26, 43-44, 64 
Science 
faith in, 5, 11 
reconciliation of, with religion, 

10 
Sea, 25, 30-31, 33, 35~36, 37, 53, 

66, 68, 69, 97, 101. See also 
Ocean 

Seashell (conch shell), 69 
Second Coming, 126 

Sexual love 
as the basis of harmony and crea
tion, 122 

as a path to perfection, 15, 17, 
92-107 

reconciliation of opposites 
through, 106-107 

Sexual nature of creation, 32, 110-
112, 135. See also Language: as 
the "flesh" of poetry; Poetic 
creation 

Sexual nature of the godhead, 92, 
128. See also Androgyny 

Shaw, Donald L., 4 
Sheba, 101, 106 
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 14, 73 
Shroder, Maurice Z., 74 
Sincerity, 81, 157 n. 12 
"Sinfonia en gris mayor," 53 
Sirens, 31, 36, 39-40, 69, 83 
Skyrme, Raymond, 34 
Society 
as theme of Dario's poetry, 25 

Socrates, 108 
Solomon, 101 
Sosnowski, Saul, 144 
Soul 
as spark of divine soul, 60, 88 
as winged creature, 52, 63, 123 

Soul of the word, 21 
Soul of the world, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 

26, 36, 45, 60, 73, 79, 88, 115, 
133, 134, 135 

Spanish Romanticism, 5 
Sperrati-Pinero, E m m a Susana, 129 
Sphinx, 28, 38-39, 60 
"Spiritual quest and mysticism" 

(characteristic of Modernism), 

23 
Spring ("fuente"), 20, 60, 103, 131. 

See also Neoplatonic imagery 
Stael, M m e . de, 149 n. 23 
Star, 81 
Sucre, Guillermo, 93 
"Sum . ," 88 
Sun, 19, 48, 52, 60, 68, 97, 101, no, 

115, 117-126. See also Apollo 
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Sun and earth 
as symbol of harmony, 26, 101 

Sun god myths, 117-118. See also 
Apollo; Helios 

Swan, 103-104, 133, 139-140 
Swedenborg, Emanuel, 149 n. 23 
Symbolism, 22, 25, 74, 128, 129. 

See also French Symbolism 
Syncretism, 10, 16, 17, 56, 108-

126, 128-129, J32 

"Tarde del tropico," 53 
Theosophical Society, 10 
Theosophy 11, 139 
Time, 25, 56, 90, 116, 118 
Titans, 120 
"{Torres de Dios! jPoetas!," 80, 

82-83, 85 
Tortoise of gold, 50 
Tortoise shell, 89 
"La tortuga de oro . . .," 50 
Transcendental ego, 67 
Transmigration of souls, 14, 17, 27, 

33, 39, 41, 42-44, 46, 49-50, 
52, 54-72, 87, 91, 128, 131 

Trinity, 118, 120, 126 
denounced by Dario, 11 

Triptolemus, 60 
Tritons, 31, 69 
Trueblood, Alan S., 30, 53, 112-

113 
Twofold nature of God, 15. See also 

Androgyny; Sexual nature of 
the godhead 

Ultraismo, 136 
Ulysses, 52 
Unamuno, Miguel de, 3, 4 
Unicorn, 106 
Unity of life, 25-53, 103, 104 
Unity of opposites, 26-27, 102, 

107. See also "Palabras de la 
Satiresa"; Unity of life 

Universal lyre ("lira universal"), 26, 
34. See also Music of the 
spheres 

Universal monochord, 26, 44, 121. 
See also Music of the spheres 

Valle-Inclan, Ramon del, 129, 

134-135 
Vallejo, Cesar, 136-137 
Vanguardia, 136-137 
Vega, Lope de, 16 
Venus, 35-37, 96-97, 99, 112, 159 

n. 21 
as morning star, 98, 121. See also 
Anadiomena; Aphrodite 

Venus de Milo, 21 
Verlaine, Paul, 19, 112-113, 114, 

157 n. 12 
Virgin Mary, 96, 97, 109, 125 
Vishnu, 108 
"Voluntad de estilo" (characteristic 

of Modernism), 20, 23-24 

Watland, Charles, 11 

Wind, 33, 34, H 5 
Woman 
death as, 22, 38, 44, 78 
and music, 99 
and poetry, 130, 158 n. 14 
as primordial matrix (womb of 
existence), 21, 42 (see also Sex
ual nature of creation) 

role of, in the cosmos, 22, 35-39, 
92-107 

and sexuality, 52. See also Cre
ative Dyad; Eternal Feminine 

Wordsworth, William, 8 
World as a living organism, 25. See 

also Esoteric Pythagoreanism 

"Yo persigo una forma . . .,"21 
"Yo soy aquel que ayer no mas 

decia," 81, 83, 84 
Yurkievich, Saul, 137 

The Zohar, 141 
Zoroastrianism, 132, 139 
Z u m Felde, Alberto, 23 
Zurbaran, Francisco de, 16 
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